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Abstract

This dissertation presents a description of Mocovi. with special emphasis dn the
inflectional morphology of noun and verb phrases and the structure of clauses and sentences. The
basis for this study is comprised of data collected during fieldwork with native speakers of
Mocovi in the CoIonia "E1 Pastoril" in Chaco province. Argentina.
Mocovi belongs to the Southern branch of the W a i k u ~ a nlanguage family. It has
somewhere between 4.000 and 7,000 speakers who live in communities scattered in the northern
part of Santa F6 province and the southern part of Chaco province in Argentina.
Mocovi is an SVO language with an Active/Inactive pronominal system. It has one set of
pronominal ctitics for agentive subjects, i.e. an Active set of proclitics, and another set for nonagent subjects and objects. i.e. an Inactive set of proclitics. The set of Inactive proclitics strongly
resembles the set of possessive markers on nouns. It also has an Alienable/Inalienable opposition
in nouns. Mocovi has a complex demonstrative system that consists of a set of deictic roots
which precede the noun in noun phrases and mark the absence/presence of the noun they modify.

as well as motion (corn inggoing) and position (standin@sittin@lying). These deictic roots can
also function as pronominals and as locative adverbs. Mocovi has a complex verb form with
numerous categories espressed as affixes or clitics within that form: negation. indefinite agent.
person and number, progressive aspect, location and direction. object number, and evidentiality.

*

It lacks a passive construction. but it has an indefinite agent proclitic that occurs within the verb
form. It has a set of locative/directional verbal enclitics that express the location and/or direction
of the action expressed by the verb. The foliowing types of clauses are described: transitive and
intransitive clauses. existential and copular ciauses. and subordinate clauses. including relative
clauses and complement clauses.
This study provides a description of Mocovi. a language that has been poorly
documented. with particular emphasis on nominal and verbal morphology. It provides a fairly
detailed and comprehensive study of a Waikunian language. It presents data for a comparative
study of Waikuriian languages, and for the reconstruction of Proto- Waikunian.
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1. Introduction

This work presents a linguistic description of Mocovi. a Southern Waikunian language
spoken in the Chaco region in Argentina. with special emphasis on the inflectional morphology
of noun and verb phrases. and the structure of sentences and clauses.

Mocovi. or [moqoyt Ia?qa:tqa] 'kiocovi langziuge '. is an American Indian Ianguage with
somewhere between 4.000 and 7.000 speakers who live in communities scattered in the northern
part of Santa Fe province and the southern part of Chaco province in Argentina (See Map I .
Appendis C). Mocovi belongs to the Southern branch of the Waik~rnianlanguage family.
The Waikunian language family includes two branches. Wai kuru and Southern
Waikunian. The Waikurtj branch is made up of Mbaya. formerly spoken in the Brazilian and
Paraguayan Chaco. and its only descendant Kadiweu. now spoken by about 1.500 people in
western Mato Grosso do Sul. Brazil. The Southern Branch includes Toba. Pilaga. Mocovi and
+ ~ b i ~ 6 Toba.
n . with 25.000 speakers. is spoken in Southern Paraguay and eastern Bolivia. and

in the eastern part of Chaco and Formosa provinces in Argentina (approximately 15.000 Toba
speakers live in Argentina). Pilaga has about 4.000 speakers scattered in the northeastern part of
Chaco and in Formosa provinces in Argentina. Abipon. now extinct. was spoken in the eastern
part of Chaco province in Argentina and was very closely related to the other languages in this
branch. The family tree of the Waikuruan language family is provided in Figure 1.
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Proto- Waikunian

Waikurii

Southern Waikunian

I

Mbaya

I
Kad iweu

Mocovi

Pilaga

Toba

~bipon'

Figure 1

Mocovi is a poorly documented language in a poorly studied familq,. There is an 1892
grammar of Mocovi by Lafone Quevedo that is based on a manuscript by Francisco Tavolini. a
Jesuit priest. dating from between 1854 and 1864: a paper on palatalization in two varieties of
Mocovi by Gualdieri. and a study on zoological names and ethno-zoology of the Pilaga. Toba.
Mocovi. Mataco and Vi lela by Martinez Crovetto. an Argentin ian agronomist. An Evangelical
Minister. Alberto Buckwalter. is said to be working on a dictionary of Mocovi. I have not been
abte to contact Mr. Buckwalter. There are hvo historical works on the Waikunian family. The
first is a paper on the reconstruction of the pronominals and demonstratives of Proto-Waikunian
by Ceria and Sandalo (1995). which includes a reconstruction of the phonological system of
Proto-Waikunian largely based on unpublished work by Terrence Kaufman. The second is a
paper on prefixation. semantic change and class reduction in Waikunian languases by Vidal
(1997). There is also a paper on location and direction in Waikunian languages by Grondona
( 1998).

1. Introduction

This study is based on data collected during fieldwork between 1991 and 1997 in the
Colonia "El Pastoril". in Villa Angela, Chaco. Argentina. over a period of six months. (See Map
I. Appendix C.) I have mainly worked with three different native speaken of the la~~guaee.
all of

whom speak Spanish as a second language: Juan Jose Manito. born in 1943 and -presidentsof the
community between 1991 and 1993; Roberto Ruiz. born in 1939: and Valentin Salteiio. born in
1965. Both Mr. Ruiz and Mr. Salteiio are 'bilingual helpers' at the elementary school in the
community. Mr. Ruiz also speaks Toba which he learned as an adult while performins
evangelical work in the northern part of the Chaco province in Argentina. Mr. Ruiz has also
helped in Mr. Buckwalter's translation of the Bible into Mocovi.

I have spent a total of almost six months collecting data from native speakers of Mocovi
behveen 1991 and 1997: one month in the summer of 199 1 (May-June 199 1). tlvo and a half
months in the summer of 1992 (June-July-August 1992). two weeks in 1995 (September 1995).
three weeks in 1996. and two weeks in 1997. The data I collected over this period makes up a
database of about two thousand lexical items. about three thousand sentences. and about tt\.ent>
recorded texts by various native speakers other than my informants (varying from 5 minutes to

45 minutes in length). 12 of which I have transcribed and analysed.
The main guides for the collection of data have been a typological checklist developed
by Sarah Thornason: certain relevant sections of the Lingua Descriptive Studies questionnaire
designed by Bernard Comrie & Norval Smith: the grammatical questionnaire and the
accompanying lexical list of approximately hvo thousand items developed by Kaufman & Berlin

I . Introduction

(1987). especially designed for South American Indian languages: and books and pictures of

native flora and fauna of the region.

1.2. Historical Background

Very little. if an>rhing, is known of the Mocovi Indians in pre-Hispanic times. but there
is little reason to believe that their lifestyle and traditions were much different from ~vhatthey
were in the 17th century. when we have the first European accounts of Indian groups in the
Chaco region in Argentina. The ~Iocoviswere nomadic hunters and gatherers. The bands or
tribes moved in the area from the Bermejo River southwest down to the Salado River. Each tribe
was made up of a few extended families. The men were in charge of hunting and fishing. and the
women would gather wood and fruit and fetch water. and carry the small children and their
belongings when they moved. There is evidence that there were trade routes across the Chaco
forests. The Chaco Indians would exchange ~vildcatskins and rhea and egret feathers for gold.
silver and copper objects in the Inca villages on the border of the Inca Empire. as \\ell as in
Indian towns in the Calchaqui valley. The Mocovis probably had more contact with the Indians

in the Cajchaqui valley than with those in the Inca Empire. and some accounts portraq them as
the 'wild Indians roaming the Province of Tucuman' (Metraux 19462 1 1).
In the second half of the 16th century the Spanish started foundin, settlements on the
border of the region inhabited by the Mocovis (Santiago del Estero in 1553. Tucunlan in 1563.
Esteco in 1367. Cordoba in 1573. Concepcion del Berrnejo in 1632. and Salta in 1709. See Map

2. Appendix C). The Mocovis. who by then had acquired horses by stealing them from the
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Spanish and from other Indians. occasionally traded with the settlers in these towns. but also
attacked and raided them frequent1y.
In 1743 the Jesuit Francisco Burges founded the mission of San Francisco Xavier with a
few Mocovi Indians on the eastern side of what is now Santa Fe province. He was then
succeeded by Father Florian Paucke. who wrote a detailed description of the Mocovi. although
not o f their language. The mission prospered and the Mocovi population increased. In 1765 the
Jesuit mission of San Pedro was founded on the [spin-Chico River. a tributary of the Saladillo
River. The Jesuits provided Indians with cattle and showed them how to work the land in an
attempt to make them sedentary. After 1767. with the Jesuit expulsion from the region. the
missions declined rapidly. In I780 the Franciscan mission of Nuestra Sefiora de 10s Dolores y
Santiago de Lacangaye (on the Bermejo River) was founded. but it is likely that most of the
Indians there were Toba rather than Mocovi. (See Map 2. Appendis C.)
It was not until the second half of the 19th century that the Spanish started showing some
interest in the area again. Little is known about the missions around that time. However. around
the late 1850s Father Francisco Tavolini. an Italian missionary member of a Spanish religious
order. was sent to the former mission of San Pedro. now called "reduccion" (namely an Indian
community headed by a European priest), which at the time apparently had mostly lMocovi
Indians. Father Tavolini spent approximately three years in the "reduccion". during which time
he wrote a description of the language which was edited and published by Samuel A. Lafone
Quevedo in 1892 (see beiow for details).
In the late 19th century and the first half o f the 20th c e n t u q the Europeans entered more
and more into the Chaco. pushing the Indians to settle in small communities and forcing them to
adopt a sedentary life. Some of them worked as peons for European landowners. clearing land of
bushes and trees and preparing it for grwing and planting. Others settled in communities
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scattered around the region and started working as temporary laborers. preparing the land for
planting, and later harvesting the crops. mainly cotton. It was only the chiefs and the male heads
of families who communicated with Spanish speakers. Their level of bilingualism was not high.
but it was enough to negotiate a price for their work. and to purchase food. such as su,~ a or
r
"yerba" (a type of tea typical of the region).

In the mid 1940s the elementary school #J1 8 was founded in the Colonia El Pastoril. one
of the biggest Mocovi communities in the Southern Chaco region. The aim was to teach the
Indians Spanish and to give them an education. The teachers were monolingual Spanish
speakers; most Mocovi children and adults did not speak Spanish. The school is still operating
today; the teachers are still all native speakers of Spanish who do not speak Mocovi. The
children learn Mocovi as their first language and start attending school around the age of 5 or 6.
but few of them finish elementary school: most drop out in third or fourth grade. There have
been attempts to teach Spanish reading and writing to adult women. but the results have not been
good.

CI

At present it is still the men who are in closer contact with Spanish speakers. since they
are the ones who negotiate with the landowners. who 30 into town for supplies. and who may
travel farther away in search of work when there is no work in the home area. The women and
children who attend school have contact with the teachers. all of them Spanish monolinguals. and
sometimes with the doctor who goes to the community once a week. Most if not ail the families
own a radio and listen to it almost constantly. Radio transmission in the area is in Spanish. A few
households have a television set (a11 the programs are in Spanish). and I know of one household
that owns a VCR. The level of bilingualism in Mocovi speakers varies from high proficiency in
Spanish (mostly men 25-50 years old) to no knowledge of Spanish (mainly older adults. mostly
women but some men as well. and children up to 5 years old). Younger women tend to be more

proficient in Spanish than older women. In the last year transportation to and from the town,
some five kilometers away. has improved. and the Mocovi go to town more frequently during the
harvesting season when money and work are more readily available. The more contact a speaker
has with the Spanish- speaking world. the higher his or her level of bilingualism.
Mocovi was not a written language. However. in the 1950s a group of missionaries
developed a writing system for Toba which was later extended to Mocovi. This writing system
was largely based on the Spanish writing system. The only written text in Mocovi is a translation

of the bible by Mr. Buckwalter.

13. Existing Literature on Mocovi

Very little work has been done on Mocovi up until now. Lafone Quevedo's 1892
grammar of Mocovi is based on a manuscript by Francisco Tavolini. a Jesuit priest who spent
approximately ten years with the Mocovi behveen 1854 and 1864. AIthough this grammar is
valuable as a historic source of the langauge. caution should be exercised when working both
with the data and the analyses provided. Lafone Quevedo's description is not based on his own

fieldwork with the language. but on Tavolini's notes and description of Mocovi. Tavolini did not
distinguish behveen velar and uvular stops. and uvular fricatives and glottal stops Lvere not
recorded. Lafone Quevedo's description maintained these inconsistencies. Throughout his work
Lafone Quevedo makes an attempt to relate Mocovi to other Waikunian languages such as Toba
and Abipon (hvo languages he also provided descriptions of) and other American Indigenous
languages. His analysis of the data seems to suffer from such an attempt.
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There is a paper on palatalization in hvo varieties of Mocovi by Gualdieri. Martinez
Crovetto's study on zoological names and ethno-zoology of the Pila_ga. Toba Mocovi. Mataco
and ViIela provides useful data for a comparative study of zoological names in these languages.
However his transcriptions are not always accurate. The information on Alberto Buckwalter's
dictionary of Mocovi is not available. since I have not yet been abIe to contact Mr. Buckwatter.
There are hvo historical works on the Waikunian family. The first is a paper on the
reconstruction of the pronorninals and demonstratives of Proto-Waikunian by Ceria and Sandalo
( 1993, which includes a reconstruction of the phonological system of Proto- Waikunian largely

based on unpublished work by Terrence Kaufman. Some of the data in the paper needs to be
revised in light of new findings in the various Waikunian languages. The second is a paper on
prefixation. semantic change and reduction of classes in Waikunian languages by Vidal ( 1997).
There is also a paper on location and direction in Waikunian languages by Grondona (1998)
which provides a comparative study of the notions of location and direction as expressed in the
demonstrative system and in the locative/directional morphemes within the verb form in the
various languages of the Waikunian fam i Iy.

1.4. Grammatical Sketch

In this section I provide a brief sketch of Mocovi in order to familiarize the
reader with the basic structures of the language. Mocovi is an SVO language. In most cases.
subjects and objects are encoded by pronominal clitics and affixes on the verb. It has an
Activefinactive agreement system on verbs, and an Alienable/Inalienable opposition in nouns.
Possession is marked on the possessed head noun in the NP. i.e. Mocovi is head-mcrrking. and no
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marker occurs o n the dependent noun. i.e. the possessor. When the possessor is an overt noun (or

NP), the possessor can either precede o r follow the possessed noun. with no apparent change in
meanins. It has a fairly complex demonstrative system which marks the absence/presence of the
noun they modify. as well as motion (coming/going) and position (standing/sittingllying). It has

a rather complex verb form in which various categories are expressed as affixes or clitics.
Mocovi lacks prepositions. but it has an oblique marker. ke. which introduces oblique noun
phrases.

1.4.2. Mocovi as an Activefinactive Language

Mocovi can be classified as an ActiveiInactive language. I t has an agreement system on
verbs in which agents are marked by one set of markers. the Active person markers. and nonagents. and objects are maked by another set of markers. the Inactive person markers. The set of
possessive markers on nouns very closely resembles the Inactive person markers.
Table 1 lists the person markers in Mocovi.
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Table 1
Person Markers

Possessive

Active

1%

i+

S+

2sgf

r+ - a+... -i

2sgR

r+

B+ ... -i
0+... +ir

3%

- a+... +ir
l+ - 0+

1 ~ 1 qar+

2pcl
2 ~ 1
3Pl
Abs

r+

- qa+

- D+... -i:
l+ - 0+... -er
n+ - I+
r+

-it

ir+ ( Cj])
I-+

- i+

... -1

r+ ... +ir

i+-D+-r-tS+

- 0+... -iri

Inactive

n+

... -aG

i+

- B+-

qar+

B+ ... -iri

rt ... -in

0+... -i:

r+ ... -1:

i+

r+- n+

- (25+ - r+ - n+ ... -er

i+

- a+-

r+

-

n+ ... -er

Person is marked mainly by a set of proclitics which immediately precede the verb stem.
or the prefix n- 'hither' in a verb that takes this prefix. in the case of verbs: they immediately
precede the nominal root. or the alienable prefix

R.

when marking possession on nouns. Person

number is marked as a suffix immediately following the stem. For the second person singular the
proclitic for the Active set is

(a+

and for the Inactive set and the Possessive markers it is r+.

There is also a suff~x-i for the second person singular familiar. or an enclitic +ir for the second
person singular respectful form. which immediately follows the stem. The marker for the second
person singular respectful is a clitic not a suffix because the phonological rules apply before the
clitic is attached to the verb form. Third person in the set of Possessive markers is expressed b.
the proclitic /+ in inalienably possesed nouns. and by the proclitic 0+ in alienably possessed
nouns. There are four allomorphs of the third person proclitic on verbs: it. O+. r+. and

m.

These allomorphs are not phonologically determined. Verb stems in Mocovi have been classified
into four different classes based on the form of the proclitic that they take for the third person:
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Class A verbal stems are those that take the proclitic

+. Class B stems are those that take the

proclitic Q+. Class C stems are those that take the proclitic r+. and Class D stems are those
that takc the proclitic n-t- for the third person. Number for the first, second and third persons is
marked by suffixes which immediatelly follow the verb stem. While there is a distinction on the
used normaIly when referring to hvo or maybe three
second person between a paucal sufix -in-.
entities. and a plural suffix -i. used when referring to four or more. there is only a two-number
distinction in the first and third persons. namely singular and plural. Singular is used when
referring to one entity. and plural is used when referring to hvo or more.
It should be noted that none of the person proclitics can CO-occur.i.e. Mocovi does not
allow more than one person proclitic on the verb: therefore. if the verb form calls for one subject
proclitic and one object proclitic, there is a hierarchy that will determine which person marker
will occur in the verb form: 1>2>3. Hotvever. it does allow hvo person suffises. one of which

must be the first person plural agent suffix.

1.4.3. Alienable/Inalienable Possession

There is a distinction in Mocovi benveen Inalienably possessed nouns. i.e. nouns that
must occur with a possessive marker. or an absolutive marker indicating that the noun lacks a
possessor. and Alienably possessed nouns. i.e. nouns that do not normall>. occur a i t h a
possessive marker. In order to bear a possessive marker these nouns must take the alienable
prefix

IF. which

immediately precedes the nominal root. The possessive proclitic then precedes

the alienable prefix m. The structure of alienably and inalienably possessed nouns with the
person markers is shown in ( l ) .
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( 1)

Inalienably possessed nouns:

[Poss+stem(-P~ss)]

Alienably possessed nouns:

[POSS+~-stem(-~os~)]

Mocovi nouns can be grouped into three noun classes depending on the possessive
marker that they take: Class I. nouns that mzrrr be possessed and do not take a prefix n-: Class 11.
nouns that m q be possessed and that take the prefix n- when they are possessed: Class 111. nouns
that are never possessed. and include words for such items as animals, things from nature (e.g.
storm. rain. and river), and non-kinship terms referring to people (e.g. man and woman). The
prefix n- is added to nouns that are alienably possessed when they occur with a possessive
marker.

1.4.4. Structure of the Verb Form

The verb form is quite complex and it includes the following categories: negation.
indefinite agent. pronominal agreement. hither. progressive aspect. locative/directional enclitics.

(See
object number and evidential. The structure of the verb form in Mocovi is provided in (1).
Chapter 4 for a detailed table showing the structure of the verb form.)

(2)

Structure of the Verb form
Neg+ Indef+ Pers+ hither- STEM -PI.Ag -Pen

+Aspect +Loc/Dir +O.nO+EV

(+2s~R)
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1.4.5. Basic Constituent Order and Clause Types

T h e basic word order in sentences is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO). although sentences
with hvo nominal phrases are fairly uncommon. Verb-Object-Subject (VOS) order is also v e v
common. The common word order. then. is VO. Since verbal arguments are expressed by
pronominafs on the verb form, a single verb form can constitute a full sentence. as in example

(3). However. those arguments can also be expressed by lexical noun phrases. as in example (4).
T h e examples are presented as follows. The first line provides a phonemic transctiption,
behveen / /: in cases in which the phonetic representation o f a form differs considerably from
the phonemic form. a phonetic transcription is provided above the phonemic transcription
behveen [ 1. The second line gives a morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown. with the morphemes
in their underlying forms; the third line gives a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss. The fourth line
provides a free English translation.

-We g r e e t you (R )'

(4)

'so ilo S i p e c a ~neyettak wa~a-vaqke ji kanal:
SO

ilo

S i p e ~ an-e?e
~ t-tak

wacayaq ke

DEIC(gng) ISCPOSS+animal horse 3 t \ ~ - d r i n k - ~ ~ Owater
G

-My horse is drinking water in the canal.'

ji

kanal

OBL D E I C ( ~ Ocanal
~)
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The discussion of clauses in Mocovi has been organized into various clause types:
intransitive clauses. transitive clauses, existential clauses. copular clauses. interrogative clauses.
subordinate clauses. which include complement and relative clauses. and adverbial clauses.
Intransitive clauses are those in which the verb is an intransitive verb, which bears only
one argument. That argument can be either an agent (Active marker). as in example (5) or a nonagent argument (Inactive marker). as in example ( 6 ) . Transitive clauses are those clauses in
which the verb is a transitive verb with hvo arguments. The arguments can be expressed by
pronominals on the verb form, as in (3). or by pronominals and nominal phrases. as in (4) and
(7). It is not common. however. in natural speech to find two lexical noun phrases in a sentence:

it is likely that at least one of the arguments is expressed only by the pronominal on the verb
form. However. clauses with two NPs do occur.

'I return.'

(= I

go back [home])

'1 freshen up.' (= I get refreshed)

(7)

/Iwis yalawat na nanayW

lwis i+aIawat na

nanayk

Luis 3 . ~ + k i l l~ ~ ~ ~ ( c yarara
mng)
-Luis kills/killed the yarara (type of snake).'
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Existential clauses are clauses that express the existence of somebody or something.
They can be translated into English as -There is X' or - X exists'. In Mocovi. existential clauses
are formed by the verb ?we -there is. there exists' and a nominal phrase. as in example (S).
Since Mocovi does not have a verb which expresses the semantic notion of possession. i.e. a
verb such as 'to have. to own. to possess'. the notion of possession is expressed by an existentiaI
clause, with the verb ?we .there is' and a nominal clause in which the possessor is marked on
the possessed noun. as in example (9).
(S)

/?we la?lege/

?we

la?lege

exists sugar (= something sweet)
'There is sugar.'

(9)

Rwe ilo ?~afii/
?we

i+lo

7~aii

exists I SGPOSs+animal duck
'1 have a duck..' (= exists my animal duck)

Mocovi lacks a copula verb. In copular clauses. the predicate is expressed by a noun
phrase. as in example ( 1 0). andor an adjective phrase. as in examples ( 1 l ) and ( 12).
(10)

/daho iowd
da-ho

i+owa

~~1c(vert)-PROX
L SGPOSS+spouse
'That is my spouse.'
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(1 1)

/as0 ?a10 po?~oy/

a+so

?a10

po?c;ay

F+~E1C(vert)woman thin
'That woman is thin.'

(I2)

/yim Iate?wge?/

y im

Iate?wge?

ISGPRON fat

Interrogative clauses are introduced by the interrogative forms fiige? 'what. who.
how'. /agi 'when'. ci?nege 'why'. wa?ge Where'.

These interrogative forms are normally

followed by a deictic classifier, in most cases ka 'deictic classifier (absent).
( l 3)

/nige? ka yo?we:tetak/
iiige? ka
what

i+o?we: t+tak

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b~ .sAnCt+)~ O + P R O G

-What is he doing?'

(14)

/wa?ge n a naqatimi/
wa?ge na

@+n-aqat+ir+iii

where DEIC(cmng) ~ . - \ c + ~ I ~ T H + c ~ ~ c ~ + ~ s G R + D ~ + ? ~
-Where did you catch it?'
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'When did you catch it?'

Complement clauses are those that function as direct objects in a sentence.
Complement clauses in Mocovi can be introduced by the complementizer kQim -that'. but
normally occur without a cornplementizer.
( 16 )

/fiige? ka nak kijim ka ewa Si?ge iocogel
iiige? ka

0+nak

kijirn ka

who D~lC(absnt)3.4C+say that

e w a Si?ge

ito~oge

~ ~ ~ C ( a b sEva
n t ) already j.~C+leave

'Who said that Eva had left?'

Relative clauses are not marked by any relative pronouns. The meaning expressed in
English by a relative clause. is expressed in Mocovi by a clause immediately following the noun
they modify. but without an overt relativizer.
Adverbial clauses of cause are introduced by saik 'because'. Clauses of time are

expressed by clauses marked by the coordinators ka?

- ka *and. then'. or na? 'when'.

Mocovi

lacks an adverb to mark instrumental clauses. The instrumental meaning is expressed by
juxtaposed clauses. one of which usually contains a form of the verb o7tver 'to use. utilize'.
Conditional clauses are introduced by no?om 'if.
The overt coordinators Eaqae 'and'. ka? 'and, then'. qam

mark coordinate clauses (or phrases). as in ( 17).

- qala~arn'but'.

/oqo?m 'or'
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( 17)

/alisya ro?we:na~antakqam kiyotapigi pekatiripil
alisya r+o?we:na~an+takqam 0+kiyo+tap+igi pekat-ir-ipi
Alicia J A C + S ~ ~ ~ + P R
but
OG
~ A C + W ~ S ~ + P R O Gdish-PCL+TDS
-Alicia sings while she washes the dishes.'
(lit: 'Alicia is singing but she is washing the dishes.'

Mocovi adjectives do not have comparative or superlative forms. These notions are
expressed by the lexical forms peg

- pageg 'more'

and Ealego 'very'. If a sentence has hvo

noun phrases that are being compared. one of the noun phrases occurs in a prepositional phrase
introduced by the generic preposition ke. Equatives are expressed by juxtaposition. The ciauses
are linked by ?nem - ?nehem 'like. similar, same'.
In Mocovi negation is expressed by a negative proclitic with two allomorphs s q a e

-

se+.as in example ( l 8).

'I don't know.'

There is an enclitic +o7 which can be attached to the verb or other elements in the verb
phrase which marks evidentiality. it can be used to refer both to events that occurred in the past.
and events that will occur in the future. but which the speaker has not witnessed him/herself.
This enctitic is very common in narrative texts.
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1.5. Purpose and Organization of this Study

1.5.1. Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to provide a description of a language that has not been well
described previously. It presents a systematic and detailed description of Mocovi. It provides a
basis for comparing the structures of the different Waikunian languages. It also provides data
very much needed for research on the history of the Waikurrian language family.
Such a study is also necessary for pedagogical reasons: in the late 1980's a law was
passed in the Chaco province guaranteeing bilingual education for children that are native
speakers of an Indian language in the province. However. of the three main languases spoken in
Chaco. Wichi and Toba have been poorly described so far. and a description of Mocovi is not yet
available. It is extremely hard. if possibte at all. to provide bilingual education to children in a
language of which very little is known. and aImost impossible to develop any pedagogical
material for instruction in the language. A descriptive study of Mocovi would provide the basis
for the development of material and planning of instruction in Mocovi for native speakers of the
Ianguage.
This study presents new data on a poorly studied language. data that will contribute to
typological studies of language. It presents additional data for a typology of languages with
Activefinactive systems. systems on which further research is necessap-. It presents an account
of a complex deictic system rather uncommon in the world's languages. It also provides data on
the expression of location and direction within the verb form. which will contribute to the stud!.
of the expression of spatial orientation in the world's languages.
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It is not yet clear what the theoretical implications of this study are. It may either
confirm or force changes in the general conceptual framework of current linguistic theory.
Regardless of theoretical results. this study provides a new and original description of a
heretofore poorly documented language.

1.5.2. Organization of this Study

This work is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 I outline the phonological system of
Mocovi. including a description of the phonemes and the phonological processes active in the
language. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of nouns and noun phrases. This chapter includes a
discussion of nominal roots. noun morphology such as gender. number. and possessive markers.
and an account of the alienable/inalienable opposition in Mocovi. In chapter 1 I present a
description of the verb form and verbal morpholo_ey.This chapter includes a discussion
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markers. the indefinite agent. the prefix n- 'hither'. aspect. locative/directional enciitics. and
object number. Chapter 5 presents a description of constituent order and clause Fpes. It also
includes a discussion of the nesative and evidential clitics. In chapter 6 I present an account of
the influence of Spanish on Mocovi. including a list of loanwords and a description of the
various nativization patterns. In Chapter 7 1 lay out the conclusions. Appendix A is a collection
of four Mocovi texts recorded from various native speakers. that have been transcribed and
analysed. Appendix B presents comparative information from various Waikunian languages.
Appendix C is a collection of maps showing relevant _geographiclocations. Appendix D provides
a glossary of the Mocovi forms included throughout this work.

2. Phonology

In this section I will present a description of the phonological system of Mocovi. Section

2.1 shows charts with the consonant and vowel phonemes. Sections 2.2 and 3.3 present a
description of the phonemes. For each phoneme. I provide a description. the environment(s) in
which it occurs. any allophonic variation(s). and examples to illustrate. In section 2.4 I discuss
syllable structure and the distribution of phonemes. Section 2.5 deals with phonological
processes and section 2.6 with morphophonemic rules. In section 2.7 a description of
suprasegmentals is provided.
The examples in this section are organized as follows: the first line provides a phonemic
transcription: if the phonetic transcription is considerably different from the underlying form. the
phonetic transcription is provided above the phonemic transcription in [

1.

If the example is a

morphologically complex form. a morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown is provided as well.
foltowed by a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss in line 3 . The translation is given in single
quotation marks. Stress is marked only where it is the topic of discussion. or when it does not
follow the predictable stress pattern, i.e. when it is not stressed on the rightmost \rowel of the
word (see section 2.7.1. for further discussion).

e.g.

/sewo:se/

s+ewo:se
l~c+cook

-1 cook'

2. Phonology

2.1. Consonants and vowels

Mocovi has hventy-three consonant phonemes. two o f which occur only in Spanish
borrowings. and eight vowel phonemes. four short vowels and four long voweIs (Table 2 and
Table 3). (The phones that occur only in borrowings from Spanish are given in parenthesis in the
chart.)

Consonants
Table 2
Consonant phonemes

stops &
affricate

voiceless

bilabia
I

alveolar

alveopalatal

p

c

C

palatal

velar

uvular

glottal

k

9

?

..*--.---.-.--..----.--.--..--.-.-.--.---..-.--*..-.--*.---.------..--..-.
..----..---...-.......,
....-..-..---.--.-.--*,,.-..--.--..-*.---.----.
...............................................

voiced

4

d

J

S

fricatives voiceless

(9)

3

S

(X)

,---..---*---------------..-----.--*.-...-~~.~...
--..-..--...*--.*~--*~~..-....-..-*.---..*.-*---.~..--.~...*--..-.*~.-.,.------.--.--...---.--......~..~~..~~~.~.~.~.~~.--.--------

voiced

nasals
liquids

-I

m

laterals

ii

k

l

.--...-..--.--.--...--..
-.-----.-----..
-*-.-...

.-.---.*-.-..*-*.-.-.***.-,....*.--..--**-.-..--.

......--.---......--*-..-..--.-.-..-.-----.---.,

4

r

flap
vocoids

n

G

h

voiceless

..-..--.-.-.-...-----..
.-.---.--....---...
-..*-..--.--.*..-.~--.,-....--..-....-.--...---.
-.--..-...-.....--.---.
.---.-.-.--.--.-*..--..
..-.....-*-*......***~,.-..--.-.-.-.-.-..--.--..
.
.
a
.
-

voiced

W

Y

(Note: For practical reasons, throughout this work the voiced velar fricative /-[/ will be

transcribed as /g/.)

2. Phonology

Vowels

Table 3
Vowel Phonemes

2.2 Consonants

/p/

voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop: occurs in initial, medial. and final positions
(19)

/pe/

'night'

'my mouth'

It/

voiceless unaspirated apicoalveoiar stop: occurs in initial. medial. and tinal positions.
(Underlying It1 is realized as a voiceless alveopalatal affricate [C] before /i/. See section

2.5 (b) for further discussion.)
(22)

/etesqo?/

'uncIe'

(23)

/nete?se/

'morning star'

(23)

/regat/

'jaguar'

2. Phonology

/d/

voiced apicoalveolar stop: occurs in initial and medial positions: does not occur in wordfinaI position. (Underlying /d./ is realized as a voiced alveopalatal affricate

D]

before /i/.

See section 2.5 (b) for further discussion.)

'I know'

The phoneme Id/ is the only voiced oral stop in Mocovi. There are two voiced fricative
phonemes. a voiced velar fricative /g/ and a voiced uvular fricative / G / . There is also a voiced
bilabiaI fricative

W] which only occurs as an allophone of /W/.

The fact that Id/ does not occur

word-finally is due to the innovation of /rl in Mocovi (for further discussion see /r/ below).

/W

voiceless unaspirated dorsovelar stop: occurs in initial. medial. and final positions
(27)

/kos/

'pig-

(28)

/le?ko:ta/
I+e?ko:ta
3 POSS+ knee

'his knee'

-much. many'

/q/

voiceless unaspirated dorsouvular stop: occurs in initial. medial. and final positions
(30)

/qar!

'stone. chin'

(3 1 )

/poqo/

.charcoal '

2. Phonology

'tree'

l?!

glottal stop: occurs in initial. medial. and final positions
(33)

Ralol

'woman. female'

(34)

/la?at/

'meat'

(3 5 )

/waqa?e/

'chicken, hen'

(36)

nogotoki?
nogot-oki?
child-dimM

-little child'

(37)

a. Rimek/

'house'

b. /ike?la/

'my ear'

i+ke?la
1SGPOSS+ear
(38)

/E/

a. /?we/

'there is'

b. /we/

'salt'

voiceless lamino-alveopalatal affricate: occurs in initial and medial positions: does not
occur in word-final position.
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(39)

/Eaqae/

'and'

(40)

/kotok/

'purple-

voiced larnino-alveopalatal affricate: occurs in initial and medial positions: does not
occur in word-final position; optionally realized as [Z] in all environments. (Both
realizations of this phoneme.

G] and

[Z]. are equally accepted and produced by m),

informants. There seem to be no restrictions as to which one is used. and both are

2. Phonology

produced by the same speakers.) (See section 2.5 (b) for a discussion of word-final
devoicing of /g/ in example (42).)

/cpl

is/

-

'chicken pox'

-

'I (get/got) burned'

(4 I )

[kuihi I [kiZiki l
/kuihi/ /kijihi /

(42)

Dawik] [Zawik]
Ijawigl /Zawig/
ir+awig
1m+burn

voiceless bilabial fricative: occurs only in borrowings from Spanish
(43)

/cpelisa/

'Felisa' (<Sp. Felisa. woman's name)

(44)

/<patimal

-Fatima' (<SF. Farim. woman's name)

voiceless apicoalveolar fricative: occurs in initial. medial. and final positions.
(Underlying /S/ is realized as a voiceless alveopalatal fricative

B] before /i/. See section

2.5 (b) for further discussion.)

A/

(45)

/salon/
s+alon
l xc+Iight

'I lit (a fire)'

(46)

/ra?asa/

'sun'

(47)

/kos/

'pig'

voiceless alveopalatal fricative: occurs in initial and medial positions: never occurs
word-finally
(48)

/Si?ge/

'

(49)

!ne:Sa~a/

-mud'

no~v.today'

2. Phonology

/y/
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voiced donovelar fricative: occurs in initial and medial positions: transcribed henceforth

as /g/. (Underlying /.Ilis realized as a voiceless velar stop [k] when it occurs in wordfinal position. See section 2.5 (b) for further discussion.)
(50)

lgiri71eW
g iri7-le k
gringo-M

'gringo. creole'

(51)

/regad

'jaguar'

(52)

a. /skewog/

'

I sharpen'

s+kewog

I =\c+sharpen
b. /skewoga~/
s+kewog-a~
I .AC+S
harpen- 1PL

/X/

/G/

'we sharpen'

voiceless velar fricative: occurs only in borrowings from Spanish
(53)

Ixwanl

'Juan' (<Sp. Jzran. man-Sname)

(54)

/xuhtoke/

'just as' (<Spajzrsto qtre 'just as, just when')

voiced dorsouvular fricative: occurs in initial and medial position. (Underlying

/G/

is

realized as a voiceless uvular stop [qJ when it occurs word-finally. See section 3.5 (b) for
further discussion.)
(55)

RcoyW

'many. several'

(56)

/qmoy/

'old woman '

(57)

a. /seeac/

'I cut'

s+eE.ac
1.-1C+cut

2. Phonology

'we cut'

/h/

/m/

/nl

voiceless glottal approximant: occurs only in word medial position
(58)

Rahaiii:l
0+a?ahan-i:
2.~C+look-2~~

'you(p1) look'

(59)

/naho/

'this (close to the speaker)'

voiced bilabial nasal stop: occurs in initial. medial. and final positions

(60)

/maiiiW

-rhea'

(61)

/qomir/

'we ( I p1 independent pronoun).

(62)

/pigim/

'sky'

voiced apicoalveolar nasal stop: occurs in initial. medial. and final positions(Underlying /n/ is realized as a voiced alveopalatal nasal stop [ii] before /i/. See section

2.5 (b) for further discussion.)

(65)

/ii/

/skiyo~on/
s+kio~on
I .-~c+wash

' 1 wash'

voiced alveopalatal nasal stop: occurs in initial and medial positions: never occurs wordfinally
(66)

liiileW

-pimple with pus'

2. Phonology

/I/

(67)

/ra?iiagi/

'deaf

(68)

/iia?~a?a/

'day'

voiced apicoalveolar lateral approximant: occurs in initial, medial and final positions.
(Underlyling /V is realized as a voiced larnino-alveopalatal lateral approximant

[A]

before /i/. See section 2.5 (b) for further discussion.)

(69)

/lo?wi?/

'milk'

(70)

hilqayW

'

(71)

/nesaY
0+n-esal

iguana'

'he vomits'

~ A C + H I T H - V Oit~

(72)

/U

/napaV

'corpse'

voiced Iamino-alveopalatal lateral approximant: occurs in initial and medial positions. It
never occurs word-final ly

/r/

(73)

/>am/

'edge. blade'

(74)

llaiaW
'his shoulder'
I+ahak
3~ ~ s s + s h o u I d e r

voiced apicoalveolar flap:

occurs in initial and medial positions. (Underlying /r/ is

realized as a glottal stop [?I when it occurs in word final position. See section 2.5 (b) for
further discussion.)
(75)

/rapiW

(76)

/qo?paripi/
'tree. stick. wood (pi) '
qo?pa-r-ipi
tree-~c~-~~

'honey'

2. Phonology

The phoneme /r/ is of recent origin in Mocovi. It is likely that [d] and [r] were
allophones of one phoneme in Proto-Southern Waikurrian. if not in Proto-Waikuriian. Klein I979
reports that in Toba there is a phone [r] which occurs as an allophone of Id/. in free variation
with [d]. In Abipon. Lafone Quevedo 1896 includes r but not d as "sounds" in the language. and
actually under the entry for d he states that it is a "letter that Abipon lacks'- (p. 62) and refers the
reader to "look under 'r' '-. For Pilag& Vidal 1997 lists a phoneme /r/ which is restricted to the
environments V-V and V-C (p. 106). In Mocovi /cl/ and /r/ are separate phonemes. Compare
examples (77) and (78).
(77)

/ro?o/
'he gets angryr+o?o
3 m+get.angry
'hat'

/W/

voiced bilabial continuant: occurs in initial and medial positions: optionally realized as a
voiced bilabial fricative [B]

-

'evenins star'

-

'it hurts me (l am hurting)'

(79)

[wirse ] Mirsel
Iwirsel /wirse/

(80)

[sewet] [sepetl
/sewet/ Isewerl

'first-

ly/

voiced palatal vocoid; occurs in initial. medial and final positions
(82)

1ya~ar.l

'rain'

(83)

!no~oya~a/

'sweat'

2. Phonology

'sick (F)'

23. Vowels

All vowel phones are voiced.

/ il

short high front unrounded vowel

:

long high front unrounded vowel

(85)

lmapiW
map-ik
mesquite-tree

'mesquite (Prosopis)'

'you (sg.9 know

cf. b. Rji:fii: /
0+a?de :n-i:
2~c+know-?~L

/e/

cl'

'you (pl) know'

short mid front unrounded vowel: can be realized as a lo~verhigh front unrounded vowel
[I] when it occurs in the first syllable of the word.

e :

long mid front unrounded vowel

(87)

a. RimeW

-houce (n)'

cf.

b. /sa?de:na~/
s+a?de:n-a~
I -~c+know1 PL

*we know'

2. Phonology

(88)

-

[nt?ya] [ne?ya]
/ne?ya/ /ne?ya/
a+n-e?ya
j.~c+H~TH-dig

'he digs (W)'

/a/

short low central unrounded vowel

a :

long low central unrounded vowel
(89)

a. /ta:wik/

'rush. reed (n)'

'1 get burned'
cf. b. Cjawik]
/irawig/
ir+awig
l ~+get.burned

(90)

a. 1sa:wegI
'I go out (to the fields)'
s+a:+weg
I /\C+* oo+OUT
cf. b. /saweg/
'I stretch (something)'
s+aweg
1 .~C+stretch

/o/

short mid back rounded vowel: sometimes realized as a lower high back rounded vo~vel
[U]

0 :

when it is preceded or followed by a velar

(91 )

/yo?yo/

.fat (n)'

(92)

[Iatogotl-[latuguti
/latogotl /latogot/

'lagoon'

(93)

[kotoki?] [kuecrki?] 'small child'
/koCoki?/ /kotoki?/

-

long mid back rounded vowel
(94)

a. R o : d

'cold'

2. Phonology

cf. b. h?orn/

-it goes off. it is turned off

2.4. Phonotactics

2.4.1 Distributions of phonemes

All phonemes but /h/ occur word-initially. The phonemes /d. j. 5. f . fi. L. h/ do not occur
word-finally.
Mocovi has no geminate consonants.

Every vowel represents a syllable peak. Syllable divisions are marked accordin,0 to the
following patterns:
(a) /. . . V V . . . I is syllabified as [...V.V.. .J
(b) /...VCCV.../ is syllabified as [...VC.CV.

..I

The following syllable types are possible in Mocovi: CV. CVC. CCV. CCVC. CCVCC.
V. VC. The canonical syllable type in Mocovi is thus (C)(C)V(C)(C)

(96)

CVC
/qom/

'person'

'you (PI) are laushing'

(98)

CCVC
/~YOG/

'dog'

(99)

ccvcc
RGO~W

'many. much'

'my head'

Consonant clusters that may occur word initially are ?C-. s C-. rC-. /C-. n C-. A C-. and py-

. These word-initial consonant clusters are normally the result of prefixation (except in the case

(101)

Rman/

'pregnant'

(102)

/?we/

'there is. it exists'

( 103)

[?ji:iiir]
/a?denir/
0+a?den+ir
2..1c+know+2SGR

'you(R) know. you(R) think-

-mug. cup'

'I take a step'

- I cure (can be said only when the shaman is the
agent).

'he makes himself to be healed'

( 1 08)

-we make ourselves to be healed[iiqadenaq]
/inqade nac/
i+n-qaden-a~
1~ c + ~ ~ ~ ~ - r n a k e l. PL
heal-

2. Phonology

'~vou(pcl)are satisfied'

Consonant clusters that may occur word-finally are -F[.-yk. -hn
( 1 12)

/moqoyt/

- mocov i'

(113)

lnanayW

'yarara (type of snake)'
- 1 lie (to someone)'

There seem to be no restrictions on medial consonant sequences. though clusters made
up of three or more consonants do not seem possible. All medial consonant sequences are
heterosyllabic: tautosyllabic consonant clusters therefore occur only at word boundaries.

2.5 Phonological rules

(a) All alveolar consonants except /rl are palatalized before iil: i.e. the front of the tongue is
=e as a
raised towards the hard palate during their articulation rather than to the alveolar rid=
result of the influence of Iil.
- 1 smile'

-you (R) smile'

2. Phonology

'I know'

'you(R)know'

'I sell'

'you(f) sell'

( 1 1 8)

a. [kosl
/kos/

'pie (S!?).

b. [koSi?]
/kosir/
kos-ir
pig-PCL

'pigs (pcl)'

'he bathes'

'you(R) bathe'

(b) The underlying voiced fricatives. /g/ and

/G/

become voiceless stops [k] and [q].

respectively. \vord-finally.

'his head'

2. Phonology

b. [lqaige?]
/lqaiger/
l+qaig -er
3 ~ 0 ~ ~ + h e a dPL- 3

'their head'

'he gets fat (= gain weight)'

'You(p1) get fat (= gain weight)'

(C) The alveolar flap /r/ becomes a glottal stop [?] word-finally.

'men (pcl)'

b. [ yaiiripi l

'men (pi).

Iyaleripil
yale-r-ipi
man-PCL-PL

(d) The high front unrounded vowel li/ is realized as a palatal vocoid [y] before a vowel.
( 123)

(a) [ike?la I
/ike?lal
i+ke?la
I SGPOSS+ear

'my ear'

'my mouth'

3. Phonology
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(e) The mid front unrounded vowel /e/ is raised to [i] when it precedes /i/ or Ii:. as in example
( 124), or when it follows the palatal vocoid [y], as in example ( 125).
( 124)

a. [se?genol
/se?geno/
s+e?gen+o
1 XC+enter+lNWDS

'I enter (inside).

'You (pi) enter (inside)'

-1 throw (W)'

'he throws ( W ) -

(f) Vowels are deleted at the beginning of a word before a consonant in words of two or more

'you(R) use'

'you (sgR) kill'

(g) Long vowels are shortened in closed syllables.
-1 know. 1 think'

-thinker (= person who thinks)-

(h) An epenthetic vowel [a] is inserted following a uvular consonant /q/ or

/G/when

the uvular

consonant is followed by a front unrounded vowel /i. i:. e. e : / .The transition is as long as
that of any full underlying non-epenthetic vowel. Therefore. it is treated as phonemic /d.
( 1 29)

a. [nakyaq]
/nakya~/
D+n-akyac
3POSS+-XL-palate

'his palate'

b. [nakya~ai:]
/nakya~i:/
0-nakyac-i:
Z~os~+palate-ZP~

'your(p1) palate'

c. Inakya~ae?
l
/nakya~er/
@+nakyac-er
3 ~ 0 s ~ + p a l a t ePL- j

'their palate'

2.6. Morp ho phonological rules

There are two phonological rules involving the first person proclitic i+ which d o not
involve regular phonological processes in the language.

2. Phonology
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(a) The sequence i+n- is conflated to [ A ] . where i+ marks the first person proclitic and n- marks
either the prefix 'hither- on verbs. or the n- prefix marking alienably possessed nouns.
( 130)

a. [iiowir]
/inowir/
i+n-owir
I AC+CIITH-come

'I come (here)'

b. [nowir]
/nowir/
@+U-owir

'he/she comes (here)'

~.~C+HITH-CO~~

(l3l )

a. [nqar]
/inqar/
i+n-qar

'my chin'

1s G P O S S + A L - C ~ ~ ~

b. [nqar]
/nqarl
0+n-qar
3P ~ S S + X L - C ~ ~ ~

-his/her chin'

(b) The sequence irt marking the first singular person inactive on verbs is conflated to
( 132)

a. Cjasot]
/irasot/
ir+asot
l [xidance

'I dance'

'you (sgR) dance'

G].

2.7 Suprasegmentals - Stress

Stress in Mocovi is essentially predictable. falling on the rightrnost vowel of the word. Where
stress is predictable, it is not marked in the data unless a word deviates from the predictable
stress pattern. It is marked in examples ( L 33)-( 136) to if lustrate the shift of stress to the rightmost
vowel when suffixes and clitics are added to the end of a word.
(133)

[yinaql
/yenad
i+eoa~
jr\c+throw

'he throws'

'he throws (to somebody)'

'it is thrown'

-he throws upwards'

Many loanwords preserve Spanish penultimate stress when borrowed into Mocovi. Some
of these Ioanwords may also occur with a nativized stress pattern. The only forms that have been
found which consistentlly do not foltow the Mocovi stress pattern in the singular form are
Aime'ca 'bottle' (from Spanish: [limeta]). pcire 'butterfly' and ~i1'l.a
'eagle- (the origin of the two

latter forms is still unknown). However. when paucaI o r plural morphology is added to them.
they follow Mocovi stress patterns: stress falls on the last vowel of the word. (See Chapter 6 on

Spanish borrowings for further discussion.)

1. Phonology

( 137)

a. /himeta/

'bottle (sg)'

b. /kimecaI/
limeta-l
bottle-PCL

'bottles (pc l)'

c. lhimetaAipi7 - IIimetayp't /
limeta-l-ipi
bottle-PCL-PL

-bottles (pl)

bunerfly (sg)'
b. /pareV
pare-l
butterfly-PCL

butterfly (pcl)'

2.8. Summary

In this chapter I presented an outline of the phonology of Mocovi. I provided a
description of the phonemes and their distribution. the syllable types. and the phonological
processes that operate in the language. showed the morphophonological processes involving the
first person proclitic. and the stress pattern of the language.

3. Nominal Morphology: Nouns and Noun Phrases

In this chapter 1 provide a description of the morpholo_gy of nouns and noun phrases.
Section 3.1 presents an account of the structural characteristics of nominal roots. both bound and
free roots. In section 3.2 I discuss gender marking. In section 3.3 I present the different paucal
sufflixes that nouns can take. as well as the plural and colIective markers. Section 3.4 provides an
account of possessive constructions within the noun phrase. This section includes a description
of the alienablelinalienable opposition in Mocovi. as well a classification of nominal roots into
different classes based on the possessive marking that they take. In section 3.5 I discuss the
demonstrative system. Demonstratives precede the noun in noun phrases and mark the
absence/presence of the noun they modify. as well as motion and position. Section 3.6 is a
description of adjectives and adjective phrases. and in section 3.7 I discuss numerals and
quantifiers.
The chart in Table 3 shows the elements that can occur in a noun phrase in Mocovi.
including the inflectional morphemes and clitics that can occur on the noun. (Optional elements
within the noun phrase are shown in ( ): optional morphemes within a form are shown in
elements whose position may vary within the noun phrase are shown in { j. .)

Table 4
Structure of the noun and noun phrase
Noun Phrase:

(num/quant) ( D E K ) ((adj)) NOUN {(adj))

Noun:

(POSS/ABS+)(AL-)
STEM (-PCL)(-PL)(-POSS)

[l:

3. Nouns and Noun Phrases

The possessive and absolutive markers on the noun are marked as optional on the chart
because they are required only by bound roots and inalianably possessed nouns (See section 3. l ).
The alienable prefix on the noun only occurs with alienably possessed nouns when they occur
with a possessive marker. (See section 3.4 for further discussion.)

3.1. Nominal roots

There are hvo types of nominal roots in Mocovi: bound and free roots. Bound roots are
those that cannot occur by themselves. and must always be preceded by a possessive or an
absolutive proclitic. Free roots are those than can occur by themselves without any possessive or
absolutive marker.

3.1.1. Bound roots

Bound roots are nominal roots that cannot occur by themselves. and must always occur
with a possessive or an absolutive proclitic. absolutive meaning that it is a noun that is not
possessed. These roots include most kinship terms. most body parts. and most man-made
objects.

Examples ( 139)-(14 1 ) show the bound roots -amp 'forehead'. -arr?e -mother'. and -oq
.food'. The forms in ( 139)a-b. ( 1JO)a-b. and ( l J 1)a-b show these roots with possessive cl itics:
the forms in (139)~.(140)~.and (I4l)c show the same roots ~ v i t hthe absolutive proclitic: and the
forms in (139)d. (I40)d. and (l4l)d show that the forms in which these roots are not preceded bj.

any possessive or absolutive proclitic are ungrammatical.
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a- Iiatapl

*my forehead'

i+atap
1~~~~ss+forehead

b. fatap/

-hidher forehead'

I+atap
3 ~OSS+forehead

c. /natap/
n+atap
.\~s+fore
head

-forehead (lit. 'somebody's forehead')'

-mother'
'my mother'

b. /Iate?e/

'hidher mother.

l+ate?e
3~0~~+mother

c . /nate?e/

'(a) mother'

n+ate?e

mother
d. */ate?e/

(141) -oq

a. /ioq/
i+oq

'mother'

- food

'

'my food'

1S G P O S S + ~ O O ~

b. /loq/
l+oq
3~0ss+food

-his/her food'

3 . Nouns and Noun Phrases

'food (lit. 'somebody's food')'

food'

'

3.1.2. Free roots

Free roots are those that can occur by themselves, without any absolutive or possessive
proclitic. Actually. most free roots do not take a possessive or an absolutive marker. These
include mainly nouns referring to elements from nature. most animals. a few nouns referring
to humans. such as qom 'people'. ?a10 'woman'. and yale 'man'. and most loanwords.

Examples ( 142)-( 145) show the free roots tvirse -evening star'. 7aZo 'woman'. mapiA'mesquite tree' and ke?/ay 'mule'. In examples (142)-(I45)a these roots occur without any
possessive or absolutive marker. The examples in ( I -l?)-( l45)b include forms in which the tirst
singular possessive proclitic i+ has been added to these roots. resulting in ungrammatical forms.

In ( 142)-(145)c the same roots occur with the absolutive proclitic n+. forms which are also
ungramrnatical. The example in (I45)d is an alternative possessive construction that is possible
with nouns denoting animals. (See section 3.4.2.iii for further discussion of possession with
nouns denoting animals.)
( 142)

W irse

'star (evening star)'

a. wirse

'(a) star'
'my star'

'star.
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( 133)

(144)

?a10

'woman'

a. ?a10

-(a) woman'

b. */i+?alo/
I SGPOSS+woman

'my woman'

c. */n+?alo/
.&BS+WOfna.n

'woman'

map-ik
'mesquite tree (Prosopis)'
mesquite-tree

a. map-ik
mesquite-tree

'(a) mesquite tree-

b. */i+map-iW
'my mesquite tree1s~~~ss+mesquite-tree

c. */n+map-ik/
'mesquite tree'
. ~ ~ ~ + m e s q u tree
ite-

a. ke?lay

'(a) mule'

b. */i+ke?lay/
'my mule'
lS G P O S S + ~ U ~ ~

but

d. /ilo ke?Iay/
i+lo
ke?lay
1 animal mule

'my mule'

3. Nouns and Noun Phrases

3.2. Gender

Mocovi nouns are either masculine or feminine. Grammatical gender is not overtly
marked on most nouns; however it is marked on the demonstratives and on most adjectives.
which must agree in sender with the noun they modify. Table 5 lists some masculine nouns and
some feminine nouns that are not overtly marked for grammatical gender. It is the optional
gender prefix on the demonstratives or the form of the modifying adjective (if either occurs in
the noun phrase) that shows the gender of the head noun.

Table 5
Nouns not overtly marked for grammatical gender
Feminine

Masculine
qar

'stone-

wirse

'star'

norek

-fire'

lasote

'

?law

'earth. land'

Poqo

-coal'

nonot

'wind'

-awe

-hair. leaf

-mat

'nail'

-qote

'eq'e'

-qo?paq

-eyebrow'

-ade

'e>.e1asha

-imik

'nose'

-3ilge

-cheeks

-ap

'mouth'

-qo?ge

-elbow'

-akak

'shoulder'

-awa

'arm'

-epya

-foot'

-o?g i i i ?

'muscle'

-kyaq

'palate'

-pokena

'hand'

ko tap

'type of fruit. autumn'

ra?asa

'sun'

branch'

Examples ( 146) and ( 147) contain noun phrases in which the head noun is not overtly
marked for grammatica1 gender. Gender is marked on the demonstrative and on the adjective in
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each noun phrase. In example (146) the head noun ?we:na

'pot' is feminine. Although

grammatical zender is not marked on the head noun. it is marked by the proclitic a+ 'feminine-

C

on the demonstrative ana -deictic(corning)' and by the suffix -ay 'adjective (F)' on the adjective
/a rvera~ay'black (F) '.
( 146)

/ana 7we:na lawera~ayl
a+na

7we:na lawerac-ay

F+DEIC(cmng) pot

black-ADJF

-that black pot'

In example ( 147) the head noun 7 r a ~ a k'mug'
i
is masculine. While grammatical gender
is not marked on the head noun. it is marked by e+ 'masculine' on the demonstrative ena -deictic
(coming)' and by the suffix -ayk 'adjective (M)'on the adjective lawera~ayk'black (M)'.
( 147)

/ena ?tacaki l a w e r a ~ a y u
e+na

?tacaki lawerac-ayk

M+DEIC(cmng) pot

black-ADJM

'that black mug'

There are a few animate nouns which do have gender overtly marked. These are
morphologically complex nouns. the formation of which involves derivational processes that I
will not describe in the present study. However. it is important to point out that in the case of
these derived nouns. the derivational suffixes show a gender distinction. The gender markers for
these nouns are -fek- -ek for the masculine (M) and -/e- -c: for feminine (F). in examples ( 148)
and (149); -aG (M) and -am (F). in examples ( 150) and ( 15 1 ): -0 (M) and
( 152) and ( 153).

-U

(F). in examples
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'my son'

'my daughter-

( 149)

a. lmoroleW

-mute (n) (M)' (< Sp. mzldo 'mute')

moro-lek
mute-M

( 1 50)

( 15 1 )

b. Itnorole/
moro-le
mute-F

-mute (n) (F)' (< Sp. rnztdo 'mute')

a. / p e w a ~ /
pew-ac
child.of.sing1e.mother-M

'son of single mother-

b. /pewaca/

'daughter o f single mother'

a. /Eisa~/
tis-ac
crippled-M

'cripple (n) (M)'

b. /Eisaca/

'cripple (n) (F)'

tis-aca
crippled-F

'orphan (V).

-orphan (F)'

NOTE TO USERS

Page(s) not included in the original manuscript are
unavailable from the author or university. The manuscript
was microfilmed as received.
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3.3.1.1. Paucal -I
This is the most common and most productive paucal suffix. All the nouns that
take this s u f i x end in a vowel. However. not all nouns that end in vowels in Mocovi take the
paucal marker -I. The paucaI suffix -I is the one that is added to loanwords. as shown in examples
( 1 %)-(l

56). (For discussion of the change of stress in loanwords, see chapter 6.)
( 154)

a. /siipo/

'toad (sg)- ( 4 p . sapo 'toad')

b. /sap6I/
sap6-l
toad-PCL

'toads (pcl)'

'bottle (sg)' (<Sp. limeta '(type of) bottle')
'bottles (pcl)'

'bag (sg)' (<Sp. bolsa 'bag')
b. /woIsdW
wolsa-l
bag-^^^

'bags (pc1)-

Table 6 lists some of the nouns that take the paucal suffix -l.
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Table 6

Nouns with paucal -l
Singular

Paucal

Gloss

himeta

itirneta-l

'bottle' (<Sp. lirneta)

ho~onata

ito~onata-l

'canoe'

?we:na

?we:na-l

'pot'

-a?ga~anaca

-a?gacianaca-l

'bat'

-a?ya~a

-a?ya~a-l

'heel'

-a?ymonacate

-a?yo~ona~ate-l

.mirror-

-a:Silge

-a:Silge-l

'cheek'

-a:tapse

-a: tapse-l

'helmet'

-ade

rade-l

'eyelashes'

-ai

-ai-l

'side. wall'

akipya~ki

akipya~ki-l

'vase. mug'

-apyaGanata

-apyacanata-l

'toe'

-aSilete

-aSilete-l

'crutch'

-asote

-asote-l

'branch. horn'

-awe

-awe4

'leaf. feather. hair'

da~anaqate

da~anaqate-1

'fork'

do?o

do?o-l

'hat'

-e:Ei

-e:Ei-l

'leg'

-e:tana

-e:tana-l

'stake. post'

neeigo~onaca

necigocona~a-l

'rat'

nelola~ana~a

nelola~ana~a-l

'toad'

-epaqata

-epaqata-l

'braid'

-e3ite

-eSite-l

-ring'

lase

lase-l

'bug. insect'

latacaiii

lata~aiii-l

'fly'

1e:re

Le:re-l

'paper'
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Table 6 (cont'd)
maGso

macso-l

'pants'

m6no

mono-l

'monkey' (GP.
mono)

mote

mote-l

'knot'

no?cona

no7~ona-l

'c lay pot '

-070: ta

-o?o:fa-l

'vein'

no:togGoso

C~O:~O~GOSO-~

'type of (wild) fruit'

-oqoyna

-0qoyna-I

'netting. mesh'

-0sa:ta~ki

-0sa:ta~ki-I

.belt'

-0waGse

-owa~se-l

'bracelet'

pare

pare-l

'butterfly'

palatiri~a

palaeiri~a-l

'spider'

-palaqate

-pafaqate-l

'finger'

P~~~~OGO~OGO P~~~OGO~OGO-~

'frog-

qae?pe

qae?pe-l

'axe*

qari

qari-l

'bola' (type of hunting tool)

-qo?ge

-qo?ge-l

-elbow'

qo?pelo~o?fii

qo?pe lo~o?iii-l

'tadpole*

-qo: ta

-qo:ta-l

'knee-

qoSi k y a ~ a w a

qoshikya~awa-1

'monkey'

-qote

-qote-l

'eye'

taqate

raqate-l

'comb'

WYO

wyo-l

'mortar

3.3.1.2. Paucal -er
4

4)

Table 7 lists some of the nouns that take the paucal marker -er. All these nouns end in
consonants; however, not all nouns that end in a consonant take -er as the paucal suffix.
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Table 7

Nouns with paucal -er
Singular

Paucal

Gloss

napaGat

napa~ac-er

'

-apyat

-apyat-er

'foot'

nke?ena~ana~at

fIke?ena~ana~at-er

'hook'

ki yo~onacat

ki y o ~ o n a ~ a t - e r

'soap'

koheget

koAege t-er

-qo?we:t

-qo?we: C-er

-egg'

1ade:neg

1ade:neg -er

'witch doctor-

fiilot

iiiIot-er

'worn'

no?~oya~at

no?coya~at-er

'

notoGosoconoGat

noto~osoconqat-er

'hammer'

pyoc-lapa~at
dog-louse

pyoc-lapaqat-er
dog- [ouse-PCL

-flea' (lit. 'dog louse

-qoyaracanaciac

-qoyara~ana~at-er

Icuse'

kerchief

friend'

3.3. l .3. Paucal -i
Table 8 shows the three nouns that take the paucal marker

Table 8
Nouns with paucal -i

Singular

Paucal

Gloss

qar

qar-i

'stone'

ke3lay

ke3lay-i

-mule'

GOnGay

con~ay-i

'wild boar'
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3.3.1.4- Paucal -I?

Table 9 shows some of the nouns that take the paucal marker 4i.

Table 9

Nouns with paucal -ir
Singular

Paucal

Plural

-aP

-ap-ir

'mouth. lip'

-apal

-apal-ir

'corpse. body'

-atap

-atzip-ir

'forehead'

-enat

-enat-ir

'nail, claw'

kos

kos-ir

'pig-

lasom

lasorn-ir

'door'

latogot

Iatogot-ir

la?at

la?at-ir

'meat-

lekat

lekat-ir

*knife'

naAin

nahin-ir

'fish'

-osap

-osap-ir

- bunoc k '

regat

regat-ir

'cat'

regone

regone-ir

'wild boar-

Yat

yat-ir

'mosquito

lagoon'
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3.3.1 .S. Paucal -0
Table 10 shows some of the nouns that take the paucal marker -0.

Table 10
Nouns with paucal -0
Singular

Paucal

Gloss

-abk

-aAak-o

'shoulder. back-

mafii k

mafiik-o

-rhea'

napag~ak

napag~ak-o

'bridge'

PYoG

PYOG-O

'dog'

3.3.1.6. Paucal -qa
Most of the nouns that take the paucal suffix -qu end in leW or /W. In the paucal forms.

- /W is replaced by -ga.Some of these nouns might originally have been morphologically
complex forms in which -ek - -k could be identified as a separate morpheme. possibly a singular

/ek/

marker. This involves derivational processes of word formation that are not covered by this
study. and which still require funher investigation. Table 1 1 shows some nouns that take the
paucal marker -qa.
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Table 11
Nouns with paucal -qa

Singular

Paucal

Gloss

alolek

alol-qa

'weasel-

i?mek

i?m-qa

'spoon'

i:mek

i:m-qa

'house'

kanek

kan-qa

'blanket'

tawoyk

lawo( y )-qa

'wasp'

lekola~aray
k

lekolacaray-qa

'

mieole k

miEol-qa

'cat'

na:serek

na:ser-qa

'tobacco'

na:so:lek

na:so:I-qa

'corn'

nanayk

nana( y )-qa

'snake'

ne?mek

ne?me-qa

'ladle'

iiik

iii-qa

'rope'

nogo5ik

nogoSi-qa

-bow'

nowik

nowi-qa

'arrow '

pa?loto~oyk

pa?loto~oy-qa

'scorpion'

Silkayk

Silka(y)-qa

'

l izard'

iguana.

There are two nouns that also take the paucal suffix -qu which do not end in !W in the
singular forms:
'bird'

'river'

Masculine nouns which end in the masculine suffix -lek take not -qa but -/p
as a paucal
suffix. as shown in examples ( 159) and ( 160).
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159)

(

160)

(

mute-%lXSC(
SG )

mom-lqa
'mute' ( M ) (cf. mon)/c -mute ( F)-)
rnute-hi..~\~~(~
(cSp
~ ) rnudo -mute'1

-a:-lck
child-%j.ASc

child-%f..l\sc(
PL)

mom-le k

-a:-lqa

'son ' ( cf. -a: /c 'daughter' )

3.3.1.7. Paucal -r
\lost nouns that take the paucal suffix -r and in a vowel: however. not all nouns endins in

vowels take the paucal suffix -L Table 12 shows some of the nouns ending in vowels that form the
paucal by adding -r to the singular form of the noun.

Table I 2

Souns with paucal -r (stems ending in a vowel)

Singular

Paucal

Gloss

?tat,ak i

71ac ,aki-r

'mug jus'

-ac i

i-r

'tear'

-epa?gc nacia wa

-epai'y c nac,a wa-r

'enemy'

ka?c;ana(;ki

ka?(ianaciki-r

'c hair'

-kowicac iaki

-kow icaciaki-r

'nest'

Ice icisqatc

IcCicjsqate-r

'ring'

Io?yi3-i

lo'?yi?i-r

'squash '

na?ciata

na7c;ala-r

.day'

ncpcla

n c pc la-r

'shoe'

ni7yac;anqatc

ni7yacianqate-r

-shovel'

-(-l(

-o(iki-r

'dress, bag'

qotc

qotc -r

*eye'

yalc

yak-r

'man-

;clk i
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There is a set of nouns which end in /aq/ which also take the paucal suffix -r. These
nouns are listed in Table 13. In these nouns. the voiceless uvular stop /q/ is replaced by -r in the
paucal forms.

Table 13

Nouns with paucal suffix -r (stems ending in /ago
Singular

Paucal

Gloss

Cinaq

Cina-r

'ant'

da~araq

d a ~ a r a - (r d a ~ a r a q a ) 'turkey'

iiiksaq

iiiksa-r

'skunk'

-qo?paq

-qo?pa-r

'eyebrow-

qo?paq

qo?pa-r

'tree'

3ipegaq

Sipega-r

'horse-

walo~onaq

walo~ona-r

'dumb'

3.3.1.8. Paucal - vowel lengthening

There are three nouns in Mocovi which form the paucal by lengthening a vowel in the
root. These are 7 a h 'woman'. -owe 'tooth'. and yulo 'black pig'. Their singular and paucal
forms are shown in Table 14.

Table 14
Vowel lengthening
Singular

Paucal

G loss

?a10

?a: 10

'woman*

-owe

-owe:

'tooth'

yolo

yolo:

'black pig'
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3.3.2. Plural

There are two plural markers in Mocovi: one which is used with most nouns and denotes
four or more entities. -@I: and the other one. -sat

- -Sat. which is used with nouns denoting

plants. trees. or parts thereof. which has a collective meaning. I will first discuss the plural suffix
-@iin (a). and in (b) I will present the collective plural suffix -sat- -3aL

There is one plural suffix -ipi denoting four or more (i.e. -manya).which is added to the
paucal form of the noun. This plural suffix can be used with all nouns. Examples ( 16 1 )-( 166)
show the suffix -ipi 'plural' added to different nouns. The forms in (a) show the singular forms.
those in (b) the paucal forms. and those in (c) the plural forms.

b. Rwe:nall
?we:na-l
pot-PCL

-pots (pcl)'

-louse (sg)'
b. /lapa~ater/
lapaca t-er
louse-PCL

'lice (pcl)'
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b. iyatiri

-mosquitos (pcl)'

yat-ir
mosquito-PCL
c. /yatiripi/
yat-ir-ipi
mosquito-PCL-PL

-mosquitos (pl)'

'tree (sg).
'trees (pcl)'

-trees (pl)'

-man (sg)'

b. /yaler/
yale-r
man-PCL

-men (pc1j-

c. /yaleripi/
yale-r-ipi
man-PCL-PL

( 166)

a. iqarl

'stone (sg).

b. /qari/
qar-i
stone-PCL

'stones (pcl)'

c. /qari:pi/
'stones (PI).
qar-i-ipi
S~O~~-PCL-PL
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3.3.2.2. Collective -sar
There is another plural marker. -sat- -3ar. which is used only with nouns denoting trees
and plants. It is added to the singular form of the noun and has a collective meaning. rather than
simply plural. As shown in example (167). the plural suffix -ipi can also be used with these
nouns. with a plural rather than a collective meaning.
( 167)

a. /mapik/
map-ik
mesqu ite-tree

-mesquite tree (sg) (Prosopis)'

b. /mapiki/
map-ik-i
mesquite-tree-PCL

'(a few) mesquite trees (pcl)'

'(many) mesquite trees (pl)'
c. /mapiki:pi/
map-ik-i-ipi
mesquite-~~~~-PcL-PL
d. /mapsat/
map-sat
mesquite-COLL

-rnesquite trees (toll)-('forest of mesquite trees'.
rather than just 'many mesquite trees')

Table IS shows some of the nouns which can take the collective plural suffix -sac. Not
all nouns denote trees. but they are all nouns referring to plants. fruits or trees. or parts thereof.
(The blank cells in the table only reflect the fact that the data is not available. not that those
forms are not possible in the language.)
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Table I5

Youns that take the collective sutfix -.$at

Singular

Paucal

kotap-ik
quebracho-tree

map-ik
mesquite-tree

map-ik-i
mesquite-tree-PCL

pinkoS-ik
tala-tree
rd yami-l

Plural collective

Gloss

korap-ik-sat

'quebracho tree- (SL-ltrrtop.vr.s
hcl/u~~.sue.
or <.zivhrc;c.h~c~
nrorotrgy~)

mapik-i-ipi
map-ik-sat

'rnesquite tree ' f Pro.sop~.~
)

pctcka-ik-sat

'chaiiar tree' ( c ;eotfrc)eu clecurti~u~z~
)

pinkos-ik+at

'tda tree' (Celtis fula)

rayarni-i-sat

'prickly pear'

pricklypear-PCL

The altomorph

-.<a1is found only in a few nouns. and it is not phonologically

conditioned. Table I6 shows the three nouns that take the allomorpt~-.+a(-colIectivs'.

Table 16

Nouns that take the collective suffix -.<at
Singular

Paucal

Plural collective

Gloss

lasotc

la si~lc
-l

laso-Gat

'branch '

yo?pa-Gat

'tree'

branch-PCL

To summarize. lMocovi has eight paucal sufttves denoting a few entities (more than one.
but fewer than four). The dismbution of these paucal s f l ~ x e scannot be predicted. There is one
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plural suff~x-ipi. denoting four or more entities (i.e. 'many'). which can occur with any noun.
This suffix is added to the paucal form of the noun. It also has a suffix with a collective meaning.
-sar

- -Jar. which occurs only with nouns referring to plants and trees. and which is added to

the singular form of the noun.

3.4. Possession

There are certain nouns in Mocovi that must always be possessed. others that might be
possessed. and others that are never possessed. It can be claimed. then. that Mocovi has a
distinction between alienable and inalienable possession.
-Alienablemand 'inalienable' possession are standard terms that are common in the
description of American Indian languages. They represent semantic and pragmatic notions. and
are tied to the degree of association between the possessor and the possessed. Typically
"...inalienable possession is inborn. inherent. not conferred by purchase: alienable possession is.
roughly. ownership. socially and economically conferred" (Nichols 1 988:568).
In this section I will discuss possessive structures within the noun phrase. I will present
the possessive markers on nouns and discuss the word order of the possessive structures within
the noun phrase. I will then present a classification of nominal roots based on the
alienable/inalienable opposition. and discuss the structural and semantic differences among the
various groups.
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3.4.1. Possessive Structures within the Noun Phrase

Possession is marked on the possessed head noun in the NP. i.e. Mocovi is headmarking. and no marker occurs on the dependent noun. i.e. the possessor. When the possessor is
an oven noun (or NP), the possessor can either precede or follow the possessed noun. with no
apparent change in meaning.
Examples ( 168) and ( 169) show the bound roots -awe? 'house' and -awe -hair. feather'

in possessive constructions in which the possessor precedes the head noun.
( 1 68)

/xwan lawo?/
xwan I+awo?
Juan 3~O~S+house

'Juan's house*

( 169)

/qo?ole lawe/
qo?oIe I+awe
bird SPOSS-hair

'bird's feather (= hair)'

Example ( 170) shows a possessive construction in a sentence.
(170)

Oawa ewa Io?~onal?wesalek ji lames ropoqogilo/
ewa I-to?~ona-l

F-awa

?we+sa+leg

D E I C ( ~ O ~Eva
) - P L3P0SS+vase-~CLexist+PROG+ON

ji

lames r+opoqo-gi+lo

DEIc(hor) table 3 1N.~c+break-?+O~~L
'Those

(WO)

(clay) vases of Eva-Swhich are on the table are broken.'
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Example ( 17 1) shows the two possible orders of the possessor and possessed nouns
within a noun phrase. In ( 1 71)a the possessor follows the possessed noun. and in (b). it precedes
the possessed noun.
( 17 1)

a. late?e ewa

'Eva's mother'
ewa

I+ate?e

3POSS+mother Eva
b. ewa lare?e

'Eva's mother'

ewa I+ate?e

Eva 3~Oss+rnother

Table 17 lists the possessive markers in Mocovi. (As discussed in section 1.4.2. the
possessive markers in Mocovi are almost identical to the set of inactive markers.)

Table 17
Possessive markers
Isg

i+

2sgf

r + - 0 + ...-i

2sgR

r+

3sg

2pcI

- 0+
qar+ - qa+
r+ - 0+... -in

2pl

r+

lpl

- D+ ... +ir

l+

3pl

- 0+... -i:
l+ - 0+ ... -er

Abs

n+-l+

The zero allomorphs of the second and third person possessive markers are used when
the possessive pmclitics precede the alienable prefix n-. The P allomorph for the absolutive
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marker is used with alienably possessed roots. i.e. roots that must take the alienable prefix R
when they occur with a possessive marker.
Examples ( l 72) and ( 173) show the possessive markers with the nominal roots -are:neg
-prey' and -owe *tooth'. These roots do not take the alienable prefix m when they occur with a
possessive marker. and take the proclitic M as the absolutive marker.
( 172)

-ate:neg

'prey'
/i+ate:neg/

'my prey'

/r+ate:neg-i/

*your(f) prey'

/r+ate:neg+ir/

'your (R prey'

f+ate:neg/

-hisher prey'

/qar+ate :neg/

'our prey'

/r+ate :neg-iri/

'your (pcl) prey'

/r+ate:neg-i: 1

'your (pl) prey'

/I+ace :neg -er/

'their prey'

/n+ate:neg/

.(a) prey'

1%

'my tooth'

2sgf

'your (f) tooth'

2sgR

'your ( R tooth'

3%

hidher tooth'

IP~

'our tooth'

2 pc1

'your (pcl) tooth'

2~1

'your (pl) tooth'

3~1

'their tooth'

Abs

'(a) tooth'
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Example ( l 74) gives the possessive markers with the nominal root kopi 'mucus'. a free
root that must be preceded by the prefix rr -alienable' when it is possessed. These forms
illustrate the zero allomorphs for the second and third person possessive proclitics. Since kopi
-mucus' is a free root, it does not take an absolutive marker.
(174) kopi

-mucus'
'my mucus'
'your (f) mucus'
'your (R) mucus'
hisher mucus'

'

-our mucus*
'your (pcl) mucus'
'your (pl) mucus'
'their mucus'
'(a) mucus'

A few nouns take the proclitic qa(d)- rather than

F-

for the second person singular. paucal

and plural possessive. This suppletive allomorphy is not phonologically conditioned. The
nominal roots that take this allomorph for the second person possessive are -am 'rnone:.

-

ap 'mouthS. -are?e 'mother'. -ela?a 'father'. -etva/ 'grandchild'. -10 'animal'. -pe 'grandfather*.

and -epyar -footg.
Example ( 175) shows the possessive forms of the bound root -erva/ -grandchildafor
the first person singular in ( 175)a. second person singular respectful in ( 175)b. and third person
singular in ( 175)c.
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( 175)

-ewal 'granchild'
'my grandchild'

b. /qaewalir/
qa+ewal+ir
2~0ss+grandchi Id+2sGR

-your (sgR) grandchild'

c. /lewal/
I+ewal
3~0ss+grandchi ld

'hidher grandchild'

3.4.2. Noun Classes

Mocovi nouns can be grouped into three noun classes depending on the possessive
marker that they take: Class I. nouns that rnzlsr be possessed and do not take a prefix n-;Class 11,
nouns that may be possessed and that take the prefixn- when they are possessed: Class 111. nouns
that are never possessed. and include words for such items as animals. things from nature (e.g.
storm. rain. and river). non-kinship terms referring to people (e.g. man and woman). The prefix
n- marks alienably possessed nouns.

3.4.2.1. Class I - Nouns that must be possessed
Class I nouns are bound roots that must always occur with a possessive marker. If they
are not possessed. they must occur with an absolutive proclitic. indicating that the noun lacks a
possessor (or at least a known possessor). The possessive or absolutive proclitic immediately
precedes the root (e.g. [ ~ ~ ~ ~ + s t e r n ( - ~This
o s s class
) ] . includes mainly kinship terms (e.g. -ra?a
'father'. -ate& 'mother'. -asoro 'aunt'. -ale7 'daughter'. -a/ek 'son'. -ate -daughter-in-laik').
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nouns denoting body parts (e.g. -a3ik 'face'. -arap -foreheade. -araw 'ankle'. -ap 'mouth'. -

&om 'belly'. -awa -m'.-;m& 'nose'. -e WO 'blood'. -o?ora 'vein'. -owe 'tooth'. - o ? ~ a / a
'stomach'. -olamek -liverq.-rtekse 'kidney'. etc.). and nouns for a few man-made objects that
are closely identified with their owner or that mark indispensable possessions of a functioning
member of Mocovi society (e.g. -owik 'arrow'. -0go3ik 'bow'. - o ~ o k'bag'.
i
-kanrk -blankete).
The forms in ( 176) show the possessive markers on the bound nominal root -qosor -neck'.
'neck'
'my neck'

b. Irqosotirl
r+qoso t+ir
~ P O S S +k ~+ ~t sC~ R

'your(sg.R) neck-

'hislher neck'

-our neck'

'your(pt) neck'

'their neck'

e. /nqosot/

C

n-qosot
. i ~ ~ - nke c

*(a) neck'
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3.4.2.2. Class I I

- Nouns that may be possessed

Class I1 nouns are nouns that may be possessed. They are mostly bound roots which.
when possessed, must take the prefix n- -alienablee. The prefix n- -alienable' immediately
precedes the nominal root, and the possessive proclitic immediately precedes the prefix n-:
[ ~ ~ ~ ~ + n - s t e m ( - P o sWhen
S ) ] . Class 11 nouns are not possessed, they must occur with the
absolutive proclitic /+. This class includes mainly nouns denoting man-made objects (-07107
'fabric'. - a m a ~ k i'shirt'. - m k i -dress'. -ekar 'knife'. -eSire 'ring'. etc.) but it also includes two
kinship terms, -ecesqo? 'uncle' and komena 'grandmother').

The forms in ( 1 77)a-c provide examples in which the possessive markers are added to
the bound nominal root -amacki 'shirt'. In these forms, the rr prefix marking alienability
immediately precedes the root. and the possessive proclitic immediately precedes the prefix n-.
In example (177)d the same root occurs with the absolutive proclitic l+.The example in (1 77)e
shows that a form in which the possessive proclitic immediately precedes the root -&?ma~h-i
'shirt'. without the prefix

~i'alienable'.

is un~rammatical.In ( 177)f. a form in which the bound

root is not preceded by a possessive or an absolutive proclitic is also ungrammatical.
( 177)

-ama~ki

'shirt'

a. /inarna~ki/
i+n-arna~ki
ISCPOSS+..\L-S~~~~

'my shirt'

b. /namackiir/
'your(sgR) shirt'
a+n-arna~ki+ir
~POSS+.-\L-S~~~~-ZSGR
c. /nama~ki/
0+n-ama~ki
~POSS+.AL-shirt

'his/her shirt'
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*a shirt'

ki/
e. */i+ama~
l s~POSs+shirt

*myshirt'

f. * / a m a ~ k i /
shirt

.a shirt'

In (178)a the bound root -eresqo? 'uncle- occurs with the first singular possessive
proclitic i+ followed by the prefix n- -alienables. Example ( 178)b. in which the possessive
proclitic immediately precedes the root without the prefix n-. is ungrammatical.
( 178)

-etesqo?

-uncle'

a. line tesqo?/
i+n-e tesqo?
1SGPOSS+..I\L-U~CI~

'my uncle'

-my uncle'

A few nouns denoting body parts also belong to this group. However. they are bound

roots that can also occur as free roots. but with different (but related?) meanings. Examples ( 179)

and ( l 8 l ) show the bound roots -qar 'chin' and -qo7paq 'eyebrow' with possessive markers and
the prefix n- 'alienable'. When these roots occur as free roots. they have different meanings. p r
'rock' and qo?paq 'tree'. and as free roots they cannot take a possessive prefix. as shown in
exampIes ( 1 80) and ( 1 82).
'chin'

'my chin'
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-mychin'

b. */i+qar/
~SCPOSS+C
hin
c. /nqarir/
0+n-qar+ir
ZPOSS+AL-chin+ZSGR

'your(sgR) chin'

- hidher chin'

*rock'

(180) qar

-my rock'

'my rock (but OK meaning 'my chin')-

*eyebrows

'my eyebrow'

b. */i+qo?paq/
lS G ~ ~ S ~ + e y e b r o \ v

-my eyebrow'

c. /nqo?paqirl
-your(sgR) eyebrow'
0+n-qo?paq+ir
2~0ss+.~~-eyebrow+2sGR

d. /nqo?paq/
0+n-qo7paq
3PO~~+~~-eyebrow

(182) qo?paq

*his/her eyebrow'

'tree'

'my tree'
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-mytree'

3.4.3.3. Class Ill - Nouns that cannot be possessed
Class 111 nouns cannot be possessed. These are free roots that cannot occur either with a
possessive afix or with the absolutive prefix. They include nouns denoting animals (e.g. mafiik
'rhea'. nanok 'yacare (type of crocodile)'. .<iIkayk'iguana'. qo?o/c 'bird1.fiik.saq'skunk'. .Cijxgaq
'horse'. c,ono'a-v 'tapir'. p-voci 'dos'): people (e.g.-v&

'man '. 010 'woman'. pi?{;c)nay 'shaman'.

etc.): elements from nature (e.g. m7a.w 'sun-. .<ikadvyo'moon'. ?/awa 'earth'. qar 'rock'.
waria-vay 'water'. -atiar 'rain'. pigm 'SAT'.

'prickly pear'. map 'mesquite (

h t )(hit

/aL'c.~vq~.~
-river'): plants and fruits such as

pihi,i

of the mesquite tree, /'ro.sopi.v)'. etc.

Examples ( 1 G)-(185) show the free roots -talc 'man'. pihn'i 'prickly pear*. and uac;acac/
*waterw.In the forms in (a) the roots occur without any possessive or absolutive marker. Since

these are fiee roots. the forms are grammatical. ln the forms in (b) the roots are itnrnedately
preceded by the first person singular proclitic i-. and in t h e (c) forms the roots are preceded both
by the first singular proclttic i. and by t h e alienable prefix m. Since these roots are Free roots and
cannot bear a possessive narke er (with or without the alienable prefix n- j. all the 16) and c c ) tbnns

are u n ~ a t i c a i .
(153) yale

'man'(

a) man '

'my man'
'my man'
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( 1 84)

( 1 85)

pihiii

'prickly pear'

a. /pihiii/

'prickly pear'

b. */i+pihfii/
fs~~oss+prickly.pear

'my prickly pear'

c. */i+n-pihiiil
ISGPOSS+.U-~~~C
kly .pear

'my prickly pear'

waGayaq

'water'

a. /waciayaq/

'(some) water'

b. */i+wa~ayaq/
ls~POSS+water

'my water'

c. */i+n-wa~ayaq/

'my water*

~SGPOSS+AL-W~~~~

Most nouns referring to animals are also free roots which cannot take a possessive affis.
However. they can occur in a more complex possessive construction in which the possessive
markers are added to the bound root -10 -animalq.The bound root -10 -animala must immediate[>.
precede the noun denoting the animal in the NP. The structure o f an NP with such a
constructionis shown in ( 1 86).
( 1 86)

Structure o f a Possessive Construction tvith nouns denoting animals
(num/quant)( D E I C ) ( ( ~ ~POSS
~ ) )+h(-POSS) NOUN {(adj))
(Where N O U N stands for the noun denoting the animaI.)

In ( 187)a the root p y o ~'dog' can occur by itself because it is a free root. In ( 187)b the
same root occurs in a possessive construction. where the possessive markers are added to the
bound root -/o 'animal' which immediately precedes the root p y o ~'dog' in the noun phrase. The
demonstrative immediately precedes the bound root -10 'animal'. The examples in (187)c and

( 1 87)d are ungrammatical. since in ( 1 87)c the possessive markers are added to the free root p y a ~
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'dog'. and in ( 187)d they are added to the same root immediately preceding the alienable prefix
IF.

(187)

/pyo~/

'dog'

a. /pyoc/

-(a)dog'

b. Iiii ilo pyoc/
fii

i+lo

PYoG

DEIC(hor) 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ + a n dog
i r n a l

'my dog (lit. my anima1 dog)'

'my dog-

d. *li+n-pyo~l
~SGPOSS+.-I
dog

'my dog'

The example in ( 188) shows a possessive construction with the free root 3#egaq 'horse'.
The forms in ( 1 88)a and b. in which the possessive markers are added to the bound root -10
'animal' immediately preceding the free root. are grammatical. The form in (188)c is
ungarnmatical because the possessive markers are added to the free root J'ipegaq 'horse'.
( 188)

a. /ilo Sipegaql
i+lo

Sipegaq

1 SGPOSS+animal horse

'my horse (lit: 'my animal horse')'
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b. /qaloir 3ipegaq/
qa+lo+ir

Sipegaq

2 ~ 0 ~ ~ + a n i r n a l + 2 Shorse
~R
'your(sgR) horse (lit: 'your(sgR) animal horse')-

cf.

c. */qa+Sipegaq+ir/
2~0s~+horse+2SGR

tt should be noted that the form of the bound root -lo -animal' is different from the free
nominal root meaning animal. which is isegeyek 'animal'. While the bound root -lo 'animal'
must occur with a possessive or an absolutive marker. as in (189)a-b. the free root isegeyek
'animal' cannot take a possessive (or absolutive) marker. as in ( I89)c.
( 1 89)

a. /ilo isegey e W
i+lo

isegeyek

l ~ G ~ o s ~ + a n i r nanimal
al

'my animal'

b. /qaloir isegeyeW

qa+lo+ir

isegeyek

Z ~ o ~ ~ + a n i m a l + t ~animal
GR
'your(sb&) animal'

cf.

c. */r+isegeyek+ir/
tPOs~+an
imal+Z~C;R

Some generalizations can be made about the semantic notions and structural
characteristics that are involved in the alienable/inalienable distinction in Mocovi and that are
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common to the nouns in each of the classes. Inalienably possessed nouns (Class I) are nouns that
must be possessed: they include most kinship terms. most body parts. and a few man-made
objects: they are bound roots: and they seem to make up a closed set of nouns. Alienably

possessed nouns (Class 11) are

nouns that may be possessed. including most man-made

objects. a few body parts. and a few kinship terms: they are mostly bound roots. but a few

free roots are also included. Alienably possessed nouns seem to be an open set. The third group
of nouns (Class 111) comprises nouns that cannot be possessed, and is made up mostly of free
roots.

3.5. The Demonstrative System

Mocovi has a fairly complex demonstrative system. It is made up of a set of deictic roots
which precede the noun in noun phrases and mark the absence/presence of the noun they modi&.
as well as motion (cominglgoing) and position (standing/sitting/lying). These deictic roots can
also function as pronom inals and as locative adverbs.
The demonstratives are independent words that can be marked for gender and number.
Gender is optional in the singular and not marked in the plural. The gender markers are zt
'mascu1ineo and a+ 'feminine'. Number is optional if it is marked on other elements in the NP.
The plural suffix of the demonstratives is -arva. The demonstratives can also occur with suffixes
marking proximity to the speaker (see below for further discussion). The structure of the
demonstratives is provided in ( 190).
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Stmcture of the demonstrative form:

( 190)

(GENDER+) DEICTIC (-PLURAL)(-PROXIMITY)

The demonstrative system of Mocovi is given in Table 18.
Table 18
The Demonstrative System of Mocovi
Sg.M

absent
present

(e+)ka

movement: coming

position:

(e+)na

going

(e+)so

standing fverticalZv extended)

(e+)da

sitting (non-extended)

(e+)iii

lying fhorizonmlly e-rtended)

(e+)ji

---------------------------------------a------

Sg.F

absent

(a+)ka

presenf rnovemertt: coming

(a+)na

posirion:

going

@+)so

standing fverticall_v extended

(a+)da

sirring (non-extended)

(aijiii

Pcl/Pl absent
present

ka-awa
movement: coming
going
positiotl : standing fvert icully e-~tended)
sitting (non-extended
king fhorizontally e-rtertdcdj

na-awa

so-awa
da-awa
iii-awa
JI-awa

4 .

Some examples of the deictic roots as demonstratives with the noun 7alo 'woman' are
shown in ( 191 ).
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(191)

a./a+ka?alo/
-that woman(absent)
F+DE~~(absnt)
woman
'that woman(coming)
b. /a+na ?do/
F+DEIC(crnng) woman

c. ia+so ?a101
'that woman(goinp)
F+DEIC(gng) woman
'that woman(verticaI1y extended)
d. /a+da ?ale/
F+DEIC(vert) woman
e. /a+iii ?a101
'that woman(non-extended)
F+DEIC(nonext) woman
-that woman(horizontaI1y extended)
f. /a+ji ?ale/
F + D E I c ( ~ owoman
~)

Example (192) was taken from a text in which a man is walking on the land looking for
food. and he encounters a creature that tells him that there is going to be a flood. so he should go
back and warn his family. This is the second sentence in the text. and it shows demonstratives
being used with the various nouns in the sentence. The man. so qom 'the man'. is walking on
the land. so the demonstrative so 'deictic (going)' is used: he is looking for food.

ka

/ e p e r a ~ a n a ~-the
a r food'. which is not present. so the demonstrative krr -deictic (absent)' is used:
and he is walking on the land ji no7we:na~a 'the land'. an extended surface. so the
demonstrativeji 'deictic (horizontally extended)' is used.
( 192)

/so qom nakitetako?/

qom
0+n-akite+tak+o?
~ € ~ C ( g n gperson
)
~AC+HITHER-~OO~,~O~+PROG+EV

SO

k a l e p e t a ~ a n a ~ iowo:
a t tako?!
ka
I + e p e t a ~ a n a ~ ai+owo:
t
+cak+o?
DEIC(absnt)
.4~~+food
~.Ac+~~~~+PROG+EV
/ke ji no?we:na~d.
ke j i
n+o?we:na~a
OBL DEIC(fror)
land
-That man was looking For food. (he) was ~valkingon the land (= field).'
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The deictic root ka 'absent- is very common in texts. regardless of the motion or position
of the noun it modifies. The sentence in ( 193) was taken from Text 3. The Woman and the Duck,
a narrative text in which a woman goes to the well to get water and encounters a man who tells
her he is interested in her. In this sentence the demonstrative ka 'deictic (absent)' is used with the
nouns na~a?a'day'. 7alo 'woman' and le7ya 'her well', regarless of their motion or position.

This is the first sentence in the story.
( 193)

Rweo? ka naca?a aka ?alo/
?we+o?

naca?a a+ka

ka

exist+~V ~ ~ ~ C ( a b s nday
t)

?a to

F + ~ ~ ~ C ( a b s nwoman
t)

/ri?hiwi ke aka le?yal
t-tii9-i w i

ke

a+ka

I+e?ya

j.~c+look.for.water o B L F+DEIC(absnt) 3~OSS+well(=from her well)
'Once there was a woman who went to her well to look for \vater' ( q v h o looks
for water from her well)

The demonstratives can occur with additional morphology marking distance relative to
the speaker. In such cases the suffixes -ho 'very proximate'. -ca -proximate' (not as close as
-ho). -kerawk 'far'. -keram 'farther'. and -keram: 'very far' are used. The last suffix. -ker~mt:

'very far'. is interesting. since it is the lengthening of the last nasal /m/ which encodes the
intensive meaning. Long consonants are not pan of the phonemic inventory of Mocovi. but in
this case the /m:/ is used with an intensive meaning.
In the examples in (194). the deictic root da 'deictic (vertically estcnded)' precedes the
same noun. yde 'man' in the noun phrase. In (194)a it occurs without any additional
morphology marking proximity to the speaker. In (194)b it occurs with the suffix -kerarvk 'far'.
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in ( 1 9 4 ) ~it occurs with the suffix -keram -fanher'. and in (194)d it occurs with the suffix

-

keram: 'very far'. In all the examples the proclitic e+ 'masculine' precedes the deictic root.

-that man (vert)'

(194) a. Ieda yalel
e+da
yale
M + D E I c ( v ~man
~~)
b. /edakerawk yalel
e+da-kerawk
yale
M-+DEIC(V~~~)-DIST
man

'that man farther'

c. Iedakeram yalel
e+da- k e r a m
yale
M+DEIC(V~IT)-DIST
man

'that man quite far'

d. /edakeram: yalel
e+da-keram-m
yale
M+DEIC(vert)-DIsT- INTENS man

-that man, VERY far'

The deictic roots can also function as third person independent pronouns. In such cases
the form maGare
(195)

- ma:re 'pronoun'

immediately follows the deictic root.

Ida m a c a r e kowa7e a k a inaqaype ke ji ?o:ei/
da

m a c a r e 0 + k o w a ? e a+ka

DEIC(vert) PRON

/aweraiii dawa m a c a r e /
0+aw-er+iii

k e ji

?o:ei

3.~c+forpetF+D~~C(absnt)
1 SGPOSS+AL-axe OBL D E I C ( ~ O brush
~)

'He forgot my axe in the brush.'

( 196)

i+n-aqaype

da-wa

macare

j.+\~+fall-jPL+DU'N DEIC(veIT)-PL PRON
'They fell (down from something).'
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The deictic roots can also function as demonstrative pronouns. as an equivalent to the
English *this/that one' as in example (197). (Notice also the form qaeka -nothing'. which
includes the deictic root ka 'absent'.)
(197)

/ka? na ne:lonaq ena qaeka ?nem la?a:~atalego? la?a:~a/

ka? na

ne: lonaq

e+na

then DEIC(cmng) campanilla

qa+e+ka

M+~EIC(crnng)

?nem l a ? a : ~ aEalego? la7a:~a

n t h g + M + ~ ~ f ~ ( a bsame
s t ) ugly

very

ugly

'And the campanilla this one. there is nothing as bad. it is very bad.'

(lit. -And the campanilla. this one. nothing is as ugly. it is very ugly.')

The deictic roots can function as locative adverbs. and in that case they usually occur
with one of the suffixes marking proximity to the speaker. as in ( 198) from Text 2. The Flood.
( 198)

/ saSila?i? kopaEiro?o? naho sentangi laqalaeil

s+aSila+ir

B+kopat+ir+o?+o?

na-ho

1xC+ask+?s~R~ . A c + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ s G
DEIC(cmng)-PRON
R+Ev;Ev

'. .. you start a tire here. where I am on the open field.'

All the Waikuruan languages have inherited and preserved this complex demonstrative
system. These deictic roots have received different labels in the literature on Waikunian
languages. Klein ( 1979) describes them as noun classifiers in Toba: Vidal ( 1997) considers them
classifiers in Pilaga. and makes a distinction between da? 'vertically extended'. iii? 'sittingnonextended'

and

di7 'lyinb@horizontally extended'

as positional

classifiers. and

nu?
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'coming/proximal'. so? 'going away/past'. and ga? 'absent/distal' as deictic classifiers. Sandalo

(1995) for Kadiweu and Ceria & Sandalo (1995) for Proto-Waikut7ia.n refer to them as
demonstratives. In Mocovi, these are deictic roots which can function as demonstrative
adjectives and demonstrative pronouns. as Iocative adverbs. and can also be part of other
morphologically complex forms, As demonstratives. the choice of the deictic root depends on
the absence/presence, motion and/or position of noun they modify. and they can occur with
additional morphemes marking proximity to the participants in the speech event.
All the Waikunian languages have this complex demonstrative system. and in all the
languages of the family they have very similar forms with very similar meanings. i.e. they
express the same (set of) concepts: they mark absence/presence in the visual field as well as
motion and position of the noun they rnodifii: they precede the noun in the noun phrase; and they
are marked for gender and (optionally) for number.

The reconstructed forms of the

demonstrative system of Proto-Waikuriian were presented in Ceria & Sandalo (1995). It is not
yet clear if the deictic roots that make up the demonstrative s>tem in the Waikunian languages
have the same variety of functions in all the languages. i.e. whether they can also function as
demonstrative adjectives as ivell as demonstrative pronouns and locative adverbs in all the
languages. (See appendix A for a chart of the demonstrative system of the Waikunian languages.
and Grondona ( 1 998) tbr a brief discussion of their behavior in PilagB Toba. and Kadiweu.)

To summarize. then. the demonstrative system in Mocovi is v e p complex and it
encodes presence or absence in the visual field as well as the position of the noun they modifq
(i.e. standing. sitting, or lying down. coming or going). There are six deictic roots that make up
the demonstratives in Mocovi and in a definite noun phrase one of them usually precedes the
head noun: ka 'absentS. na 'coming', so -goingq,da 'vertically extended'. fii 'non-extended'. and
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ji 'horizontally extended'. These deictic roots can occur with an optional suffix marking
proximity (of the noun) to the speaker. and they can also function as third person independent
pronouns and as locative adverbs.

3.6. Adjective Phrase

Noun phrases in Mocovi can also contain adjectives. or adjective phrases. The adjective
phrase can either precede or follow the noun within the NP. without any difference in meaning.
(199)

Rim newage/

Gm newage

sour watermelon
'sour watermelon-

(200)

Aawayk yale/
lawayk yaIe

weak

man

'weak man'

(20 1 ) /nepela toglek/

- Itoglek nepeld

nepela togtlek

- tog+lek nepela

shoe

red-~ihfl- red-SIM

-reddish shoe'

shoe

(= orange shoe)

Most adjectives are marked for gender and number. They must asree in gender with the
noun they modify. Number agreement. however. is optional if it is marked on the demonstrative
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or on the head noun within the noun phrase. (If number is marked on the adjective. it is
optionally marked on the head noun. Basically. if paucal or plural is marked on one element
within the noun phrase. paucal or plural marking is optional on other elements in that noun
phrase.)
In example (202). the head noun qo?de 'bird' is singular. so the adjective rog 'red' is
also singular. The noun phrases in (203)a-b have the same meaning. '(a few) red birds'. In

(203)a. both the head noun qo?o/e 'bird' and the adjective rog 'red' are marked with the paucal
suffixes.

SJ

qo?o/qa and iogerare used. In (203)b the head noun qo?o/e 'bird' is singular. and

paucal number is marked on the adjective tog -red'. so roger 'red (pcl)' is used. The noun
phrases in (203)a-b are both grammatical and equally acceptable.

(202)

/qo?ole togl
qo?oIe tog
bird

red

'red bird'

(203)

a. /qo?olqa toger/

qo7ol-qa tog-er
bird-PCL red-PCL
'red birds*
b. /qo?ole togerl

qo?ole tog-er
bird

red-PCL

'red birds'

Table 19 lists some adjective forms in Mocovi. (The blank cells in the table indicate only
that the data is not available. not that those forms are not possible in the language.)
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Table 19
Adjectives

Masc
Cima?ge

Singular
Fern
Eima?ge

lalo:ki?

IaIo?li?

lodeg~at

latew?ge

mogel

mog ola

I

I
I

Masc
I f ima7gelo

I lalolqaer

! leta?al
I

moyolaqa

Paucal
Fern
f irna?gelo
1alo:Lir
Iate'Zel

Gloss
'smef ly'

I .small. little.
I -big. fat'
'siIly. funny'

mogolal
;

-light'
-yellow'

tag

tag

~i

Yi

I
I

toger

toger

yir

y ir

-red'crq'
'ripe'

I

There are a few adjectives that end in -aykin the masculine singular form and -a4vin the
feminine singular. In the paucal forms these adjectives take -qa for the masculine and -aifor the
feminine. The feminine paucal suffix-ai seems to be a suffix that occurs onl). on adjectives. not
on nouns. Table 20 lists some of the adjectives in Mocovi which end in -ayk(M)and -ay(F).
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Table 20
Adjectives ending in -ayk (M)/ -ay (F)
SinguIar
Fern
Caqay

Masc
Caqayk

I

, Masc
I

Caqaqa

PaucaI
Fern
Eaqai

I 'dangerous'
I 'white'

laie~ayk

lale~ay

lale~ai

Iawayk

laway

Iawai

te: t a r a ~ a y k

le :t a r a ~ a y

Ie:taracai

qo?~oyk

~O?GOY

qo?coi

Sahcarayk

Sahacara y

Saha~arai

'heavy'

Sita~arayk

Sita~aray

Sitacarai

'sharp-pointed'

walayk

walay

wala~ai

'Iq'

yacarayk

yacaray

ya~arai

'sharp' (of knife. axe)

jaqai

*fast'

d

jaqayk

JaqaY

I -old. broken'

The plural suffix -@can also be added to the paucal forms of the adjectives to form the
plural; however. these forms are rarely used.

3.7. Numerals and Quantifiers

Number in Mocovi is primarily encoded in suffixes on the head noun. on dernonstratives.
and/or on adjectives. as shown in section 3.3. However. the quantifiers 7coyh-'many'. in example
(204). ?rvewk -severalg. in example (205). koeoki 'little. a few'. in example (206). and -a7rvge

'all' in examples (207) and (308). do occur. and they precede the head noun in the noun phrase.
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(204)

lcpelisa le?yak ?coyk arina/
cpelisa l+e?yak ?coyk ariiia
Felisa 3 ~ c t b r i n gmany flour
'Felisa brought a lot of flour.'

(205) /qelisa le3yak k&oki ariiia/

cpelisa l+e?yak

koeoki ariiia

Felisa j ~ c + b r i n glittle

flour

'FeIisa brought a little flour.'

(206)

/cpelisa le?yak ? ~ o y kqalaki/
tpelisa l+e?yak

?coyk qa1aZ.i

Felisa 3nc+bring many onions
'Felisa brought many onions.'

( 2 0 7 ) Rwewk moqoytlase ro?~ona~antak/

lwewk

moqoyt-Iase r+o?~onacian+tak

several Mocovi-F

3 . ~ + w o r k +PROG

-Several Mocovi women are working.'

The quantifier -a?rvge 'all' does not occur by itself: it is a bound morpheme that is added
to one of the deictic roots to form the quantifier 'all'. It precedes demonstratives in the noun
phrase. Compare example (708). in which the action is performed tokvards the speaker. so -

o?kvge 'all' is added to the deictic root na 'coming'. and esample (209). in which the action is
performed going away from the speaker. so that -a?rvge 'all' is added to the deictic root so
'going*.
C
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(208)

/qelisa ie?yak n a l w g e n a qalaCi/
cpelisa i+e?yak

na-a?wge

na

qataei

Fetisa 3 ~ ~ + b r i nD~1C(cmng)-all
g
DEIC(cmng) onions
-Felisa brousht all the onions.'

(209)

/sa?wge so arina q a i a ? ~ a /t
so-alwg e

arina qa+i+a?~at

SO

DEIC(gng)-.ALL DE[C(gng) flour INDEF+j.~c+carry

'Ail the tlour was taken.-

The sentence in (2 10) is another example in which the quantifier -a?rvge 'all' is added to
the deictic root so 'going'.
(2 10) /sa?wge so yale ro?we:nata~antakke na waloq nowiro? ke na sawado1

so-a?wge

so

DEIC(gng)-ALL DEIC(gng)

0+n-owir+o?

yale r+o?we:naca~an+cakke
man ~ . - l ~ - w o r k - ~ ~ f f i

ke

na

na

waloq

OBL DElC(cmng)

conon

sawado

~xC+HITHER-CO~~+EV
OBL DEIC(cmng) Saturday
'All the men who work in the cotton (=picking cotton) come back on Saturday..

It seems that Mocovi lacked numeral forms. and has borrowed a11 its numerals from
Spanish. When a numeral does occur in a noun phrase. it precedes the demonstrative if there is
one in the noun phrase. Since number is encoded in the numeral. the head noun can occur either
in the singular or with a paucal or plural suffix. depending on the numeral. In examples (II l )
and (112). the numeral dos 'two (<Sp. dos) occurs in a noun phrase with the noun y d e 'man'. In
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(2 1 l ) , the head noun yde 'man' is in the singular form. and in (2 12) it is in the pauca! form. with
the paucal suffix - E

( 21 l )

/doh yale yalawater k a nanayW

doh yale i+alawat-er ka

nanayk

two man 3 x c + k i l l - 3 ~~Elc(absnt)
~
snake

'Two men killed a snake.'

( 2 12)

/doh yaier yalawater ka nanayW

doh yale-r

italawat-er ka

nanayk

two man-PCL 3~c+kill-3
PL ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a snake
bsnt)
'Two men killed a snake.'

3.8. Summary

In this chapter I have provided a description of the inflectional morphology of nouns and
noun phrases. including clitics. I discussed the different types of nominal roots. bound and free
roots. I showed how the notions of alienable and inalienable possession are expressed in Mocovi.
and presented a classification of nouns into three classes based on how they are marked for
possession. I presented the complex demonstrative system of Mocovi. which contains a set of
deictic roots that mark the absence/presence of the noun they modify. as well as the position or
movement. I described adjectives. quantifiers. and numerals which may also be part of the noun
phane. In the following chapter I present a description of the inflectional morphology of the verb

form. including clitics.

1.Verbal Morphology: Verbs and Verb Phrases

The structure of the verb form in Mocovi is quite complex. and includes the follo~ving
categories: negative. indefinite agent. active and inactive person markers. hither. aspect.
locatives/directionals. object nurn ber. and evidential. TabIe 2 1 shows the structure of the verb

form in Mocovi.

Table 21
Structure of the Verb form
(-1)

(-3)

Neg

Indef
ya-

S-

sqae-

-I

-2

Active (Class I)
Isgpl S+- I Zsgpl 2%
3sypl 1 - r- n-

n-

- -

Inactive (Class 11)
Isg
~rZsgpi r 3sgpl r - - r -

-

I p1

-n-

qar-

+I

hither STEM P l A g

Pers

L
-

0

+L

(+3)

+J

(+5)

:+6)

Pers

Aspect

LocJDir

O.nO

E\'

I pi -ar; 2sgf

-1

2sgR -ir
2pcI -rrr
I p l -1
3pt -a-

-10 'pcl'
+u\r.gr 'in'"
-er .PI+ek 'out\%ards'
+e& - U ith'
-rgr 'on'
+iii -do\vn\bards'
r k n a 'tds here'
-leg -on.cab er'
-iirgr -inside'
-or - -07ur 'under'
- 0 - + W O 'tds here-

krak 'prog' raita 'across'

-07

'intbards*
~ p e g e ? ' u pto'
r.Ggrm -up\vards'
-\r.ey --eg -outsorvg!

In this Chapter I present a description of the verb form in Mocovi. and the various
morphemes that can occur within it. In Section 4.1 I discuss the person markers. both
independent pronouns and pronominal markers on verbs. In section 4.2 1 discuss the prefix

+

.hither'. and in section 4.3 I present the aspect marker. Section 4.4 presents a discussion of the
indefinite agent clitic. In section 4.5 1 provide an account of the locative and directional enclitics:
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and in section 4.6 I discuss object number. The negative proclitic and the evidential enclitic will
be discussed in chapter 5 .

4.1. Person Markers

Mocovi has a set of independent pronouns. used mainly for emphasis. and a set of
pronomina1 markers on verbs which reflect an active/inactive (or activektative) agreement
system. There are two sets of person-marking proclitics. one used with agent subjects (Class I.
Active markers), and the other with non-agent subjects and objects (Class 11, Inactive markers).
This system was inherited from Proto-Waikunian (See Appendix B for the reconstructed
pronominal forms of Proto-Waikunian). In section 4.1.1 I discuss the set of independent
pronouns. followed by a general discussion of pronominal markers on verbs (Section 4.1.2). In
section Lt. 1.3 I provide an account of the set of Active proclitics, and the set of Inactive proclitics
are discussed in section 4.1 -4.

4.1.1. Independent Pronouns

Mocovi has a set of independent pronouns which can be used both as subjects and
objects for emphasis. The language Iacks independent pronouns for the third person singular and
plural; instead the deictic classifiers are used, normally followed by the morpheme maGare (-

-

[ma:re] [maq]).Table 22 lists the set of independent pronouns in Mocovi. It should be noted
that for the second persons paucal and plural only one form is used.
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Table 22

Independent Pronouns

In the example in ( 2 13) the first person independent pronoun >-im is used for etnphasis.
although the tirst person agent is marked on the verb

( 2 13)

r ~ r t ' l'to
j

come. ani\.e'

[yim Atrwirj
:yim inowir!

_uim

i-n-tw ir

I SGPRO\ 1 AC-HlTH-come
'It is

me that came here. '

Esarnple (214) contains the first person independent pronoun >-h,
used here tor
emphasis. as well as a noun with a first person possessive proclitic i-. The possessi\e clitic on the
noun and the independent pronoun are coreferential. This sentence \\as taken !i-om Tesr 2 CI-he
Flood).
( 314)

[...rna? yim yoykcnatck na yaciat.1
I ' .. . rna? yim

... ma7

ioykcnatck na yac;at/'

yim

i.-oykcnat-ck

na

vaccat

.. . because l SGPROIY 1 SGPOSS-dominanceOVER DEIC( cmng) rain
'

... because 1 dominate the rain (=I have power over the rain). (lit: ' . . . because I

[there is] my dominance over the rain.')'

4 Verbs and

Verb Phrases

4.1.2, Person .Markers - C'erbal morphology

In this section 1 discuss penon markers on the verb form. I will first describe some

zeneral charactrristics of pronominal markers in \loco\-i. and I will then provide a description of

C

.Active and Inactive prononlinal markers (sections 4.1.3 and 4. l .-l
respectively 1.

\,locovi has two sets of person markers on the 1-erb: one set OF pronominal clitics for

agentive subjects. i.e. an Active set of proclitics. and another set f i r nonqent subjects and objects.
i.e. an tnacti1.e set of proclitics. .As mentioned in section 1.1.the set of Inactive proclitics strongly
resembles the set of possessive markers on nouns. something not unusual in langllages with an
acti\e/inactive peTson marking system. TabIe 3 lists the set of Xctive and Inactit e pronotninal
markers.
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Table 23
Active and Inactive person markers
Active

Inactive

- i+

ir+ (fill

S+

0+ ... -i

r+ ... -i

B+ ... +ir

r+ ... +ir

i+

-

S+

- i+

-r+-

@t

n+

... -aci

i+

- a+- r+ - n+

qar+

a+... -in

r+ ... -iri

0+ ... -i:

r+ ... -i:

i+

- B+-- r+ - n+ ... -er

i+

- B+ -

r+

- n+ ... -er

Person is marked on the verb mainly by a set of proclitics which immediately precede
the verb stem. or the prefix n- 'hither' in a verb that takes this prefix. Number (namely plural) of
person is marked as a suffix immediately following the stem. as shown in examples ( 2 l5)e. f- g.
For the second person singular the proclitic for the Active set is 0 i and for the Inactive set is
/.I-.

but there is a suffix - L for the second person singular familiar. or an enclitic +ir for the second

person singular respectful form. which immediately follows the stem. as shown in (2 15)b and c.
(The second person familiar suffix is used only with very close friends. i..e. friends one might
have grown up with. or with siblings: othenvise. the respectful form is used).
The forms in (2 15) show the Active person markers on the verb root ko?o 'to give birth'.

(2 15) a. sko?o

-1 give birth'

s+ko?o

l~c+give.birth
b. ko?oi
0+ko?o-i
t~c+give.birth-2sGf

'you(f) give birth-
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c. ko?oir
0+ko?o+ir
t~c+give.birth+2sGR

'you(R) give birth'

'she gives birth'

'we give birth'

f. ko?oiri
0+ko?o-iri
t~~+give.birth-~PCL

'you(pc1) give birth'

g. ko?oi:
0+ko?o -i:
Z~c+give.birth-2~~

'you(pl) give birth'

h. ko?or
0+ko?o-er
3~c+give.birth-3~~

-they give birth'

In Mocovi. first person is marked by a proclitic.
Active set is used when the verbs take the prefix
conflated to [ i i j : othenvise.

S+

R-

S+

or I+. The altomorph i+ of the

'hither' and the sequence [i+n-] is then

is used (see section 1.2 for a detailed discussion of the prefix n-

'hither'). The first person plural is also marked by a suffix -ac.which immediately follows the
verb stem.There is no paucal verbat suffix for the first person. The plural suffis -ac is used for
both paucal and pIural functions.
Second person has zero marking as a proclitic for the Active set and r+ for the inactive.
but it is marked as a suffix -ifor the second person singular familiar (f) and as an enclitic +Ir for
the second person singular respectful (R). The second singular respectful form is the one that is
most commonly used. There is also a distinction between a second person paucal. marked b,! the
suffix -in: and a second person plural, marked by the suffix -L.
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The third person proclitic has four allomorphs. i+. r+. B+. and n+. the occurrence of
which is not phonoIogically determined. Number for the third person is marked by a suffix -er
immediately following the verb stem. This sufix is realized as -r when it follows a vowel. There
is no paucal verbal suffix for the third person. The plural suffix -er is used for both paucal and
plural functions. The verb stems are classified into four classes based on the form of the proclitic
that they take for the third person. Class A verbal stems are those that take the proclitic h. Class

B stems are those that take the proclitic 0+,Class C stems are those that take the proclitic

I+.

and Class D stems are those that take the procIitic n+ for the third person. regardless of number.

While the markers for second familiar -i. first plural -ac. second person paucal - i ~ a n d
plural -L, and the third plural -er are suffixes, the second person respectful marker t i r is an
enclitic. The phonological changes that it triggers and undergoes are not those of sutXxes.
The second person respectfui enclitic +ir also has an effect on the preceding sound(s).
alternations that are not found with other person markers. Mocovi has a phonological rule by
which voiced obstruents are devoiced at the end of the word (See Chapter 5. Section 2.5). The
examples in (2 16)-(220)a show a voiced consonant devoiced as a result of this rule. In (2 16)(220)b, stem-final voiced consonants are not devoiced because they are not word-final (they are
followed by other suffixes in the verb form. such as the second singular familiar suffix. as in

(2 16)b. (2 17)b. and (2 18)b. or the second plural suffix. as in (2 I9)b and (220)b). Hokvever. in
(2 16)-(220)c the stem-find voiced consonants are devoiced before the second person respectful
clitic +;K in what seem to be the same phonetic environments as in those esamples in (2 16)(220)b. While suffixes block the rule devoicing voiced obstruents at the end of the word. the

second person respectful marker does not.
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'I bum'
b. [rawigi l
/r+awig -U
2iN+burn-?s~f

-You(f) bum'
c. [rawiki?]
/r+awig+id
21~+burn+2~~R
'You (R)bum'

( 2 1 7)

a. [samaq J
/s+amac./
l.~c+push
'1 push'

-You (f) push'

'You (R.) push'

'I copulate'
b. [wogi]
/0+awog-il
Z;\c+copuiate-~s~f

'You (Qcopulate'
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'You (R) copulate'

'He cuts me-

-He cuts you(p1)'

'He cuts you(R)'

'I throw'

'You (pl) throwc. [naqai? l

/0+ena~+id
2~c+throw+?~GR
-You (R) throw'

The second person singular respectful suffix is realized as -is when it precedes the
progressive enclitic +rak (that is. the sequence +ir+rak is realized as [isa(k)]

- [i?sak]). In the
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examples in (221) and (222) the second person singular respectful and the progressive enclitics
are realized as [isa] with the verb roots enan 'to lie (down)' and owacan -to hit'. (In these
examples the first line shows the phonetic representation and the second line the phonemic
representation: the third line provides a morpheme breakdown. the fourth line is a morpheme-bymorpheme gloss. and the last line provides the English translation for each form.)

'you(R) are lying down'

'you(R) hit (on/over)'

The second person singular markers seem to be an innovation in the Southern Branch of
the Waikunian language family. Toba does not have any suffix or enclitic marking second
person. and it also seems to make no distinction between a respectful and a familiar form for a
second person singular. The data available for Abipon does not show a suffix or an enclitic for
the second person singular. Kadiwku. the only living language of the Waikuni branch of the
family. does not have a suffix or enclitic marking second person singular. but the language does
show a difference between noble and non-noble speakers (Sandalo 1995).
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1.1.3. Active Markers

The Active set of proclitics is used with verbs in which the subject is an agent. These can
be either intransitive or transitive verbs. The set of Active person markers is siven again for
convenience in TabIe 24.

Table 24
Active person markers
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Some of the verbs that take the Active set o f proclitics are listed in Table 25.

Table 25
Verbs with Active person markers

Class A (Verbs with third person proclitic i+)
Intransitive ayo

to fly (vi)

owir

to arrive (vi)

owo

to ~valk(vi)

Transitive ain

to shoot (vt)

akon

to take. grab (vt)

alawat

to kill (vt)

amac

to push. send (vt)

aweg

to pull. stretch. bring (vt)

e?gen

to try (vt)

eCa~

to cut. shorten (vt)

ekon

to grab (vt)

enaG

to throw (vt)

epaGat

to hvist. braid (vt)

ewan

to see (vt)

omat

to finish (vt)
to look at (vt/vi)
to know. understand (vtlvi)

Class B (Verbs with third person proclitic 0+)

Intransitive ?e:t

to escape. run away (vi)

a i it

to play (vi)

a?a

to menstruate (vi)

a ? ~

to hear (vi)
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Table 25 (cont'd)
aCa:r

to stand up (vi)

anat

to falI (vi)

aBil

to get married (vi)

awog

to copulate (vi)

epic

to smile (vi)

ik

to go (vi)

ko?o

to give birth (vi)

o?on

to get married (vi)

o?we t

to get dressed

onog

to get naked. to undress I (vi)

osog

to get naked. to undress 2 (vi)

qawa

to walk (a few steps) (vi)

qocon

to urinate (vi)

Transitive a?me :n

to paint. rub (vt)

aiateg

to kind (vt)

aman

to like (of taste) (vt)

ano

to lift (vt)

epeteg

to cut hair (vt)

sSit

to be able to (vt)

kiyo

to wash (vt)

kewog

to sharpen (vt)

Transitive11ntransitive apog

to cover (vt/vi)

e?er

to drink (vtlvi)

ke?e

to eat (vt/vi)

Class C (Verbs with third person proclitic I+)
Intransitive ato
e?hiwi
Transitive oqopi
Transitivellntransitive e?ya

to yawn (vi)
to fetch water (vi)
to hit (vt)
to dig (vt/vi)
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Tabte 25 (cont'd)

Class D (Verbs with third person p r o d i t i c n+)
Intransitive e?ya:m

to boil (vi)

Transitivellntransitive qo?gffio

to kiss. suck (vtlvi)

Examples ( 2 2 3 ) and (224) s h o w the Active person markers on the verb a/arvar 'to kill'
and kiyo 'to wash'. (In these examples, the first line shows the phonetic form. the second line
provides the morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown, and the third line
morpheme gloss. j

(223)

alawat

-to kill'

a. [salawatl
/s+alawat/
l~C+kill

'I kill'

b. [lawacil
l@+alawat-il
2~C+kill-ts~f

'you ( f ) kiIl'

c. [lawaEi? J
/0+alawat+ir/
2 ~ C + kl l+2sGR
i

'you (R) kill'

d. [lawatj
/@+alawat/
3~C+kill

'he kills'

e. [salawataq]
/s+alawat-ac/
l~C+kill-l~t

-we kill'

-you (pcl) kill'

'you (pi) kill-

h. [lawate?]
/0+alawat-er/
3 ~ C + kl i1 - ~ P L

-they kill'

S

the morpheme-by-
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(224)

kiyo

'to wash'

a. [skiyol
/s+ki yol
l.-\~+wash

-1 wash'

b. [kiyoi]
/0+kiyo-i/
2~C+wash-2SGf

'you (f) wash'

c. [kiyoi?]
'you (R) wash'
/0+kiyo+ir/
t~c+wash+ts~R
d. [kiyo ]
/0+kiyo/
3~C+wash

'he washes'

e. [skiyoq J
/s+kiyo-acl
l.sc+wash-1 PL

'we wash'

f. [kiyoiri]
/0+kiyo-iri/
2~C+wash-2PCL

'you (pc[) wash'

g. [kiyoi:]
/0+kiyo-i:/
t~~+wash-tPL

'you (pl) wash'

h. [kiyo?]
/0+kiyo-er/
3~ctwash-SPL

'they wash'

4.1.4. Inactive Markers

The inactive set of person proclitics is used to mark the non-azentive subject of
intransitive verbs. and the direct object o f transitive verbs. For convenience. the set of Inactive
person markers is given again in Table 26.
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Table 26
inactive person markers

ir+

(Gl)

I-+

... -i

r+ ... +ir
i+

- at- r t -

n+

qa'--+
r-t ... -iri

r+ ... -i:
i
t

- a+-

r+

- n+ ... -er

The Inactive marker for the first person is h+. a sequence that is then conflated to

D].

The first and second person proclitics have an r. which is not present in the third person proclitic.
[t is likely that the r in the proclitic forms for the first and second persons was a separate
morpheme at an earlier stage. and it may have been present for the third person (there is.
however. one set of verbs that take r+as an Active proclitic. and another set of verbs which take
r+ as an Inactive proclitic.). it does not seem to be an independent morpheme in Mocovi at

present.
Some of the intransitive verbs that take inactive proclitics are listed in Table 27. (The
verbs in Table 27 are intransitive verbs. )
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Table 27

Verbs with (only) Inactive person markers
Class A (Verbs with third person proclitic i+)

a?a:t

to finish eating (vi)

edo:n

to get food poisoning (vi)

awig

to bum. get burned (vi)

eyaIa

to hurry up (vi)

eCa~

to cut oneself. get cut (vi)

ilew

to die (vi)

Class B (Verbs with third person proclitic Q+)

kofiiraci

to cut oneself. get cut (vi)

kemar

to get full (vi)

Class C (Verbs with third person proclitic

ona:

to get stuck (vi)

esawki

to slip (vi)

alola

to get sick (vi)

asoc

to dance (vi)

H)

Class D (Verbs with third person proclitic *)

a?wat

to swell. get swollen (vi)

apyo?o

to be dirty (vi)

esal

to vomit (vi)

o?E i

to be afraid (vi)

o?da~tete
k

to get scared (vi)

ewal

to feel lazy (vi)

Example (225) shows the verb arvig 'to get burned' with the different inactive proclitics.
This is a Class A verb which takes the clitic it for the third person. (In these examples. the first
line shows the phonetic form. the second line gives the morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown.
and the third line provides the morpheme-by-morpheme gloss.)
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(225)

awig

'to get burned'
'

I get burned'

b. [rawigi]
!r+aw ig-i/
21iu+get.burned-2scf

'you (f) get burned'

c. (rawiki?]
/r+awig +ir/
21~+get.burned+2sGR

'you (R) get burned'

d. [yawik]
/i+awig/
3iN+get. burned

-he gets burned'

e. [qarawik]
/qar+awig/
11iu+get.burned

- w e get

F. [rawigiri]
/r+awig-iril
2 i ~ + g e tburned-~PCL
.

'you (pc[) get burned

g. [rawigi:]
/r+awig -i:/
21~+get.burned-ZPL

-you (pl) get burned'

h. [yawige?]
/i+awig-er/
31~+get.burned-~PL

-they get burned'

burned'
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Example (226) shows the Inactive person markers on the verb a/o/a'to get sick'. a Class

C verb which takes the clitic r+for the third person.
(226)

alola

'to get sick'
'1 get sick'

b. [ralolai]
/r+alola-i/
Zr~+get.sick-2scf

'you (f) get sick'

c. [ralolai?]
/r+alola+ir/
Zr~+get.sick+2sGR

'you (R) get sick'

-he gets sick'

e. [qaralola]
/qar+alola/
l lN+get.sick

'we get sick'

f. [ralolairi 1
/r+alola-iri/
2lNtget.sick-~PCL

'you (pcl) get sick

g. [raloIai:]

'you (pl) get sick'

C

/r+alola-i:/
ZIN+get.sick-~PL
h. [ralolae?]
/r+alola-er/
Sl~+get.sick-~PL

'they get sick-

Example (117) shows Inactive proclitics with the verb o?Ci

-10

fear': (227)d and h

include examples in which the prefix n+ -3rd person inactive' is used for the third person
singular and third person plural respectively. (Recall that it is only the second person that shows
a distinction behveen paucal and plural.)
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(227)

o?Ei

'to fear, be afraid'

a. Cjo?Ei]
/ir+awig/
1IN +fear

- 1 am afraid'

b. [ro?ei?i]
/r +o?Ei-i/
tIN+fear-Z~~f

'you (f) are afraid'

c. [ro?Ei?i?]
/r +o?Ei+ir/
IN +fear+2 R

'you (R) are afraid'

d. [no?Ei]
/n+o?eil
3IN +fear

-he is afraid

'we are afraid'

'you (pcl) are afraid'

-e. [ro?Ei:]

'you (pl) are afraid'

/r+o?Ei-i:/
2 1 ~ + f e a-2PL
r

h. [no?Ci?]
/n +o?Ei-er/
31N+fear-3~~

'they are afraid'

The set of Inactive person markers is also used to mark the direct object of transitive
verbs. In that case. the verb form takes both an Active marker for the agentive subject and an
Inactive marker for the direct object. It should be noted that none of the person proclitics can cooccur. i.e. Mocovi does not allow more than one person proclitic on the verb: therefore. if the
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verb form calls for one subject proclitic and one object proclitic. there is a hierarchy that will
determine which person marker will occur in the verb form: 1>2>3. However. it does allow hvo
person suffixes (or a suffix and the second person singular respectful enclitic). one of which
must be the first person plural agent suffix.
Table 28 provides a paradigm for the same verb. root eta^ -to cut'. with both Active and
Inactive markers on the verb form. In this table the row across lists the persons for the Inactive
markers. and the column on the left lists the Active markers. The Inactive markers are in
boldface and the Active markers in italics. For reasons of space the forms involving the second

person singular familiar and the second person paucal are not shown.

Table 28
Subject and Object markers with the verb e&c 'to cut'

1%

2 ~ g R irteeacl-it'you(sg) cut me'
ir+efa~
'he cuts me'

IP~

2p1

3pl

3%

ir+eCac,-i:
'you(pl) cut me'
irieeaci-er
'they cut me'

s+etac,
'I cut him'
O+eeac,-ir
'you(sg) cut him'
r-~eeilcl-ir
i-eeari
'he cuts you(sg)' 'he cuts hirnlher'
s-tecaci+ir
s+stac,-a~
'we cut you(sgR)' 'we cut him'
@+&act-i:
'you(pl)cut him'
i+eCart-er
r+ecact+ir
'they cut you(sg)' 'they cut him'

1PI

2 ~ 1
sreCac,-i:
'I cut you(pl)'

~itzacltir
'I cut you(spR)'

1%

3sg

2sgR

qawei-art-rr
'>.oucut us'
qar-efaci
'he cuts us'

qar+eCac,-i:
'you(p1)cut us'
qar+r~aa-er
'they cut us'

~eCa~-i:
'he cuts .ou(pl)'
s-teCacf-a&:
'we cut you(p1)'

3Pl
s-tetaci-er
'I cut thcm'
Ca-e~aci-ir
-you comb them'
i-etac,-er
'he cuts them'
s~ecaci-acrer
'\ve cut them'
0+zCac,-i:

'you(pll cut them'
~e~acf-i:
'they cut you(p1)'

j-t.<ac,-er

'the! cut them'

In some cases a verb form with both Active and Inactive markers is equivalent to a
phrase with a verb with only an Active marker, where the object. or non-agent. is expressed as an
independent pronoun in a separate noun phrase. as in examples (228) and (229). In ( 1 2 8 ) there is

a first person singular object proclitic ir- on the verb and the agent is not overtly marked on the
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verb form because it is the third penon singular. In example (229) there is a third person a p n t
proclitic i+.but no Inactive marker on the verb form. The object is expressed by the first person
independent pronoun yim. However. both sentences have the same meaning. Although the
sentence in (229) is grammatical. the sentence in (128). in which both arguments of the verb are
expressed by pronominals on the verb form. is much more commonly used. One of my
informants has actually pointed out that while (229) is possible. it is not as common as (228).

(228)

/cpelisa ireragfiij

cpelisa ir+etag+fii
Felisa l s c ~ ; u + c o m b + ~ ~ ~ l i \ i
'FeIisa combs me..

(229) /cpelisa ktagiii yim/

cpelisa itecag+fii

yim

Felisa 3.-r~+corn
b+DOWX ISGPRON
'Felisa combs me.'

This seems to suggest that person markers on the verb form are arguments of the
verb. rather than simply agreement. This would allow us to classify Mocovi as a pronominal
argument languages. This topic. however. requires further investigation.

It is also possible to have both Active and Inactive markers as well as an independent
pronoun coreferential either with the Active or the Inactive marker. i.e. either as subject or as
object. The independent pronoun in that case has an emphatic function. In (230) the verb e?~orin
'to favor. to like. to appreciate' occurs with the first person active proclitic S+ marking the agent
and the second person respectful enclitic +irmarking the object (or non-agent) together with the
second person independent pronoun qilmi~:This sentence was also taken from Text 2. The Flood.
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(230) /. .. Caqae qamir se?~orifiir ka ?we ka n a ? ~ a ?.la
... Eaqae qarnir

... and

~ e ? ~ o r i n + i r ka ?we

ka

na?~a?a
...

2SGPRON I = I C + ~ ~ V O ~and
+ ~ Sexists
G R ~ ~ r c ( a b s nday
t ) ...

-...and I favor you: and there will be a day.. .'

The sentences in (33 1)-(233) provide more examples of verb forms with both Active and
Inactive markers.

You(sgR) are looking for me.'

'

(233)

You (sgR. frighten us.'

/sqo?yoqoCi [er/
s+qo?yoqoCit-er
I.-~~+frighten-SPL

- I frighten them.'

To summarize. then. Mocovi has nvo sets of person markers. one Active set which marks
agentive subjects. and an Inactive set which marks the non-agentive subject of an intransitive
verb and the object of a transitive verb. There is just one set of suffixes marking second person
singular familiar, first person plural. second person paucal and plural. and third person plural.
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and the enclitic for the second person singular respectful. which occur with both the Active and
[nactive set of procl itics-

4.2 The Prefix n- 'hither'

There is a prefix n- in Mocovi which immediately precedes the stem in the verb form
and indicates that the action expressed by the verb is performed towards the speaker and/or the
agent of the clause. This prefix can also have a strictly reflexive meaning, namely that the agent
performs the action upon him or herself rather that upoil somebody or something else. In section
4.2.1 I discuss the meaning 'hither' of the verbal prefix n-; and in section 4.2.2 I discuss its
reflexive function.

4.2.1. n- 'Hither'

The prefix n- -hithers. which immediately precedes the stem in the verb form. can
indicates that the action expressed by the verb is performed towards the speaker or the agent of
the clause. It can occur with intransitives verbs. and in that case the verb only takes an agentive
(Active) marker, as in esarnples (234) and (235). or with a transitive verb. and in that case the
verb takes both an agenthe (Active) and a non-agentive (Inactive) marker. as in example (236).
(Recall, however, that the Inactive marker for the third person is B+.)
Some verb stems must take n- -hitherg. other stems cannot take this prefix. and yet other
stems can occur with or without this prefix. In some cases the meaning 'hither' is transparent.
but in others it is not. Below are some examples of verbs with and without n- 'hither'.
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In examples (734)-(236), the 'hither' meaning is apparent in the meaning of the verb.
T h e forms in (a) provide forms of the verbs owir'arrive'. e?gen 'run'. and arveg -bring' without
the prefix n-. and in (b) the same verbs occur with the prefix n-.
(234)

a. [sowi?]

'so\vir?l
s+owir
l .K+arrive

'I arrive (there).'
b. [iiowi?]
i'inowirl
i+n-owir

I AC~HITH-owir
'I arrive (here).'

'I run into the inside (there).'

'I run into the inside (here).'
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(236). the -hitherqmeaning is apparent in the meaning o f the verb. The forms in (a) provide forms

of the verbs iwir'amve*. c7ycn 'run-. and aivcy 'brin_eVwithout the pretix M-. and in (b) the same

verbs occur with the prefix n-.

'I arrive (there).'
b. [iiowi?]
;in0 W ir/

i-n-owir
IXCrHlTH-owir
-[

anive (here),'

- 1 nm into the inside (there).'

b. [iii?ycno]

/ini?gc noi
i+n-c'I'gcn-o

I AC+HITH-run-INWDS
'I run into the inside (here).'
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'Helshe plays'

In example (24 1 ) the verb ewan -to see' can occur either with or without the prefix n-hither'. with a slight change in meaning. In example (241)a the verb occurs without n- -hither'
meaning 'to see'. while the form in (2Jl)b shows the verb with n- 'hither'. and the meaning of
the verb is 'to see well'; however. the directional meaning 'hither' is not clear in this form.
(24 1)

a. /sewana lwis/

i+ewan+a

lwis

I .~c+see+? Luis
'I see Luis'

-1 see well.'

It is part of the lexical information of each verb root whether it will take the prefix n-

As mentioned above, some verbs must take the prefix rr- 'hither'. other verbs cannot take

it. and other verbs may occur either with or without this prefix. The forms in esamples (242)(243) show the verbs ayo 'to fly'. e?Ahvi 'to fetch water'. A-e?e -to eat' and ko?o 'to give birth'.
which take the a p n t i v e markers but cannot occur with the prefix r~ 'hither'. The examples in (a)
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show the forms without the prefix, and in fb) the same forms in which n- 'hither' immediately

precedes the verb root are ungrarnmatical.

(242) a [sayo]
S-ayo
t xc +tly
' 1 fly.'

(213) a. [sc?i.iwi]
S-c7hiwi
I A C fetch-water
~
-I( g o to) fetch water.-

- 1 eat.'

cf.

b. *(iikc?e]
i-n-kc'l'c
1 .AC+HITH-eat

( 2 4 5 ) a. [sko?o]
s-kc,70

I .4C +give.birth
'1 give birth.'
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cf.

b.*[iiko?o]
i+n-ko?o
1.4~+~1T~-give.birth

The examples in (246)-(248) include forms of the verbs aEil 'to bathe'. aiir 'to play'.
and aqar -to pick (up). harvest'. These verbs cannot occur without the prefix n- -hither'. The
forms in (a) provide example of the verbs with this prefix. and the forms in (b) show the
ungrarnmatical forms, i.e. forms without n- 'hither'.

'I bathe (myself).'

cf.

b. *[saEil]
s+aeiI
I .~c+bathe

'I play.'

cf.

b. *[saxit]
s+ajlit
l .-!c+play
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(248)

a. [iiaqat waloq]
/inaqat waloq/
i+n-aqat

waloq

l A C + - H I T H - ~ cotton
~C~.U~
'I harvest cotton.'

cf.

b. *[saqat waIoql

s+aqat

waloq

1 ~C+pick.up cotton

The examples in (249) and (250) show the verbs amac 'to push' and arveg 'to bring.

take'. which can occur both with the prefix n- -hither', as in (249)a and (250)a. and without it, as
in (249)b and (250)b.
(249)

a. [sarnaq]

/sarna~/
s+arnaci
l xc+push

'I push.'

'I push (towards where I am).'
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-He breathes.'

-He sighs.'

4.2.2. n- 'hither' as Reflexive

Mocovi does not have a reflexive marker. The prefix n- 'hither' is used to convey the
meaning of reflexive. in which the agent performs an action upon him or herself rather than upon
somebody or something else. In that case the prefix occurs with a transitive verb with an Active
marker. but without any marker Inactive marker.
The forms in (151 )-(253) provide examples of the same verb roots used with and without
a reflexive meaning. The forms in (a) show the verbs with the prefix n- 'hither' in which the

agent performs the action upon himhenelf. i.e. reflexive meaning. The forms in (b) show the
same verbs without the prefix n- 'hither'. and they convey the meaning that the agent performs
the action upon something or somebody else. In that case the patient is espressed either as a
marker on the verb form (example (25 1)b). or as a lexical NP within the verb phrase (examples
(252)b and (253)b).
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- 1 dress myself (= 'I get dressed')

- 1 dress you.'

'I comb myself.'

b. [setagiii aso tpelisal

/setagiii aso cpelisa /
s+etag+fii

a+so cpelisa

I c \ ~ + c o r n b + ~F+D~lc(gng)
w
Felisa
- 1 comb Felisa.'
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'You wash yourself.'

b. [kiyoi? peget]
Ikiyoir pege t /
0+kiyo+ir

peg et

2 ~ c + w a s h dish
'You wash the dish.'

To Summarize. then. Mocovi has a prefix n- 'hither' which immediately precedes the
stem within the verb form. This prefix indicates that the action expressed by the verb is
performed towards the agent or speaker. Since Mocovi lacks a reflexive marker. the prefix n-hither' is also used with a reflexive meaning. namely that the agent performs the action upon
him/herself. Some verbs must take this prefix. others cannot take it. and others may occur both
with and without this prefix. with a slight change inmeaning: the meaning hither is not present in

all cases.

4.3. Indefinite Agent

There is a proclitic qcr+ which marks an indefinite agent and immediately precedes the
person clitics in the verb form. This clitic occurs only with transitive verbs. and it always
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precedes the third person active marker. It is translated as an indefinite a g e n t i.e. 'somebody ( I
don't know who) performs X'.

'Somebody changed it.'

(255)

jqaiawana Iwis/
qa+i+awan+a

lwis

INDEF+~AC+S~L
~ +U?~ S
-Somebody saw Luis.'

(256)

/qanaweg na iiiW
qa+0+n-aweg

na

iiik

cNDEF+j r l C + H ~ ~ ~ - b r iDEIC(cmng)
ng

rope

'Somebody pulled the rope towards here.'

The forms in (254)-(256) a r e grammatical because the indefinite agent clitic
occurs with a transitive verb in all the examples. The forms in (257) and (258). however. are
ungramrnatical because in both cases the clitic marking the indefinite agent occurs with an
intransitive verb.
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When the clitic qa+ occurs in the verb form. the agent is normally not specified.
However. the language does allow for the agent to be expressed as an oblique NP. i.e. a noun
phrase introduced by the oblique marker ke. The category of agent as an oblique NP in this case
is still under investigation.
Example (259) was taken from a test in which Pedro. a man who is not easily fooled. is
taken by a few men and wrapped in a piece of leather to be thrown into a river. He is left by
himself for a few moments and another man arrives. Pedro asks him to untie him. In this
example we see the proclitic ga+ 'indefinite agent' preceding the third person proclitic i+ in the
verb form qaiawaclek 'somebody uncovered him'. and the agent so7maq yale -the man' is
expressed by an oblique noun phrase introduced by the oblique marker ke.
(259)

[... qayawahlek so pegrolek ke so?maq yalel
/... qaiawatlek so pegrolek ke so maciare yale/

.., qa+i+awat+leg

SO

pegro-le k ke

... I N D E F + ~ A C + U ~ C O V
~€IC(gng)
~ ~ + O NPedro

so-macare

yale

OBL DEIC(gng)-PROK man

- ... Pedro is uncovered by this man.'

Mocovi lacks passive constructions. but it has a clitic qa+ which marks an indefinite
a p n t which can attach to a transitive verb form. immediately preceding the third person active
clitic.
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4.4. Aspect

Of apects. Mocovi marks only progressive on the verb form. with a progressive clitic
+tat

- +S& - +take - +rape which

immediately follows the person suffixes and clitic. The

different allomo~phsof the progressive clitic do not seem to be phonologically conditioned:
however. +sak occurs with the second person singular respectful clitic. and +rake and +rape
occur mainly with the third person plural sufix.
(260)

/sa:na~an/
s+a:na~an
1~c+pIant

- I plant.'

'I am planting.'

( 262) /(yim) sko:la na rnansana/

yim

s+ko:la

na

mansgna

l SGPRON l .~c+peel DElC(~mng)apple

'I peel the apple.'

(

263) /(yim) sko:latak na mansand
(yim) s+ko:la+tak

na

mansana

l SGPRON 1~ c + p e e l + ~ ~DElC(cmng)
OG
apple
- 1 am peeling the apple.'
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Tense. mood. and other aspectual categories are not marked on the verb form. but are
expressed with adverbial forms such as mgi -now. today. present'. na?/e 'before. earlier. past*.
and ma?le 'Iater, after. future'. The sentences in (264)-(265) include esamples with different
time adverbials.

(264) /.. . ?weo? ka yaGat ma?le/

... ?we+o? ka
y a ~ a ma?Ie
t
... be+EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a brain
s n t after
)
'

... there will be rain Iater.' (Text 2. The Flood)

( 2 6 5 ) /as0 ?a10 i o w a ~ a nso xwan senanak nagil

a+so

?a10

i+owa~an so

xwan se+0+n-anak

F-~EIc(gng)woman 3 . ~ ~ + h i t DEIC(gng) Juan

nagi

NEG+~.-\c+HITH-co~~
now

'The woman who hit Juan did not come today.'

The sentences in (266)-(268) were taken from Text 2. The Flood. The sentence in (266)
contains the adverbial na?/e 'early. before': in (267). the adverbial nagi 'now. today' is used; and

in (268),the adverbial ma?/e 'later, tomorrow'.
( 2 6 6 ) /na?le ?we so qom so qom raSih~antak./
na?Ie ?we so

qorn

so

qom

earl?; exist DEIC(gng) person DElC(gng) person

'Earlier met this person. he made a request.'

r+aSilacan+cak
3.4C+ask+PROG
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(267)

ika? nagi ka saSilai?sak /
ka? nagi ka? s+aSil+ir+sak

and now and 1 . A C + ~ ~ ~ + ~ S G R + P R O G
'And now I am asking you.'

ma?

?we+o? k a

yaciat ma?le

because exist-tEV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a brain
s n t later
)
'They [must] get ready immediately because there will be a rain later.'

Mocovi has no morphological imperative. The imperative meaning is expressed b>. a
verb form with a second person subject. Intonation and context determine the imperative
meaning
In example (269). the same form [?hiwill (/e?hiwir/) can either mean 'you go to get
water. or '(you) go to get water! '

'You go to get water' or '(You) go to get water!'

.

In example (270) taken from Text 2. The Flood. the strange creature is telling the man
to come close to it. The form na7irkena 'you come here' is used with an imperative meaning.
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(270)

/na?irkena naho.. ./
0+n-a?+ir+kena

na-ho

~ . L \ C + H I T H - C O ~ ~ - + ~ S G R +DEIC(cmngjPR0X
TDS

'Come towards here.. . '

In example (27 1 ). from the same text. the stranse creature has asked the man to do him a
favor, and it is giving the man instructions as to what he needs him to do. The forms kopariro?~?
'you ignite it (= start the fire)' and peiiro? 'you go home' are used with an imperative meaning.

(27 1 )

Ikopatiro?~?ka?ma ?ime kopatira?a ka epeliro? /
ka?ma i+me

0+kopat+ir+o?+ol

2~C+igoite+2~GR+E~+Ev
when

0+kopat+ir+a?a

3 ~ + f i n i s h2.4~+ignite+2~~R+?

ka? 0+epil+ir+o?
then ~ A C + ~ O . ~ O ~ ~ + ~ S G R + E V
'Set it on fire. when you are finished setting it on fire. then you go home.

In (272). from Text 3, The Fox Steals from the Jaguar. the jaguar is tickling the fox on
the snout with a small stick. But the fox. who is haIf asleep. thinks it is the flies that are
bothering him. He tells the flies to leave him alone. The form j a j a ~ a n i r a k'you (pi) leave me' is
used with an imperative meaning.

(272)

0ajacani:tak latagafiil
ir+ajacan-i:+tak

latagan-i

1I N + ~ ~ ~ V ~ - ~ P L + fl
Py-PCL
ROG

'Leave me aione, flies'

4. Verbs and Verb Phrases

There is a set of verbal morphemes in Mocovi. the locative/directional (loc/dir) enclitics.
which indicate motion. location and direction of the action expressed by the verb. I have
identified fifteen loc/dir enclitics in Mocovi. The loc/dir enclitics are listed in Table 29. listed
first in terms of opposite relations--down/up. under/on. idout. towards.here/towards.there--and
then other spatial relations for which opposites do not occur in Mocovi.

Table 29
Locative/directionaI enclitics
Down/Up
+fi i

'down, downwards'

+Sigirn

'up. upwards'

Under/On
+ot

'under'

+leg

'on. over-

In/Out
+eg

- +weg

'out. outwards-

twgi

'in. inwards, into'

+ii ig i

-inside'

+o

-- +WO

inwards. hither'

Towards~here/Towards.there
+kenn

-towards here'

+ig i

-towards (there?)'

Other spatial relations:
+a?ta

' o d t o other side of. across'

+e?e

'with'

+igit

'behind'

+pege?

- +pe?

'up to'
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Loc/dir enclitics follow the progressive aspect marker and precede object number
enclitics in the verb form. In example (273) the loc/dir enclitic +igi 'towards there {TDS)' is
added to the verb orvacan 'to hit'. where it occurs between the progressive enclitic + r a t and the
enclitic +lo -paucal object'.

(273) /qamir

wa~anirrakigifo nawa letil so Iwid

qamir

~ o w a ~ a n + i r i r a k + i g i + / o na-wa

l+eCi-l

'sGPRON

ZAC+~~~+ZSGR-PROG+OS+PCL
DEIC(cmng)-PL ~ P O S S + ~ ~ ~DEIC(gng)
-PCL

so

lwis

Luis

-You are hitting Luis on the legs (= you are hitting on Luis' legs).'

When a loc/dir morpheme is added to the verb form. it increases the valency of the verb.
adding a loc/dir argument to the argument structure of the verb. This argument is not a l w a ) ~
overtly expressed by an NP. but when it is. it expresses the location and/or direction of the action
expressed by the verb. It will be referred to as NP[loc) i.e. a locative noun phrase not introduced
by an oblique marker.

The sentences in (274)-(277) provide examples of some

locative/directional enclitics added to the same verb root. aiiocof -to hide'. In each sentence
there is an NP[I,~I expressing the location where Luis is hiding. (The loc/dir enclitics are in

boldface. and the NP[loc] is in italics.)
(274)

Ilwis naiio~otigitda qo?pagl
lwis 0+n-afio~ot+igit

ad'

q07~aq

Luis 3 rlC+tllTFi-hide+~E~rND
F - D E I c ( v ~free
~~)
-Luis hides behind the tree.'
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(275)

i lwis naiiocutwgi r?i7imck i

Zmck

fii

twis 0+n-ariocot-wgi

Luis ~ A C - H ~ T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ [ NDkJC'L~ltltng)
SIDE
house
'Luis hides inside the trotrse.'

(

276) Awis nailo<;oti?iiotji nki7yat;aia !
Iwis D~ntaiio~ot-i?iii*t

ji

m-ki?~ac;a/a

Luis ~ x c + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ? ~IU
~F
N~D~ E
' / lR
.4B.S-[able
tor~
'Luis hides under rhe [uhltr.'
(277) !Iwis naiiocmtIek fii 7imck /c/aq/
r-7i

lwis Din-aiioc,ot-Icy

i.'rmc*k kc/aq

Luis S X C ~ H ~ T H - ~DI.X'(sillmng)
~ ~ ~ O N house
'Luis hides on the r ~ u 'f

3/'O.XS-roof

L l f #IOII.S~'.'

The lou'dir enclitics cannot co-occur: only one loddir is possible within a verb form in
\locovi. Esample (; 275) shows that a sentence with two loo'dir enclitics. -Icy -on' and -n'i -down

downwards' added to the verb root a! 'to fdl' cannot CO-occurwithin the same verb form.

(278) *!satlekiii

so waloq:

S-at+lcytiii

SO

wa loq

i .K-fall+OFi-DWN deic(sng) cotton
'I fall down on the cotton.'

In many cases. a sentence containing a verb+lof/dir and a

is equivalent to a

sentence containing a verb (without any Ioddir enclitic) and an oblique noun

phrase. The
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sentence in (279) is a simple sentence in which the verb dew 'to die' has only the Inactive third
person subject proclitic i+.

(279) Awis iilew /
lwis i+ilew
Luis 3 1 ~ + d i e
'Luis died.'

Example (280) shows the same verb ilew 'to dieb with the Inactive third person subject
proclitic i+ and the loc/dir enclitic +wgi 'in. inwards. inside'. as well as an NP [loc]
natarenafa~ana~ak;
'in the hospital' which expresses the location of the action expressed by the
verb. i.e. where Luis died.
(280) /iilewwg i iii nacarenatacana~aki/
i+ilew+wgi

lii

n+atarenaca~ana~aki

j l ~ +die +INSIDE DEIC(non-ext) .-18s+hospital

'(He) died in the hospital.'

Example ('781) again shows the same verb i k ~ v-to die' with only the third person
Inactive subject clitic

I+.

no loc/dir enclitic on the verb form. and an oblique noun phrase

'in the hospital'. introduced by the oblique marker ke followed by
ke IT; naiarenata~ana~aki
the noun phrase fiin a i a r e n a a ~ a n a ~ a k ' t hhospital'.
e
The meaning of the sentences in (280) and
(28 1) is the same: Luis died in the hospiia!.
(28 1 )

/ii lew k e iii na t a r e n a t a ~ a n a ~ a k i /
i+ilew

ke

fii

n+atarenata~ana~aki

3 ~ 4die
- OBL ~EIc(non-ext)r\~s+hospital
'(He) died in the hospital.'
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Example (282) shows that it is not possible to have both the loc/dir enclitic on the verb
and the noun phrase introduced by the oblique marker ke.

(282)

*!iilewwgi ke iii natarenataGana~aki/
i+ilew+wgi

ke

iii

3lN+ die +INSIDE OBL

n+atarenata~ana~aki

DEIC(nonext) .-\B~+hospital

-(He)died in the hospital.'

Examples (283) and (284) show the same pattern. The sentence in (283) contains a verb
form with the enclitic + rvgi -in, inside. inwards' added to the verb root enoGon 'enter' and an

NP[loc]

ia?a 'my house'. while in (284) a sentence containing the same verb form with the

enclitic +wgi and an oblique noun phrase ke ia?a 'in my house'. rather than an NP [loc] is
ungramrnatical.
(283)

/yim seno~onwgiia?a/
yim

s+eno~on+wgi

i+a?a

l SGPRON 1AC+ enter +INSIDE 1S G P O S S + ~ O U S ~

'I enter my house.'

(284)

*!yim senoxonwgi ke ia?a/

yim

s+enoxon+wgi

ke

1SGPRON 1.~C+enter+
INSIDE OBL

i+a?a
l SGPOSS+~OUS~

'I enter my house.'

Another interesting example was taken from Text 2. The Flood. in which a man is
walking in a field and encounters a creature who tells him there is going to be a flood. Both
sentences express the same meaning: the man is walking on the land. or in the fieId. The
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sentence in (285 ) contains the verb form kc:ta&-U?(/0+ek+tak-lcyLo.t/) 'he is going on (=is

walking on)' with. among other morphemes. the lo~'dir-Icy 'on'. and the SP,,,K,ji noi2vcnaria
'the field'.
i285

[nai,a:qo?wo? so qom'l' kc:talko? ji no*hc:nac;a .. . I

/naha:qo? wco? so qom?/
na>.a:q-o? wc-to?

before-EV

so

qclm

e?cist+EVDEtC(pg)

person

'Once upon a time (= in the old times) there was a person walkins on the land... '

1"

( 286).

the xntence contains the verb form 3.0 rvo: rako7 (ii-OWO:-tak-0'2.') 'he was

walking ' without any locidir enclitic. and an oblique noun phrase kc ji no?wc:nac,a -in the field '.
(286)

[. .. yowa:rako? kc j7 no7wc:nacla(
!. . .

iowc):~ako?
kc ji ncl7wc:nar;a

i~owo:-tak+o?

ke

ji

W C 17we:nacia

3ACtwdk-PROG+EV OBL ~ f ~ c ' f h u r.as.s+field
)
.. .

[the man] he was wdlilng on the land.

The verb forms. k:rafko? (i@-ck+tak-Icy-o?/)

'

'he is going on

(=

is walking on)' in

( 2 8 5 ) and vowoltahlZ(/i+owo:-tak+o?13
'he is walking' in (286). have different verb roots.

'to go' and owu: 'to walk' respectively. Not all verb stems can take any loddir enclitic: some
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verb stems can occur with most (or all) loc/dir enclitics, while other verb stems can occur with
onIy a few, and still others with none.
When these locldir enclitics are added to an intransitive verb. they introduce a noun
phrase. an NP[locl. into the sentence, as shown in examples (279) and (28 1 ) above. and the verb
). When they are added to a transitive
agrees with the Iocative/directional noun phrase (NP
[loci

verb we can find not only a NP

(NPIDOl)

[loci

in the sentence. but also a direct object noun phrase

This NPIDOl occurs farther from the verb form than the NPIlocl, and the verb agrees

with the NP

[loci

rather than with the N P

[DO]'

affecting the grammatical relation of the noun

phrases to the verb within the verb phrase.

(287)

/ s a m a ~so lwis/
s f a m a ~ so

lwis

l ~ c + p u s h D E I C ( ~ Luis
~ ~ )
'1 push Luis.'

(288)

/ s a m a ~ l e gso rvaloq so Lwis/
s + a m a ~ + l e g so

rva/oq so

I .-\C+push+ON DEICfgna collon

lwis

DEIC(gng) Luis

'I push Luis onto the cotton.'

(289)

*/samacleg ke so wafoq so lwis /
s+ama~+leg ke so

rvaluq

I push+^^ ke ~ E I C f g n gcotlon
)
'I push Luis onto the cotton.'

SO

lwis

DEIC(gng) Luis
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This evidence supports the idea that when these loc/dir enclitics are added to a verb
form. they increase the valency of the verb. adding a loc/dir argument to the argument structure
of the verb.

The examples below provide sentences containing the different loc/dir enclitics. Some of
these sentences were elicited: others were taken from spontaneous speech samples, mainly texts.

+o'l' 'down, downwards'
(290)

[sanahni ke da qo?paq]
/sanatni k e da qo?paq/
s+anat+ni

ke

da

qo?~aq

l ,~c+fall+DOWNOBL DEIC(vert) tree
'I fell from the tree.'

(29 1 )

[ q a l a ~ a mjilamqaiio? jilamqaiio? ke na ho]
/ q a l a ~ a r nirilamaqaiiio? irilarnaqaiiio? ke naho/
qalacam ir+elamaq+fii+o? ir+elamaq+iii+o? ke
but

na-ho

1I N + ~ ~ ~ ~ + D W + E1 IN+fat
V
~+DM;N+EV OBL DEIc(cmng)-PROX (= here)

'*But I fell down. I fell down here. (Text 2. The Flood)

+Ggim 'up, upwards'

-He took it out (= pulled it up).'
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(293)

/sela:~Sigimana i i o ~ k ki e ada qo?paq/
s+ela-a~+Sigim a+na

ilo~ki ke

1 put- 1 PL+UP F+DEIC(cmng) bag

oBL

a+da

qo?paq

F+DEIC(vert) tree

'We lift the bag up to the tree.'
In (294). both +rii'down. downwards- and + s i g h 'up. upwards' occur in the same
sentence.
(294)

Ika na? nqo?fii3igim so nawegelek ka iro?we:nani ... /
ka? na?

0+n-qo?fii+Sigim

so

nawegelek ka? ir+o?we:n+iii

and when j ; \ ~ + H l T ~ - r i s e + ~DEIC(cmng)
P
cloud

then 1 IN+stay+DWN

'And when the cloud went up, then i stayed down.. .'

+or

- +o?or

'under'

'The thief ~ v a sin the shade.' (Test 3 . The Fox Steats from the Jaguar)

(296)

/ne?yo?ot ada qotapiW
n+e?y+-o?at

a+da

qotap-ik

3..!c+dig+UNDER F+D~~c(vert)
mesquite-tree

'He digs under the mesquite (tree).'
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+leg 'on. over'

-He eats the meat that is on the table.'

(298)

[tahleg so lwis so waloq]
/atleg so lwis so waloq/
D+at+Ieg

so

lwis so

waloq

j ~ ~ + f a l 1 +DEIC(gng)
0~
L U ~ S DEIC(gng) cotton
'Luis falls on the cotton.'

(299)

/ka? ke:tankyo? ka IaqalaEi yiwanelego? /
ka? O+ek+taneki+o? ke

I+aqalati

i+ewan+leg+o?

and 3 AC+~O+PROG?+EV
OBL . ~ ~ ~ ? + o p e nid. f3iAeC + S ~ ~ + O N + E V
-And as he was going through the open field he found it (on it).'
(Text

2. The Flood)
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teg

- + weg 'out, outwards'
(300)

[yoeiawek ke ji ?o:Ci]
/ioEiaweg ke j i ?o:Ci/
i+oEi+weg

k e ji

?o:ei

3.+1~+not.reach+0~~
OBL D E I C ( ~ brush
O~)
-He did not reach the edge of the brush.' ('He tried to come out of the brush. but
he couldn't, i.e. he couldn't reach the outside of the brush.')

(30 1 )

/qamo? ka yale Gmo? yaGaneg ka rasotacwd
qam+o? ka

yale Sim+o?

i+a~an+eg

but+^^ DEIC male ~ I ~ o s ~ + E vrelease+^^^

'But the male mosquito is about to release his dancing partner..

/qam ka?ma ?a10 sqaiya~anegka rasota~wai

qam ka

?ma ?a10

sqa+i+a~an+eg

but ~EIC(absnt)PRON female N E G + ~ . A C + ~ ~ [ ~ ~ S ~ + O U T

'But the female mosquito did not release her partner.'
(Text 1. A Joke about the h/losquitos)
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+ wgi 'in. inwards. into'

'He takes you inside.'

(303)

/yim sa:wgi da ?o:Ei/

y im

s+a: +wgi

da

?o:Ci

1 SGPRON 1 AG+go+INSIDE DEIC(vert) brush
- 1 go into the brush (= inside the brush).'

+/jig;'inside'
(304)

[ya?ik ji la?at we:taiiigi iii ?we:na neto?oc ji nki?ya~ala]
/ia?ik ji la?at we:tanigi fii ?we:na neto?ot ji nki?ya~a[a/
i+a?ik

ji

l+a?at

?we+ta+nigi

fi i

?we:na

3.-\C+eatDEIc(hor).ABS+meat ~ ? C ~ S ~ + P R O G +~€IC(hor)
I N S I D E pan

'He eats the meat that is inside the pan which is under the table.'
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to

- +rvo

'inwards, hither'

(305)

/sawego iakat.

i+akat

s+aweg+o

1. \ ~ + b r i n g + l i r ;1~s ~ ~~o s s + b r e a t h

'I breathe (= I bring my breath hither).'

Towards here/Towards there
+kena 'towards here'

(306)

[sawotake taykena aka rosa]
/sawotake taykena aka rosa/
s+awo+take

tai+kena

a+ka

rosa

I .~c+want+PROG3 hC.go(?)+TDS.THERE F + D ~ ~ ~ ( a b sRosa
nt)
- 1 want Rosa to go there (where you are)'.

(307)

/na?itkena naho .../
0+n-a?+ir+kena

na-ho

~.Ac+HITH-co~~+~sGR+TDS
DEIC(cmng)-PROX

'Come towards here ...' (Text 2. The Flood)
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+@i

'towards (there). around'
(308)

Ilwis sowacanigi Iqaigl
lwis s+owa~an+igi I+qaig
Luis 1A C + ~ ~ ~ + T D3S~ ~ s s + h e a d

- I hit Luis on the leg.'

(309)

/ne?etig i aso laeewgel
0+n-e?et+ig i

a+so

laeewge

~AC+HITH- drink+^^^ F-tDErc(gng) river
'He drinks (water) fromlin the river (using a glass or container)..

Other spatial relations:
+a?ta 'on/to other side of. across'

(3 10)

/iotia?ta ke so laeewgel
i+oei+a?ta

ke

so

Iaeewge

3Ac+not.reac ~+.L\CROSS
OBL DEIC(gng) river
-He did not reach the other side of the river (i.e. He tried to cross the river but

didn't get to the other side.')

+e?e 'with'

(3 1 1 )

Cjasote?e lwis]
/irasote?e Iwisl
ir+asot+e?e

Iwis

1 I N + ~ ~ ~ C ~ +Luis
WITH

'I dance with Luis.'
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(3 12) /rasotire?e so Iwis/
r+asot+ir+e?e

SO

Iwis

~ I N + ~ ~ ~ c ~ + ~ s G R + \ V~I ~
T 1HC ( g nLuis
g)

'You(sg) dance with Luis.'

+iggir 'behind'

(3 13) /Iwis naiio~otigirada qo?paq /
lwis n+aiio~ot+igit

a+da

qo?~aq

Luis ~ A C ? + ~ ~ ~ ~ + BF+DEIC(vert)
E H I N D tree
'Luis hides behind the tree.'

+pege? 'up to'
(3 14)

/lwis kepege? martin la?a?/
lwis Dtek-tpege?

martin I+a?a?

Luis 3~c+go+UP.T0 Martin 3po~s-thouse
-Luis goes to Martin's house.'

To summarize. then, locldir verbal enclitics indicate motion. location and direction of the
action expressed by the verb. There are fifteen locldir enclitics in Mocovi which can be added to
a verb form and which express direction andfor location of the action espressed by the verb.
When a locldir morpheme is added to the verb form. it increases the valency of the verb- adding
a locldir argument to the argument structure of the verb. These locldir morphemes affect the
grammatical relation of the noun phrases to the verb within the verb phrase. When they are

C

added to a verb form. the verb agrees with the locativeldirectional noun phrase (NP[,ocl) in the
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sentence, and when they attach to a transitive verb we can find not only a NP [loc] in the
sentence. but also a direct object noun phrase

. This NP

verb form than the NP[locl. and the verb agrees with the NP

[loci

CD01

occurs farther from the

rather than with the NP

[DO]'

All the Waikunian languages have a set of locative/directional (loc!dir) verbal
morphemes that mark the location and/or direction of the action expressed by the verb. Although
the exact position of these morphemes varies slightly from language to language. in all the
languages these loc/dir morphemes occur within the verb form after person number and aspect
markers. [n Toba and Kadiweu some of them can CO-occur.but it is not clear whether this is the
case for Pilaga and Abipon. In Mocovi. none of the loc/dir enclitics have been found to CO-occur.
In Mocovi and Kadiweu these loc/dir morphemes are clitics: in Toba and Abipon the>- are
described as suffixes. It is not clear whether they are clitics or suffixes in Pilaga. The
reconstruction of these morphemes in Proto-Waikunian still needs to be done. However. it is
likely that all the Waikuriian languages inherited the loc/dir verbal morphemes from the parent
language. (See Appendix B for a comparative chart and a few examples of locidir morphemes in
other Waikunian languages.)

4.6. Object Number

Mocovi has hvo morphemes that mark the number of the object noun phrase: +/o
.paucalwand +er'plural'. These enclitics follow the loc/dir enclitics within the verb form.
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(3 15)

/sekona fii ?ta~aki/
s+ekon+a

fii

?tacaki

I grab+? ~EIc(non-ext)mug
-1 grab the mug.'

-1 grab the (two) murgs.'

(3 1 7)

/fiiwa? ana m a ~ s o l
i+n-ewar

a+na

rna~so

1XC+HITH-sew F+DEIC(cmng) pants
'1 sew the (pair of) pants.'

( 3 18)

[qami? wacaiiirigilo nawa leeil so Iwis]
/qamir owa~afiirigilo/
qamir

@+owa~an+ir-+igi+Io

'SGPRON

?.Ac+~~~+~)sGR+TDs+PCL

/nawa letil so lwis/
na-wa

I+-eCi-l

SO

lwis

DEIC(non-ext)-PL 3 ~ 0 ~ ~ + l e g - P C
DEIC(cgng)
L
Luis
'You(sgR) hit Luis on the legs (lit: 'you (sgR) hit on Luis' legs).'
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1.7. Summary

In this chapter I have provided a description of the inflectional morpholo_eyof verbs and
verb phrases. including clitics. In the tbilowing chapter I present a description of the syntax of

clauses in Mocovi.

5. Clause Level Syntax

5.1. Constituent Order

Mocovi is an SVO (Subject-Verb-Object) language. VOS (Verb-Object-Subject) word
order is also very common. but based on the word order found in natural speech samples. SVO
seems to be the basic word order in the Language. In discourse, the occurrence of both subject
and object lexical noun phrases in the same sentence is infrequent. In most cases. Mocovi
encodes subjects and objects by pronominal clitics and affixes. However. when lexical NPs are
present in discourse. if the verb of the clause has only one argument. i.e. when the main verb is
an intransitive verb. the order tends to be VS. When the verb in the clause has two ar,Ouments.
i.e. when it is a transitive verb or an intransitive verb with a locative NP. the order tends to be
SVO.

The sentence in (319) is an example with both a subject and an object lexical NP. This
sentence was taken from Text 2, The Flood. This is the third sentence in the text. The speaker
has already introduced the main character in the s t o ~ a. man who is walking in a field. And in
this sentence he tells us what it is that the man is doing: he is looking for food. The agentive
subject NP. so qom 'this person (going)'. precedes the verb. therefore the verb phrase. and the
non-agentive N P (the object). ka lepeca~anaar'his food (absent)'. follows the verb. (The
subject N P is in boIdface. and the object NP in iralics.)
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(319)

/SO

qorn nakitetako? ka / e p e r a ~ m a ~ a r i

SO

qom

0+n-akit+tak+o?

ka

He p e i - a ~ a n a ~ a i

DEIC(gng) person ~ A C + ~ ~ I T H - S ~ ~ ~ C ~ + P R O
DG
E +~E~ V
f a b s n3t ~
) 0~~tfood

that person was looking for his food
'That person was looking for food-'

Examples (320) and (321) show the same order of lexical NPs. These sentences were
taken from Text 1. A Joke about the Mosquitos. in which the mosquitos are at a party. and a male
mosquito has had a few drinks. He asks one of the female mosquitos to dance. and as they are
dancing he feels his pants are about to fall off and tries to let go of his dance partner. But the
female mosquito does not let go of him. In example (320). the agentive subject N P na yafe -the
man' precedes the verb phrase, while the non-agentive NP (the object) ka rasoracarva -the
partner' follows the verb in the verb phrase. In example (32 1). the agentive subject N P ka ?a10
yai 'the female mosquito' precedes the verb phrase, while the object NP X-a rasocaGawa 'the
partner- follo~vsthe verb in the verb phrase. (The subject NP is in boldface. and the object NP in
ircllics.)

(320) k a na yale Sirno? yaGaneg ka rasoracarvd
ka na

yale Sim-o?

i ~ a ~ a n t e g X-a

F a-so[-am-w*a

then DEIC(cmng) man almost-EV ~ . - I C - ~ ~ K . ~ O~EICfabsnr)
+O~~T
3/.~-dance-.i'0~1-mcl~e

'Then the male (mosquito) almost lets go of the dancing partner.'
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( 32 1 )

Iqam ka ?a10 ?yat no?q~taiiio?ka rasotaca w d
qam ka

?a10

0+n-o?qot+fii+o?

?yat

but DEIC(absnt) female mosquito ~.AC+HITH-~O~~+DNW+EV

.Then the male (mosquito) almost lets g o of the dancing partner.'

Example (322), taken from the same text. contains an intransitive verb with one agentive
argument the subject NP na gom -the people'. which follows the verb. (The subject N P is in
boldface.)
(322)

h a ? nowiretako? na qoml

ka? 0+n-owir+rak+o?

na

qom

and ~ - ~ ~ + ~ l ~ t r - a r r i v eDEIC(cmng)
+ ~ ~ o ~ + ~ person
V
-And the people were arriving.'

Example (323). also taken from Text l . A Joke about the Mosquitos. contains both an
agentive subject aka newigz 'the music'. which follows the intransitive verb iilarniki07 'it
sounds. plays (of music)'. and a non-agentive subject X;? ?yafir'the mosquitos'. which follo~vs
the intransitive verb rasotetapo? 'they are dancing-.
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(323)

/ka? iilamikio? aka newigel
ka? i+ilamiki+o?

a+ka

n+ewige

and 3~C+sound+~V
F+~E~C(absnt)
ABS+~US~C

'And (when) the music played the mosquitos danced.'

[n existential clauses, i.e. clauses with the verb ?we 'there is. there exists'. the subject
N P regularly follows the verb. The sentences in (324) and (325) are examples of existential
clauses. These sentences were taken from a text about a man with three heads kvho comes to eat
the prey that three other men have hunted. In example (324). the subject NP. so i y a neloco-vak
'another guardian'. follows the existential verb ?tveo?'there was'.
(324) /ka? ?we03 so hya nelo~oyaq/
ka? ?we+o? so

Liya

n+elo~oyaq

then e x i s t + ~ vDEIC(5ng) other .- guardian
-Then there was another guardian.'

In (325) the subject NP so na?a:fiaq rrclt lqaigo 'the visitor with three heads' fo1lou.s
the existential verb 7we -there is'.

( 3 2 5 ) /ka? ?we so na?a:iiaq treh Iqaigol
ka? ?we so

n+a?a:iiaq treh

ltqaig-o

then exist DElC(gng) visitor three 3 head-PCL
'Then there was another guardian.'
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5.2. Sentence Types

5.2.1. Declarative Sentences

Since verbal arguments are expressed by pronominals on the verb form. a single verb
form can constitute a full sentence. as shown in examples (326) and (327). However. those
arzurnents can also be expressed by lexical noun phrases. as shown in examples (328) and (329).
In example (326). the agentive argument is the first person singular. marked with an
Active proclitic

S+

on the verb form. and the non-apntive argument (the direct object) is the

second person singular respectful. marked on the verb as an enclitic +fr.((The agentive (Active)
marker is in boldface and the non-agentive (Inactive) marker in italics,)

'1 scare you.'

The sentence in (327) ivas taken from a text about Pedro. a man who is placed in a
leather bag to be thrown in a river. but he fools his enemies and escapes. The agentive argument
is espressed by the third person proclitic nt. The verb form also contains the indefinite agent
clitic qa+.
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'Somebody sewed (him).' (= the bag was sewn and he was inside the bag)

In example (328). from a text about how to cure a snake bite. the verb -aqar 'to take
(out)' is a transitive verb. The subject is an agentive argument marked with an Active
pronominal on the verb. the third person O+. and the non-agentive argument. the object. is
expressed in a noun phrase, ka /oSigima~a'its skin'. (Since the non-agentive argument is a third
person it is not overtly marked on the verb form.)
(328)

Ika? a n tehnada naqat ka loSig imaca/
ka? antehnada B n - a q a t
and first.of.al1

ka

I+oSig irna~a

3.4ct~1TH-takeDEIC(absnt) 3 ~ O ~ ~ + s k i n

'And first he takes its s ~ i n . '

In example (329). also taken from the text about Pedro. the subject is an agentive
argument marked with an Active pronominal on the verb. the third person clitic B+. and by the

noun phrase so Aya qom -another person'. The verb -orvir -to arrive' is an intransitive verb that
takes only one argument. an agentive subject.
(329) /ka? nowiro? so kya qoml
ka? B n - o w i r + o ?

SO

hya qom

and 3.-fC+HITH-arrive+EV DEIC(gng) other person
'And another person arrives.'
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Intransitive clauses are those with an intransitive verb. which bears only one argument.
That argument can be either an agent (Active marker) or a non-agent (Inactive marker).
in example (330). taken from Text 4. 'The Fox Steals from the Jaguar'. the verb e:lorveg
-to wake up' is an intransitive verb with an agentive subject expressed by the Active proclitic 0+
and the noun phrase ka neresqa? 'the uncle'.
(330) /ne:lowko? ka netesqo?/
0+n-e:lo+weg+o?

ka

n+e tesqo?

~ . ~ c + H I T H - w ~ ~ ~ . ~u ~ +~ o~u(Ta b~ Ps O
n St )S + U ~ C ~ ~
'His uncle woke up.'

The example in (331) contains two intransitive clauses. the first clause has the
intransitive verb ?er-to escape' and. the second clause includes the verb orvir'to arrive. reach'.
(33 l )

/ka? ka ji ?er qaekan yowir/

ka? k a 'ji

0+?e t

qa+e+ka-n

i+owir

then and D E I C ( ~ O hc+escape
~)
n t h g + M + ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b s3.-~c-tarrive
nt)-?
'Then he escapes: nobody can reach him.'

The example in (332). taken from the text about Pedro. is an intransitive sentence with
the verb olvir 'to arrive'. The agentive subject is marked by the Active proclitic 0+on the verb
form and by the NP ka yaleripi 'the men'.
(332)

/ima? ka ... yaleripi nowiro? na?Ie/

irna? ka

yale-r-ipi

0+n-owir+o? na?le

after ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bman-PCL-PL
snt)
j~~+arrive-+EV
later
'Later the men arrived.'
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The intransitive sentence in (333), taken from the same test. contains the verb awalaq
'to shout'. The agentive subject is expressed by the Active proclitic Q+ on the verb form and by
the NP so y a k 'the man'.
(333) Iiawalaqtako? so yak/
i+awalaq+tak+o?

so

yale

3~~+shout+PR0G+EV
DEIC(gng) man
-The man was screaming.'
The example in (334) is an intransitive clause with only one argument. a non-agentive
subject. The non-agentive argument is expressed by the Inactive marker r+ on intransitive verb
iImog 'to itch'. and by the lexical NP nawa dome^-their bellies'.

(334)

/rilo~ogIonawa rakomiri /
r+ilociog+lo na-bva

r+iakom-er-i

~ I N + ~ ~ C ~DEIC(crnng)-PL
+PCL
SPOSS+~~II~-~PL-PCL
'Their bellies start itching.'

Transitive clauses are those in which the verb is transitive. with hvo arguments. The

arguments can be expressed by pronominals on the verb form or by pronominals and nominal
phrases. It is not common in natural speech. however. to find two lexical noun phrases in a
sentence: it is likely that at least one of the arguments will be expressed only b? the pronominal
on the verb form. However. clauses with two NPs do occur.
The sentence in (335) was taken from Text 4. 'The Fox steals from the Jaguar'. It is the
first sentence in the text. The speaker is introducins the story. and the clause has both an
agentive subject noun phrase regal 'jaguar' and an object noun phrase. or non-agentive. s'ipegaq
qo?~oyk'old horse'. The third person agentive subject is also marked on the verb by an Active
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proclitic rt. (Third person Inactive is not overtly marked on the verb form.) (The agentive
subject noun phrase is in boldface. and the object NP in iralics.)
(335) /regat ralawata~antako?3ipegaq qo?~oyk?

regat r-+alawata~an+tak+o? gipegaq qo?coyk
jaguar S A C + C ~ ~ V ~ . U ~ + P R horse
O G + E Vold
'A jaguar was carving up an old horse.'

In example (336), from the same text, the agent is expressed by the third person Active
proclitic i+ on the verb a~an'i*he abandons'. and the object (or non-agentive argument) is
expressed by the nominal phrase ka /e~e:sek'his nephew'. (As already noted. the third person
non-agentive pronominal is not overtly marked on the verb form.) (The agentive marker is in
boldface and the object is in italics.)

(336)

/ka? ia~afiika /ere:seH

ka? i+aciaiii

ka

here:sek

and 3~Ctabandon~ ~ ~ ~ f a 3~0~s+nephe\v
bsnt)

'And he left his nephew.'

In (337). taken from the text about Pedro. the agent is expressed by the Active proclitic

ic. and the non-agentive argument. or object. by the noun phrase so maGare 'that one. him'.
(337)

/ ka? ya7jin so m a ~ a r e /

ka? i+a?jin

so

macare

and 3 ~ c + f o lo DEICfgng) PRO.\'
'And he fooled him.'
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5.2.2. Existential Clauses

Existential clauses express the existence of somebody or something. They can be
translated into English as -There is X' or 'X exists'. In Mocovi. esistential clauses are formed by
the verb ?W -there is. there exists' and a nominal phrase. The NP follows the verb in the clause.
as shown in exampte (338). taken from the Text 2. 'The Flood'.

(338)

/. .. ?weo? ka yaciat m a l e /

... ?we+o? ka

... ~ & E V

y a ~ a tma?le

DEIC(absnt) rain

after

- .. . there will be rain later.'
The example in (339) was taken from a text about a man with three heads. In this
sentence the subject ka isegeyekokj? 'little animal(s)' follows the verb ?we07 'there was'.
(339)

Rweo? ka isegeyekoki? /
?we+o? ka

iseg eyek-oki?

be+Ev DEIC(absnt) animal-DIMF
-There were little animals.'

Mocovi does not have a special verb which expresses the semantic notion of possession.
i.e. a verb such as 'to have. to own. to possess'. Possession is instead expressed by an existential
clause, with the verb 7rve 'there is' and a nominal phrase in which the possessor is marked on the
possessed noun. In example (340). from Text 2 'The Flood'. the strange creature is telling the
man that he has a request. This is expressed by the verb ?we 'there is' and the noun phrase da

yajiia~anacar'my request'. The sentence can be translated into English as 'I have a request':
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however. its Iiteraf translation is 'there exists my request'. (In these sentences. the verb ?we
'there exists' is in boldface and the possessive markers in italics.)
(340) &a? nagi ?weo? da nsilacanacat l

ka? nagi ?we+o?

da

itaSiIa~an-a~at

and now exist+EV

DEIC(vert) IsGPoss+~s~-NO~I

'And now 1 have a request.' (= 'and now there exists my request')

The sentence in (341) was taken from Text 3. The Woman and the Duck. The subject ka

f a h fe:na~ar7~an'i'theanimal whose name is duck' follows the verb 7rveo7-there was'. The
sentence can be translated as 'She had an animal called duck'. The possessive meaning is
expressed by the existential verb ?we and the NP with the head noun -/o 'animal' with the third
person possessive proclitic k.
(34 1 )

Iqam ?weo? ka kilo le:na~at?~aiii/
qam ?we+o? ka
but

l+e:na~at

h10

7~afii

be+EV ~ ~ r C ( a b s n3tP) O ~ ~ a n i r n3aPOSS+name
l
duck

'But she had an animal called duck.' (= 'there existed her animal h i s name [WE]
duck')

The sentences in examples (342) and (343) have the same structure. In esample (342) .I
own a horse' is literally 'there exists my horse'. and in esample (343). '1 have a sister'. the literal
translation is -there exists my sister'.
(342) Rwe iii 110 Sipegaql

?we iii

&l0

exist DElC(nonext) I

-.

S'Pegaq

s G P o s s + horse
~~~~~~

'I have a horse.' (Iit: -There exists my animal horse*)
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(343)

/?we ana ~ q a f

itaqa

?we a+na
exist F+DErc(cmng)

Isc;~os~+sibling

'I have a sister.' (lit: 'There exists my sister')

5.2.3 Copular Clauses

Mocovi lacks a copula verb. In copular clauses. the predicate is expressed by a noun
phrase andor an adjective phrase. In example (344), the noun phrase iare?e 'my mother' is the
predicative phrase. while in examples (345) and (346) the predicate is the adjective phrase
lodecar 'big'. (The predicative phrase is in boldface.)

(344) !adaho iate?e/
a-tda-ho

i+ate?e

F+DEIc(v~~~)-PRO.Y
l~~~~~~+rnother
'This here is my mother.' (lit: 'This here my mother'.)

(345) /iii p y o ~lodecat/
iii

p y o ~lodecat

~ ~ ~ C ( n o n edog
x t ) big
'That dog is big' (lit: 'This dog big'.)
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(346)

Inaho lekat lodecat/
na-ho

lekat l o d e ~ a t

DEIC(comng)-PROX knife big
'This knife here is big.' (lit: 'This knife here big'.)

5.3. Interrogatives

Interrogative sentences are introduced by the interrogative forms ifige?'what. who'. lagi
'when'. eilnege 'why-. and waige -wherem.(Mocovi lacks an interrogative form equivalent to
English -how?: the interrogative fiige? 'what. who' can also be used with the meaning 'how'.)
These interrogative forms are normally followed by a deictic classifier. in most cases ka 'deictic
classifier (absent)'.
(347)

Iiiige? ka iapongi aiii xwan le7yd
nige? ka
who

i+apong i

a+iii

xwan I+e?ya

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bj.~c+cover
snt)
F + ~ ~ l ~ ( n o n eJuan
x t ) 3~oss+hole

'Who covered Juan's hole?'

(348)

Iiiige? ka riyakir/
iiige? ka

r+iyak+ir

what DEIC(absnt) 2 ~ ~ + b r i n g + 2 ~ ~ R
-What did you bring?-

The example in (349) was taken from a text about a man with three heads. One of the
men is guarding the prey that he and other men have hunted. In this sentence ths man with the
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three heads asks the man guarding the prey whether h e would rather he (the three-headed man)
eat him (the guard) or his prey. The interrogative sentence is introduced by the interrogative
fiige?what. ho' followed by the deictic ka -deictic (absent)'.
(349)

/nige? ka peg qaindaweg sa?ikir loqolm sa7ik na raEinkir/
nige? ka

peg

qa+i+nda+weg

s+a?ik+ir

wbat DErC(absnt) more [ N D E F + ~ A C + ~ ~ ~ ~1r~~~~?++e~aSt G
+Z
R~ ~ R

'What do you prefer. that i eat you or that I eat your prey?'

The interrogative clause in (350)is introduced by Iagi'when' followed by the deictic na
'deictic (cam ing)'
(350)

/lagio? na nowir so xwan/
lagi+o? na

w h e n + ~ vDEIC(cmng)

0+n-ow ir

SO

xwan

j . \ ~ + ~ I ~ ~ - a r DEIC(gng)
rive
Juan

-When did Juan arrive?'

The example in (35 1) was taken from the text about Pedro. His enemies. \vho thought
they had thrown him in the river. thought h e was dead. But he had fooled them and years later he

comes back. The men then ask 'Why is he back?'. The interrogative sentence in (351) is
introduced by Ei?nege 'why*.
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(35 1)

Ei?negeo? da nagi lot kya nowid
Ei?nege+o? da

why +Ev

nagi lot-Aya

DEIC(vert) now

0+n-owir

time(?)-other(=again) j : l ~ + ~ [ ~ ~ - a r r i v e

-Why has this one come back again?' (= 'why has this one arrived another
time?')

The interrogative sentence in (352) is introduced by the interrogative rva7ge -where'
followed by the deictic ka 'deictic (absent)'.

(352) /wa?ge ka se?~atirege/
wa?ge ka

s+e?~at+ir+ege

where ~ E I ~ ( a b s nIt.X+take+2SGR+LOC
)

'Where do I take you?'

5.4. Subordinate Clauses

5.1.1, Complement Clauses

Complement clauses are those that function as arguments of the verb in a sentence.
Complement clauses in Mocovi can be introduced by the complementizer kgim 'that'. but
normally they occur without a cornplementizer. The sentence in (353) contains a clause
complement of the verb sa?de:na~ra'we know' introduced by the complementizer kc'm 'that'.
(The clause is in iratics. and the complementizer in boldface.)
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(353) /sa?de:na~takoim na qam ia?de:nerna?qa:ta~ma~aq'
s+a?de:n-a~+
ta

kfjirn na

gum

ita?de:n-er

nt d q a : -scan-acaq

1 AC-know- 1PL+PROG that DEICfgngI person 3.-i~-kno1cp-3~~
. - I B s + ~ ~-.V0.1/
//

'We know that the people know stories.'

Example (354) was taken from Text 2. The Flood. This sentence contains a subordinate
clause. daretapigi 'I make thunder'. that is introduced by the complementizer kijim 'that'. (The
clause is in italics. and the complementizer in boldface.)

(354) /ka na? sa~anfiina 7maq kijim sa/arerapigi/
ka? na?

s+a~an+ili

na

7maq kijim

and when 1AC+stop+Dwx D E I C ( C ~ PRON
~ ~ ) that

S+

a l a f e r a pigi

f.-f~+thrfnder+~~~

'And when I stopped making thunder.. . '

Example ( 3 5 5 ) is an example of reported speech. in which the subordinate clause is a
question. the object of the verb renaratzan 'he asks'. The subordinate clause has the structure of
any interrogative sentence and is not introduced by the complementizer kgim -thats.
(355) Ixwan renatxan fiige?L-a /aSikka /anayX;/

xwan r+enatacan fiige7 ka
Juan 3xc+ask

/+a.%

ka

/+anayk

,char ~ ~ ~ ~ f a .-Ib sface
n t ) ~ ~ 1 ~ f u b 3~0~.S+snrrkr
snt)

'Juan asks what type of snake it is.'
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5.4.2. Relative Clauses

Relative clauses are not marked by any relative pronouns. The meaning expressed in
English by a relative clause. is expressed in Mocovi by means of a clause immediately follorving
the noun they rnodifq. without an overt relativizer. In (356) the sentence contains a subject NP
which includes a relative clause

EOqa?a

SOB

SO

nanegse '(who) brought the plants' without an

overt relativizer immediately following the head noun it modifies. doqolase -white woman'.
(The relative clause is in italics.)
(356)

Inowir aso doqolase sora L;oqa?a so nanegsel
0+n-owir

a+so

doqo-lase

3 ~ C + H I ~ ~ - a r r F+DEIC(gng)
ive
white-F

SO

m Eoqa7a

~ ~ r c f g 3..1
n agive

so-ra
D~

n+ anegse

~ ~ f g-PnR g~ )Yabs +plant

-The white woman who brought the plants arrived.' (lit: 'The white kvoman
came. she gave me the plants')

The sentence in (357) shokvs the relative clause iorva~anso xrvan - ( ~ v h o hit
) Juan'

immediately following the head noun it modifies. as0 ?a/a -the woman'. without an overt
relativizer. (The relative clause is in irulics.)
(357) /as0 ?a10 i o ~ v a ~ ason xwan senanak nagV

afso

?a10

i+-orvacan so

xrvan se+0+n-anak nagi

F-tDEIC(gng) woman 3 = 1 ~ + h i f D E I C ' f p a Jtr~in N E G + ~ A C + H I T H - C O ~now
~
-The woman who hit Juan did not come today.'
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The example in (358) shows a sentence in which the subject NP includes a relative
clause 7rve:taleg ji lames '(which) are on the table' without an overt complementizer. (The
relative clause is in italics.)

(358) /jitva cpelisa 2we:naI togir 7rve:tafegji lames ropoqogilol
*.

JI-wa

qelisa ?we:na-l tog-ir

~ElC(hor)-PLFelisa

?we+ra+ leg

pot-PCL

red-PCL

l+ames

ji

~ ~ + P R O G + O DEIC(hot-)
.Y

rcopoqog-lo

.d~~+table3~ + b r e a k - ~ c ~

'Those red pots of Felisa's that are on the table are broken.'

5.1.3. Adverbial Clauses

Adverbial clauses of cause are introduced by saik -becausem.In example (359) salA-because' introduces the adverbial clause aso rosa iarva:~anxose 'Rosa hit Jose-.
(359) /Iwis iawala~saik aso rosa iarva: can X
Iwis i+awala~
Luis 3

saik

scream because

O S ~

i+ a rva: can xose

&so

rosa

F+D&IC(crnn#

Rosa 3.4C+ hit

JosP

'Luis screamed because Rosa hit Jose.'

The example in (360) was taken from Text 4. The Fox Steals from the Jaguar. The jaguar
has just woken up and realizes that the meat he had taken from his prey is missing. The sentence
contains two clauses. a main clause with the verb ro?o 'he gets angry'. and an adverbial clause of
cause introduced by saik 'because'.
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(360) /ka ro?o saik iu7rvar larenqaipd
ka r+o?o

saik

i+o?war

/+ arm-qa -@i

and 3w+get.angry because 3 1 . ~ f ?+be.
) missing 3 POSS+P~~~-PCLPL
-And he got angry because his prey was missing.'

Clauses of time are expressed by clauses marked by the coordinator ka?

- ka 'and.

then', or na? 'when'. The sentence in (36 1 ) was taken from Test 3. The woman and the Duck.
The sentence is introduced by the adverbial kd'then'.
(36 1 ) /ka? sato? ka patol

ka? 0+sat+o?

ka

pato

then j ~ ~ + l i s t e nDEIC(absnt)
+~~
duck

'Then the duck listened.'

The sentence in (362) was taken from Text 2). The Flood. The adverbial clause
ngo7riSigim so nabvegefek-when the cloud went up' is introduced by the adverbial na? 'when'.
(362) /ka? na? ngo?'iSigim so narvege/ekkajo?we:naiiii
ka? na?

5n-qo7iSi+3igim so

na rvegelek

and when 3.4C+ HITH-rise -iL'P DEIC'fcnm&)clorid

ka

ir+o?we:n+fii

then I IX+stay+D\;N
-And when the cloud went up then I stayed (= I remained on the earth).'

Mocovi lacks an adverb to mark instrumental clauses. The instrumental meaning is
expressed by juxtaposed clauses. one of which usually contains a form of the verb o?rver 'to use.
to utilize' as in example (363). In this example the clauses so?tver naserek

/'a?'? 'I

use the
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liquid medicine' and sa?men Ioioge xwan 'I mb Juan's chest are simply juxtaposed. but they
provide the instrumental meaning that in English can be glossed as - I rub Juan's chest with the
liquid medicine'. However. the literal meaning of the sentence is -1 use the liquid medicine. I rub
Juan's chest'. The clause containing the t o m of the verb o?wer 'to use. to utilize' is in itcllics.)
( 3 6 3 ) lso?wernaserek/pa?a? sa?men lotoge xwan/
S+

o7rvet n+ aserek

I+pa?a?

s+a?men t+otoge

x wan

I.-~C+use
.-I~~+rnedicine
. - ~ ~ ~ + l i q z3l i~dC + n t b3 POS~+chestJuan
-1 rub Juan-s chest with the liquid medicine.' (= I use the liquid medicine. I rub

Juan's chest.)

Conditional clauses are introduced by no?om 'if. as in example (364). In this sentence
the conditional clause yam[ -rain' is introduced by no?om 'if and the coordinator ka? -then'
occurs between the conditional clause and the followincg clause sqaesik 'I don-t go'.
(364) /no?om yaciat ka? sqaesik/
no?om yaciat ka? sqae+s+ik

if

rain

then NEG+ l r-\C+go

'If it rains I don't go.'

In (365). from Text 2. The Flood. the conditionaI clause da @orir?ir
favor' is introduced by no?om 'if and the coordinator faqar 'and'

-you do me a

occurs benveen the

conditional clause and the following clause qami?sr?~oririr'I favor you. I \\-ill help you'.
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(365) 'qala~amnagi saSilai?sak no?om da ji?conZir Caqae qamir se?~oriiiir!
q a l a ~ a mnagi s+aSila+ir+sak
but

Iict e?con'n+li

now 1.-\C+~S~+~SGR+PROG
if
DEC(tterf) I~.v+fcrc.or+,'sCR

Caqae qamir
and

no?om da

s+e?~orin+ir

~ s G P R O NI h ~ + f a v o r + ? s ~ R

'But now I am asking you. if you appreciate me this way I will favor you.' (= If
you do this for me now. I wiiI heIp you)

5.5. Coordination

The overt coordinators taqae 'and'. ka? -and. then'. qam

- qaiacam 'but*. and loqo?m

'or' are used to coordinate sentences and clauses. The example in (366) sho~vsthe clauses

pefisa rewo:se 'Felisa cooks' and aso alisia kola qa/aEi -Alicia peels the onions- conjoined by

the coordinator ka7'and. then'. The coordinator ka?'and, then' occurs between the nvo clauses.
(366) Icpelisa rewo:se ka? aso alisia kola qalaeil
cpelisa r+ewo:se ka? a+so

aIisia 0+kola qalaei

Felisa 3;\c+cook and F+DEIC(cmng) AIicia j.-lc+peel onion
-Felisa cooks and Alicia peels onions.' (=Felisa cooks while Alicia peels onions)

In (367) the clauses gaeka h?ar 'there is no meat' and so tpefisa rervo-se 'Felisa
cooked (stew)' conjoined by the coordinator qam 'but-, which occurs between the two clauses.
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(367) /qaeka la?at qarn so cpelisa r-ewo:se/
la?at qam so

qa+i+ka

cpelisa r+ewo:se

n t h g + M + ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bmeat
s n t ) but D ~ l C ( g gFeIisa
)
3c\c+cook
'There is no meat. but Felisa cooked (stew).' (=although there is no meat, Felisa
cooked a meal.-)

In example (368) from Text 2. The Flood. the clauses qomo7so -(was)this a person' and
Iegema~ayk'a strange being' are conjoined by the coordinator loqo7m 'or'

(368)

/qomo? so loqoi'm Iegema~ayW
qorn-to?

so

PERSON-~EVDEIC(gng)

loqo?m legemac-ayk

or

strange.bein,-.a \DJ

'Was it a person or a strange creature?'

In the example in (369) from the same text, the coordinator /oqo?m 'or' is used to
conjoin the noun phrases rvxay -seaa.n'a: 2; 'stream ' and JaCe?~cge'river'.

(369) /ka? qaioda~somke ka lemana~awaciay Ioqo?m iia:ei loqo?m Iate?wge/
ka? qa+i+oda~som ke

ka

l t e r n a n a ~ a waciay Ioqo?m iia:Ci

then lNDEF+j:\~+canyOBL ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a 3b ~s n0 t~)~ t e dsea
ge

or

stream

toqo?m late?wge
or

river

'He was taken to the edge of the sea. or stream. or river'

The coordinators ka? 'and. then' and qam - qafa~arn'but' are estremely common in
texts. Their function is to link sentences in

discourse. in which almost every sentence is

introduced by a coordinator. Example (370) includes the first few sentences from Text 1. A Joke
about the Mosquitos. In this example the first sentence of the text is presenting the setting. and it
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is not introduced by any coordinators. The following hvelve sentences of the text are all
introduced by a coordinator. (The layout of the text is as follows: the first line provides a
phonetic and sometimes phonemic transcription: the second line provides a morpheme-bymorpheme breakdown: the third line includes a morpheme-by-morpheme English gloss: the
fourth line contains a literal translation in English: and the last line is a free English translation
of the sentence. provided in italics. The coordinators in each sentence are in boldface.)

(370) Excerpt from Text l. A Joke about the Mosquitos
Rweo? so na?~a?a?we so wayle rasotacayripi/
?we+o?

so

na?ca?a ?we so

EXIST+EVDEIC(gng) day

wayle r+asot-a~a-ir-ipi

exist DEIC(gng) dance ~ P O S S + ~ ~ ~ C ~ - N O ~ , ~ - P C L - P L

'There was a day [when] there was a dance of the dancers.'One d q there was a dance of man! dancers.

'

/ka? nowiretako? na q o d
ka? 0+n-owire+tak+o?

na

‘Pm

then ~ A C + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ + P R ODEIC(cmng)
G+EV
person

-Then the people were arriving.'

'T/zen the people srurted ro arrive. '
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/qam ?wei sawa?maq 3ige ?wesanji ?yati 1e:nacat ?yatil

qam ?we-i

so-wa

?maq

but exist-PL DEIC(gng)-PL PRON

-But [there] they were.-

Sige

?we-san-ji

?yat-i

I+enacat

i'yat-i

already exist-??-DEIC(hor) mosquito-PCL3~Oss+namemosquito-PCL
-they were already there the mosquitos. those whose name is mosquitos.'
'But there rhey were the mosqzritos. those called nlosqrrifos.'

/ka? so ?yat yale ?wei ka laqano?lyi?/
ka7 so

?yat

yale ?we-i

liaqan-o?kyi?

ka

then DEIc(gng) mosquito male exist-PL DEIC(absnt) ~ P O S S + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - D I M F

'Then the male mosquito had a few drinks.' (= there exist his small drinks)
'

Tlten rhe male mosqzlito had a few drinks. '

/ka? iewane?to? ka ?alo?iti?hyal
ka? i+iwan-e?t+o? ka

?ale-o?Ai?-kya

then jr\C+see-?+~v ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bwoman-DIhIF-other
snt)

'Then he saw another little woman.'
'Then he saw a lirrle woman. '

Ika? na:ko7

... iilamkyo? ka newigel

ka? 0+na: k-to?

i+ilamki+o? ka

n+ewige

then 3.~c+say+Ev j.-\c+play+EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b.-\Bs+music
snt)

'Then he said the music played.'
'Then he said ... rhe mrrsic p l q e d . .. '
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/ka? na:ko? ka ?yat "Eima ?we da yasotaqtik yasotaqEiW "
ka? D+na:k+o?

ka

3yat

then j~C+say+EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b
mosquito
snt)

'Then the mosquito said:

Cima ?we da
??

i+asot-aq-eik

i+asot-aq-t ik

exist ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 1v~e~ r~ ~
t~
) ~ + - d a n c e - N OI sh~i l~- ~
? ?~ ~ + d a n c e - N O b l - ? ?

<<There
exists my wish to dance)).'
'

Then the rnosqtrito said a l would like to dance)).'

Ika? na:ko? ka ?a10 "aha yim taqa?neta ?we da qaralortd
ka? 0+na:k+o?

?a10

ka

then j~C+say+EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b
woman
snt)

'Then the woman said:

aha yim

taqa?neta ?we da

yes l SGPRON also

qar-talorta

exist DEIC(ven) l PLPOSS+??

'-Yes. I also (it) exists our ?? (=our wishes are the same?)".'
'And the rvontcm scsid: (( Yes. I want to dance too. '

/ka?ma sinaqtal

"

ka?-rna s+in-aq+ta
then-?

I .-!C+?- I PL+?ROG

'then we do that.
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/ka?tare?wiji rasoter rasotero?/
ka? @+tar-er-twqi

rtasot-er

r+asot-er+o?

then ~ A C + ~ X ~ ~ - ~ P L +
3 tO
~+
UdTa?n c e - ~ P3IN+dance-3~L+EV
L
'Then they went out [and] they dance they danced.'
'Then they went otrtside and danced. '

/ka iilamkyo? aka newige rasotetapo? ka ?yati/
ka

i+ilamki+o? a+ka

n+ewige

then hc+play+EV F+DEIC(absnt) r-\~~-tmusic
'Then when the music played'

r+asot-er+tape+o?

ka

?yat-i

3 IWdance-3PL+PROG+EV DElC(absnt) mosquito-PCL

'the mosquitos were dancing.'
'Then when the nrzaic pluyed the mosquitos were dancing. '

qam ka ta:Eigifii ma~arayko?ka rasota~age?.
qam ka

ta:tigifii

macat-ayk+o? ka

ri-asot-acag-er

'but DElC(absnt) beginning good-.ADJM+EV
DEIC(absnt) 3 ~ 0 s ~ + d a n c e - N 0 ~ -

3 PL
'but at the beginning their dancing was good.'

'And at the beginning they were dancing \roeZl.'

Iqam na? waw?keram ka? nko?ne:tako? da namocoIi3iger/
qam na? waw7keram ka? 0+n-ko?ne:-tak40?

but then later

da

n-amo~oli8ig-er

then ~AC-HIT[[-increase+PROG-EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( v3 POSS-joke-;
e r t )
PL.

'But then later their jokes are increasing.'
'Bldr later their jokes were increasing. '
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5.6. Comparatives and Equatives

Mocovi adjectives do not have comparative or superlative forms. These notions are

- peg -more' and &/ego -very'. If a sentence has

expressed by the lexical forms pageg

WO

noun phrases that are being compared. one of the noun phrases is an oblique noun phrase
introduced by the oblique marker ke.
(37 1 )

/xwan peg ladoga~ake so rowerto1
xwan peg ladoga~ake so
Juan more tall

rowerto

OBL DEIC(gng) Roberto

-Juan is taller than Roberto'

(372) /xwan peg l a d o g a ~ d
xwan peg

ladoga~a

Juan more tall
'Juan is the tallest.'

(373) /naho Iatewge peg leka?ge keji Aya/
na-ho

1aEewge peg leka?ge ke ji

DEIC(cmng)-PROX river

more big

OBL

iya

~EIc(hor)
other

'This river here is longer than that other (one).'

Equatives are expressed by juxtaposition. The clauses are linked bp lnem

- 7nehem

'like. similar. same'. In example (374, taken from a text about how to cure a snake bite. the
speaker is describing the bite of the -campanillao.a poisonous snake. and he says there is nothing
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as bad as a bite from this snake. The nesative qaeka 'nothing' and the adjective /a?a:a 'ugly'
are linked by ?m
-similar. same. like'. The sentence has an equative meaning.
(374)

/qaeka 7nem ia?a:~a... /
qa+e+ka

7nem la?a:~a

n o t h g + M + ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bsame
s n t ) ugly
-Nothing is as ugly.. .'

Example (375) was taken from Text 2. The Flood. At this point in the story the man has
encountered a strange creature who tells him that there is going to be a flood. and h e asks the
man to do something for him. He tells the man that they both have the same need. literally 'Four
iotvena~anao'my need' and da

need is the same as my need-. The noun phrases da

rotvena~ana~air
-your need' are linked by 7nehem 'similar. same. like'. The sentence has an
equative meaning.
(373)

/ka? nagi ka saSilairsak/
ka? nagi ka? s+a6il+ir+sak
and now and IAC+~S~+~SGR+PROG
-And now I am asking you.'
/ka d a i o w e n a ~ a n a ~7nehem
a
da r o ~ e n a ~ a n a ~ a i r l
ka? da

i-towenacana~a7nehem da

and DEIC(vert) 1 sGP~~S+needsame
-And my need is similar to your need*

r+-owena~ana~a+ir

DEiC(veR) ~ P O S S + ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ S G R
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5.7. Negation

In Mocovi negation is expressed by a negative pmclitic with two allornorphs. sqae+
S&.

-

It is not yet dear what determines the distribution of the allomorphs. In (376). the negative

clitic s e t is attached to the verb rapifer'they return'; in (377). it is attached to the verb
sa?de:na~'we know'; and in (378). it precedes the noun /pa~anqace-his underpants'.

(376)

/sawa yaler nagi serapiled
so-wa

yale-r

nagi se+r+apil-er

DEIC(gng)-PL man-PCL now N E C + ~return-3 PL
-Now the men will not return.'

(377)

/qam sesa?de:na~/

qam se+s+a?de:n-aci
but N E G + ~ . - ~ \ c + ~i~PLo w 'But we don't know.'

( 3 78)

him nahafii lpa~anqateqam selpa~anqate/

Sim

0+n-aha+fii

l+-pa~anqate

qam se+l+pa~anqate

almost ~ . A c + H I T H - 3P0~~+underpants
~~~~+D~
but

~~~+S~~~~+underpants

-His underpants almost fall down; but these are not his underpants.'
(Text 1. A Joke about the Mosquitos)

In (379). taken from Text 2. The Flood. the negative c h i c

S&

is attached to the verb

ervan 'see'. and the negative clitic sqa& is attached to the noun qom 'person'.
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(379)

h a ? seiewanapega ia?den rna? sqaeqornj

ma?

se+i+ewan+pega i+a?de:n

rna?

sqae+qom

because N E G + ~ A C + S ~3~.+~?+ k n o wbecause NEG+person
'Because he had never seen it. h e didn't know it because it was not a person.'

In (380). the negative clitic sqa& is attached to the verb rwanacanir 'you look (at
something)'. and in (381). it is attached to the verb a/awatir'you kill (something)'.

'Do not look (at it)'

'Do not kill him/herIita

5.8. Evidential

There is an enclitic +o?which can be attached to the verb or other elements in the verb
phrase which seems to mark evidential. It can be used to refer both to events that occurred in the
past and to events that will occur in the future. This enclitic is extremely common in narrative
texts.
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The example in (382) was taken from Text 2. The Flood. This is the third sentence in
the text- The story the native speaker is telling is not something he has witnessed himself: it's a
story told to him by his grandfather when he was a child. The evidential +U? is attached to the
verb form nakiretak 'he is looking'.
(382) /so qom nakittako? ka l e p e t a ~ a n a ~ a t l
SO

qom 0+n-akit+tak+o?

ka

Wepet-a~ana~at

DEIC(gng) person ~AC+HITH-S~~~C~+PROG+EV
DEIC(absnt) ~ P O S S + ~ O O ~

-That person was looking for food.'

(383)

/ka? ihitako? lasom lai/
ka? i+kyak+o?

l+asom

I+ai

then j r \ ~ + b r i n g +
3 ~ ~0 ~ ~ + d .~ss+side
oor
'And she placed it near the door (= by the side of the door).'

In example (368). taken from the same text and repeated here as (384) for convenience.
the evidential clitic +o? is attached to the noun p m -personm.
(384)

Iqomo? so loqo?m IegernacayW
qom+o?

SO

loqo?m

PERSON+EV DEIC(gng) or

legemac-ayk

strange.being-ADJ

'Was it a person or a strange creature?'
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In (385). from a text, the evidential clitic +07is attached to the adverbial Sim 'almost'.
(385)

Ika? Simo? qaina~anigiso wa~ayaq/
ka? Simio?

qa+i+na~an+igi

waGayaq

so

then almost+EV W D E F + ~ . ~ C + ~ ~ ~ ODEIC(gng)
W + T D S water
'Then he was almost thrown into the water. ' (lit: 'Then somebody almost threw
him into the water.)

The example in (386) . the first sentence in Text 2

(The Flood) contains three

evidentials.
(386) /naAya:qo? weo? so qom ke:talego? ji no?we:na~a/
nal.a:q+o? ?we+o? so

qom

before+~V exist+-EV DEIC(gng) person

-Once upon a time (= in the old times) there was a man who was walking on the
field.'

In (387). from the same text. the verb form kopatiro?~?'you ignite (it)' contains tivo
instances of the evidential clitic +oi?
(387)

/kijim saSila?i? kopatiro?~?naho sentangi IaqalaCi /
krljim s+aSila+ir
for

@+kopat+ir+o?+o?

na-ho

I .~C+ask+2sGR2~C+ignite+2~GR+EV+E\'
DEIC(cmng)-PROS

'[I ask] that you start a fire here. where 1 am on the open field.'
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5.9. Summary

In this chapter I provided an account of word order and the structure of sentences and
clauses in Mocovi. I described declarative and interrogative sentences. intransitive and transitive
clauses. existential clauses. copular clauses. (the lack of) relative c!auses. various types of
adverbial clauses. comparative and equative structures. and coordination. I have described the
negative proclitics and the evidential enclitic. and shown their use and function in natural speech.

6. Spanish Influence on Mocovi

The Mocovi Indians have been in contact with Spanish speakers since the mid 1700s.
when the Spanish started sending espeditions to the southern Chaco region in Argentina. and the
Jesuits attempted to establish missions in the area. However, the Mocovis. together with other
lndian groups. managed to keep the Spanish away from the region until the late 19th century.
when the Europeans settled in the area and the Mocovis started to depend on them for survival. It
was not until the rnid-20th century that Mocovi speakers came into intense contact with Spanish
speakers.

In this chapter 1 examine the extent and nature of Spanish influence on Mocovi as a
result of the recent intense contact situation between speakers of the two languages. In section
6.1 I briefly outline the methodology used in this chapter. In section 6.2 I present the borrowings

from Spanish found in the Mocovi data I have examined. and I analyze the patterns of
nativization that these forms show in Mocovi. Section 6.3 summarizes the findings.

6.1. Methodology

For this chapter I have concentrated on lesical items, morphology and phonologz I have
examined data collected through elicitation from native speakers of the languase and from tests
recorded from four different native speakers of Mocovi of different ages (a total of 10 texts). I
have also esarnined hvo sources that provide a description of earlier stages of two Waikurtian
languages. One is a grammar of Abipon by Najlis (1966) based on the descriptions of the
language provided by Martin Dobrizhoffer ( l 784) and Joseph Brigniel (original date unkn0n.n.
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though likely to be around 1760. and published in 1896). The second source is Lafone Quevedo's
1892 Grammar of Mocovi. which can be used as a description of Mocovi in the late 19th
century. I have also used Ceria & Sandalo ( 1995) on Proto-Waikunian as a source for earlier
stages of the phonology and (part of the) lexicon of Mocovi.

6.2. Lexical Borrowings

Spanish borrowings into Mocovi show several patterns of phonological nativization.
ranging from items that exhibit no change at all to items that have been completely nativized.
The lexical borrowings are grouped accordins to the extent of their nativization and the
panem(s) that they show. I have found so far a total of forty borrowings from Spanish in
Mocovi. out of a totaI of about two thousand lexical items that I have collected and analyzed.
Most of these forms were collected during elicitation sessions. and only about fifleen borrowings
occurred in texts: seven discourse markers and eight lexical items.
The data is organized as follows: the Mocovi form of the borrowing is presented in the
first column. followed by the Spanish source Lvith the phonetic transcription in square brackets.
then the English gloss. and then. in those cases where it is a~ailable.the native form is provided
in the last column.
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6.2.1. Spanish loans with no segmental changes and Spanish stress.

The phonemic inventories of Mocovi and Spanish are not extremely different.1 and
many Spanish borrowings contain sounds that also occur in Mocovi. The stress patterns.
however. are different. and many loanwords maintain penultimate Spanish stress when borrowed
into Mocovi. Examples (388)-(397) show Spanish loans with no segmental changes and with
Spm-ish penultimate stress. Some of these words may also occur in monolinguals' speech with
nativization of the stress pattern. but so far I have found no examples.

Mocovi

Spanish source

English Gloss

Banana

Sp. banana [banana]

banana

maka

Sp. hamaca [amaka]

hammock. swing

mansana

Sp. manzana [mansana]

apple

owiro

Sp. overo [opero]

spotted

papa

SP-papa [papal

potato

pa pi

Sp. papi [papi]

daddy

tayo

pat0

Sp. pat0 [pato]

duck

raqaw i

pelota

Sp. pelota [pelota]

ball

s6rgo

Sp. sorgo [sor{o]

sorghum

romate

Sp. tomate [tomate]

tomato

Native form

-alaki

6.2.2. Mocovi stress with native suffixes

Some Spanish loanwords in Mocovi maintain the Spanish stress pattern when they occur
\vithout any Mocovi suffixes. However. if Mocovi suffixes are added. the loanwords adopt the
Mocovi stress pattern. namely stress on the last vowel of the word. as in examples (398)-(400).
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The forms in (a) show the Spanish loanwords with Spanish penultimate stress in Mocovir in (b),
the same fonns occur with the paucal suffix -I. which moves the stress to the last vowel in the
word. In example (398)~.the plural suffix -ipi has been added, also moving the stress to the last
vowel in the word.

(398) a.

Mocovi

Spanish source

English Gloss

kimeta ( S G )

Sp. limeta [limeta]

bottle

Sp. rnono [mono]

monkey

Sp. sap0 [sapo]

frog

b.

himetal (PCL)

c.

himetaypi (PL)

(399) a.
b.
(400) a.
b.

mono ( S G )

Native form

monol (PCL)
sapo ( S G )
sap01 (PCL)

It is interesting to note that it is only Mocovi suffixes and not prefixes or enclitics that
trigger this change of stress in loanwords. In (-101)a below. the loanword in the singular form
maintains Spanish penultimate stress. In (401)b the paucal suffix -I has been added. in (401 )c
the plural -ipi.and in (40 l)d the second person respectful possessive suffis -ir (together with the
prefix n- 'alienable possession'). These suffixes change the stress to the last syllable of the
word. In (401)e. however. the first person singular possessive prefts fi- has been added. and the
word still maintains the Spanish penultimate stress.

' See Appendix B. Section B.l for the phonemic inventory of (Argentinian)Spanish.
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Mocovi

Spanish source

English Gloss

Native form

Sp. bolsa [bolsaj

bag

no~oki

b.

wolsal (PCL)

d.

nwolsair (2SG.POSS)
@+n-wolsa-tir
ZPOSS+AL-~~~+~SGR

e. fiwolsa ( l SGPOSS)
i+n-wolsa
I SGPOSS+AL-bag

There is one loanword. [petiso?Ai?

- petisoki?] -short- (< Sp petiso 'short' and Mocovi

diminutive suff~ixes-o?Ai? (F) and -o?ki? (M)). that is found always with the Mocovi diminutive
suffis. and that follows Mocovi stress pattern.

Mocovi
(402) petiso?hi? (F)

petisoki? (M)

Spanish source

EnglishGloss

Nativeform

Sp. pet iso/a [petiso]

short (dimF)

lawoS;o?bi?

short (dimM)
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6-23.Vowel change (Sp. /U/> M c v /o/) (and Spanisb stress)

Spanish words that contain a high back rounded \.owe1 .:d
when borrowed into Mocovi
change the Spanish vowel [U] to btocoti [o]. This is an exampie of nativization because biocovi
iacks a phoneme :'W'. In both (403) and (403)the Spanish stress pattern is maintained. Sote dso
the change fiom Spanish [d] (an dlophone of Id/ in Spanish) to Mocovi [r].

Spanish source

English Gloss

Sative form

(403) koiiira

SQ.cutiada [liuiiiidaj

sister-in-law

iowahya ( l SGPOSS)

(404) mc',ro

Sp. mudo [mudo]

mute

filocovi

6.2.1. Word-initial vowel deletion

There is a phonological rule in ,Ltoco\-ithat deletes a word-initial vowel. [n some Spanish
borrowings the Spanish word-initial unstressed vowel is deleted as in (105)-(408).Kote that the

hrms in (405)-(407)
also maintain the Spanish stress pattern. Example (408) shows the deletion
of both the first vowel [a] and the following consonant [I]. as well as the addition of the masculine
diminutive sut3s - c ~ l i l % which changes the stress to the last vowel of the word.

Mocovi

Spanish source

English Gloss

&pc

Sp. echarpe [eCirpe-eGarpel

scarf

(406) (a)n'na

Sp harina [arina]

tlour

(407) sukar

Sp. azticar [rtsiikarl

sugar

(405)

(408) ~rgagoki7 Sp. alpargata [alparyata]

Native form

rope-soled dipper nepeia 'shoe'
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6.2.5. Reanalysis o f Spanish Loans

There are a few nouns that have been borrowed from Spanish together with the Spanish
feminine definite article, and have been reanalyzed as one word. I have not found any examples
of such reanalysis involving the Spanish masculine article el 'the (M)'. At this point I would like
to suggest that this is probably due to chance. since there are only three examples of reanalysis
involving a Spanish definite article and a noun.

In examples (409) and (410) the Spanish nouns mesa -table' and

tu,-cr

'cup. mug' have

been borrowed together with the feminine definite article la -the (F)' which precedes these nouns
in Spanish. Both forms also show the deletion of the word-final unstressed vowels. Notice that
word-final vowels are not deleted in any of the other loanwords where the Spanish form has
penultimate stress. (Compare (409) and (410) with t h e forms in examples (388)-(397). and
(398)a-(40 l )a.)

Spanish source

English Gloss

Native form

(409) lames

Sp. la mesa [la mesa]

table

sela . nki?ya~ala

(410) latas

Sp. la taza [la tasa]

cup. mug

7ta~aki

Mocovi

6.2.6. Consonant cluster simplification

There is one loanword. the form for 'town' (from Spanish prreblo [p\veplo]). shown in
(41 I) belo~v.where the Spanish consonant cluster [pw] has been simplified into blocovi [p]. The
[B] is an allophonc of [W] in Mocovi. so Spanish

W] is realized either as [W]or [B] in Mocovi.

This is the only exampIe I have found that has such a consonant cluster in the Spanish model. I
have not found any other cases of consonant cluster simplification in loanwords (cf. Mcv
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Sp porke 'because': Mcv [antehnada] < Sp antes que nada 'before anything else.

first': Mcv [mansana] Sp manzana 'apple': Mcv [sdrgo]

Sp. sorgo 'sorghum': Mcv [wGlsa]

< Sp. bolsa -bagw).

Mocovi
(4 1 I ) pew10 (-pef31o)

Spanish source

English Gloss

Sp. pueblo [pwefllo]

town

6.2.7. Spanish loans with Mocovi stress in all forms

One Ioanword from Spanish. [waka] 'cow' from Spanish vaca [biika]

'CO\%'.

consistently

shows final stress with and without Mocovi morphology. although its Spanish source has
penultimate stress:

(4 12)a.
b.

Mocovi

Spanish source

English Gloss

waka ( S G )

Sp. vaca [baka]

COW

wakal (PCL)

6.2.8. Discourse markers

An analysis of texts collected from different native speakers reveals few loanwords. but
the introduction of a few discourse markers from Spanish. These seem to be integrated into the
discourse structure of Mocovi. As noted in Chapter 5. Section 5.5. in Mocovi texts the sentences

in a discourse are linked with the previous sentence by a discourse marker. usually ku? 'then. and
then' or qum 'but'. It is not unusual to find Spanish loanwords such as [&take] ( Sp. hastu qzie)
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'until', [tonseh] (Sp. entonces) 'then', and [xuhtoke] (Sp. jzwto qzre) 'just then' fulfilling the
same function as the Mocovi discourse markers.

Spanish source

English Gloss

(413) ahtakk

Sp. hasta que [ahta ke]

until

(4 14) xtihtoke

Sp. justo que [x~ihtoke]

just adwhen

(415) t6nseh

Sp. entonces [entonses]

then

(416) p4rke

Sp. porque [porke]

because

(417) per0

Sp. pero [pero]

but

(4 18) antehniida

Sp. antes que nada [antehkenada]

first, before anything else

(4 19) porsupwih coke

Sp. pot supuesto que [por supwehto ke]

of course

Mocovi

Below are a few examples of these discourse markers in texts. The examples are
organized as follows: the first line is the text in phonetic transcription: the second line is a
morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown in phonemic transcription: the third line is a morpheme-bymorpheme gloss: the fourth line is a literal translation: and the last line (in italics) is a free
translation of the sentence.

In (120)we see the use of the form [ahtakej borrowed from Spanish husttr que [ahtake]
'until'. This sentence was taken from Text 4. The Fox Steals from the Jaguar. The jaguar has just
killed a horse. and the fox (its nephew), steals some of the meat ~vhilethe jaguar is asleep. The
jaguar wakes up and finds that some of its prey is gone. He suspects the fox. so he goes looking
for him and finds him asleep. The jaguar tickles the fox with a twig and then he (the jaguar) runs
back to his hole.
(420)

IqoSiwko? ka nete:sqo? ka? ka ji ?et/
qa+0-Siwk+o?

ka

[ N D E F + ~ A C + ~ X ~ ~ -~E V
~

n+ete:sqo? ka? ka

ji

0+7e t

~ ~ ( a r\~s+uncle
b s n t ) then D~rc(absnt)
~Erc(absnt)3.4~-escape

the uncle leaves and from there he escapes
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Iqaykan yowi? ahtake yowiro? ka IawaW
qayka-n

i+owir

nothing-? (=nobody)3xccreach

ahtake i+owir+o?

ka

I-awak

3 ~ c t r e a c h t ~o~rc(abst)
v
~POSS-hoIe

until

nobody can reach him until he reaches his hole
-So the uncle leaves and manages to escape. Nobody can reach him. until he
reaches his hole.'

In (421) the Spanish borrowing [porke] from Spanish porqzre [porke] 'because' is used.
In (432) we see the use of [antehnada] from Spanish antes qzre nacicr [antehkenada - antehnada]
'before anything else. first of all'. These two examples were taken from a text in which the
native speaker is explaining what to do when a poisonous snake bites.

(421)

Iqayka 7nem Ia?a:ca Ealego? la?a:~aporke 7~i:fii?ka7ne:td
qayka 7nem la?a:~a Zalego? la?a:~aporke
nothing same ugly

very

ugly

0-a7de:n-ir

ka7ne:ta

because ZAC-know-ZSGRwhat.happens

'nothing [is] as ugly. [it is) very ugly. because you know what happens?'

/porke:na ne:lonaq ena /
porke na

ne:lonaq e+na

because DEIC(cmng) campanilla M+DEIC(crnng)
'because the campanilla this one'

/ qaina:ta pagek k e : s a ~ a n a ~ke
a na?wge/

qa+i+na:+ta

pagek

INDEF+~.AC+?+PROG
more

k e : s a ~ a n - a ~ ke
a
power

na-?wge

OBL ~ € ~ ~ ( c r n n g ) - a I I

'it has more power than all.'
'Nothing is as ugly. it is very ugIy. because you know what happens? Because
the "campanilla" has more power than a11 of them (= than all the other snakes).'
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(422)

kijim ?we ka l a ? d e : n a t a ~ a n a ~ a k
kgim ?we

ka

I+a?de:natacan-acak

exist ~ ~ l C ( a b s3t P) O S S + ~ ~ O W - N O ~ ~

if

-If there exists knowledge'
ka? antehnada naqat ka IoSigima~a
ka? antehnada

0+n-aqat

ka

l+oSig i m a ~ a

then before.anything.else j ~ C + H ~ ~ ~ - r e m~o~vbet ( a b s3~0ss+-skin
t)
-then first thing is to remove the skin.'
.If the person knows. then the first thing he/she does is remove the skin.'

6.2.9. New phonemes

Mocovi has no voiceless labiodental fricative, but it does have a voiced bilabial fricative
as an allophone of the voiced labio-velar vocoid
labiodental fricative

[fl

/W/.When

Spanish forms with a voiceless

are borrowed into Mocovi. they are borrowed with a voiceless bilabial

fricative [v]. a phone that is present neither in the Spanish nor in the Mocovi native phonemic or
phonetic inventories. This sound has only been found in Spanish loanwords.

Mocovi
(423) cpatirna

Spanish source

English Gloss

Sp. Fatima [fatima]

Fatima (woman's

Native form

name)
(424)

qelisa

(425) kacpe

Sp. Felisa [felisa]

Felisa (woman's name)

Sp. cafe [kafe]

brown (adj). coffee (n)

tokolek 'brow1'
([it: 'reddish')

Mocovi has also borrowed a voiceless velar fricative [X] from Spanish. This sound is
only present in borrowed words. especially proper names like Juan [xwan] and Jose [xose]. This
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phone is not part of the native phonemic inventory of Mocovi. but it is part of the phonemic
inventory of Spanish.
Spanish source

English Gloss

(426) xwan

Sp. Juan [xwan]

John (man's name)

(427) xose

Sp. Jose [xose]

Joseph (man-S

Mocovi

Native form

name)
(428)

xuhtoke

Sp. justo que [xuhtoke]

just when

6.2.10. Unknown source.

There are two forms in Mocovi that do not conform to the native stress pattern.
[Cilala] 'eagle' and [pare] 'butterfly-. The source for these hvo forms is unknown. These
forms are clearly not borrowed from Spanish (Sp. cigztila 'eagle'. mariposu 'butterfly').
nor (as far as I have been able to find out) from any of the neighboring Indian languages.
Neither Toba nor Abipon has cognate forms for these words: Toba (Buckwalter 1980)
<toxotoq> [tocotoq] 'butterfly'. <yanecdalo> [yanekdalo] 'eagle': Abipon (Najlis 1966)
[kela] 'butterfly' (and the form for 'eagle' is not available). Although I have not been
able to identify a source for these words. the non-native stress and the lack of cognates in
genetically related languages suggest that they are indeed loanwords.

Mocovi

Source

English Gloss

(429) Cilala

??

eagle

(430) pare

??

butterfly
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Two more generalizations need to be made at this point, based not on what can
be found in the data available, but on what is not found. The tirst is that the morphology
of Mocovi does not show signs of influence from Spanish (yet). No Mocovi or Spanish
forms were found bearing Spanish morphology. and Mocovi morphology is always
added to Spanish loanwords if necessary. (The examples in (409) and (410). where a
Spanish noun is borrowed together with the preceding feminine article lu 'the (F)'.
cannot be treated as examples of borrowed Spanish morphology. since the forms are
reanalyzed in Mocovi as one morpheme. and treated as such in the syntax.)
The second generalization that is worth mentioning is that there are no verbs among
the toanwords from Spanish. In Mocovi. nouns have a fairly simple form. while the verb
form is a fairly complex one. However. this is not enough to explain why it is only nouns
and not verbs that have been borrowed from Spanish (at least so far). It has been
suggested in the literature that verbs are not borrowed into languages with complex verb
forms (Meillet 192 1 b:84. cited by Vildomec. 1971:100. and discussed in Thornason &
Kaufman 1988:348). However there are examples of verbs borrowed into languages with
complex verb forms. Thomason & Kaufman briefly discuss the proposed constraints
against the borrowing of verbs. especially in languages with complex verb forms. They
list several examples of borrowings of verbs and mechanisms of borrowing in languages
with complex verbs ( 1988:j-M-9. footnote 3 ) .

6.3. Summary

In this chapter I have described the influence of Spanish on the vocabulary and
the phonology of Mocovi as a result of the recent intense contact between speakers of the
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two languages. The morphology of Mocovi. however. does not show signs of Spanish
influence (at least not yet). A close study of the various changes reveals a variety of
results: varying degrees of phonological nativization in loanwords (e.g. [pargaroki?l (Sp.
ulpargata) -shoe'. [waka] (Sp. vnca) 'cowv'. or [pelbta] (Sp. pelota) 'ball': the

introduction of hvo new phonemes.

[X] (a

voiceless velar fricative) and

[v] (a voiceless

bilabial fricative). into Mocovi. which occur only in Spanish loanwords: and the
introduction of a few discourse markers from Spanish which seem to follow the
discourse structure of Mocovi. Spanish nouns that maintain Spanish penultimate stress
when borrowed into Mocovi will adapt to the Mocovi stress pattern (namely ultimate
stress) when Mocovi suffixes are added (e.g. [wblsa] (Sp. bolsa) 'bag'. but [wolsril]
'bags (paucal)'. [wolsaypi] 'bags (plural)' and [newolsair] -your (sg) has').
It will be interesting to compare the findings outlined here to the amount and the
tvpe of borrowings found in the same community in a few years' time. or maybe to those
found in the language of Mocovi speakers from a different community. This. however.
will be a topic for future research.

7. Conclusion

This dissertation presents a systematic and detailed description of Mocovi. a Waikunian
language that has been underdescribed. I have provided an analysis of the phonemic system of
the language as well as the phonological prccesses that operate within it. I have analysed the
inflectional morphology of nouns and noun phrases, the verb form and verb phrases. and the
structure of sentences and clauses. Finally. I presented an account of the influence that Spanish
has had on Mocovi, especially as a result of the intense contact in the last fifty years.
The analysis presented here shows that Mocovi can be classified typologically as an
SVO language with an Active/Inactive person marking system. It has one set of pronominal

clitics for agentive subjects. i.e. an Active set of proclitics, and another set for non-agent subjects
and objects. i.e. an Inactive set of proclitics. The set of Inactive proclitics strongly resembles the

set of possessive markers on nouns. something not unusual in languages with an Active/lnactive
person marking system. It also shows that Mocovi has an Alienable/Inalienable opposition in
nouns. a trait that is common in Active/Inactive languages (Nichols 1988 and 1992). Mocovi has
a complex demonstrative system that consists of a set of deictic roots which precede the noun in
noun phrases and mark the absence/presence of the noun they modi@. as well as motion
(cominggoing) and position (standinglsittingllying). These deictic roots can also be function as
pronominals and as locative adverbs. This study also shows a complex verb form with numerous
categories expressed as afflxes or clitics within that form. It shows that Mocovi lacks a passive
construction. but it has an indefinite agent proclitic that attaches to the verb form. It has a set of
(at least) fifieeen locative/directional enclitics that also occur within the verb form. I have
described the structure of transitive and intransitive clauses. existential and copular clauses.
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subordinate clauses and coordination. The analysis presented here shows that Mocovi lacks
relative clauses.
Many of the topics discussed in this study require further investigation, and the analyses
require refinement. especially issues that relate to the verb and the verb phrase. The data
presented here suggests that Mocovi is a pronominal argument language. however further
research is needed to confirm such a claim. A more detailed and comprehensive classification of
the verb roots needs to be provided, which will hopefully shed some light into the selection
restrictions of each verb. This is likely to play a significant role in the structure of the verb
phrase and the elements that occur within the verb form and the verb phrase. Of particular
interest is the set of Iocative/directional clitics, the selection restrictions of each verb root which
may determine the different locative/directional clitics that each verb root may take and the
effect that they have on the relation of the noun phrases with the verb. The role of the oblique
agent noun phrase that sometimes occurs with the indefinite agent clitic needs to be further
investigated.
Of particular interest are the implications that the analyses presented here rna). have

typologically. This dissertation provides data for the study of languages with Active/Inact ive
systems. systems which have been neglected in the literature. It provides an account of a
language with a complex deictic system. and provides additional data for tvpologicaI studies of
deictic systems in the world's languages. It also presents a description of locative and directional
verbal morphemes. data that should be valuable in the typology of the expression of spatial
orientation in language. It provides data for the study of passive constructions and/or the lack
thereof.
It is not clear what implications the analyses presented here might have on linguistic

theory. This is a topic that needs further investigation.

The analysis presented here has not provided an account of derivational morphology in
Mocovi. Many of the forms in the data are morphologically complex. A description and detailed
analysis of the derivational morphemes and the derivational processes active in the language are
required. This study represents the first stage in an ongoing effort: further description and
analysis are needed.
For historical linguists. this dissertation provides a fairly detailed and comprehensive
study of a Waikunian language. It provides data for a comparative study of Waikunian
languages. and data that is very much needed for the reconstruction of Proto-Waikunian.
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Texts
Text 1 - A Joke about the Mosquitos. bp Juan Jose Manito
Text 2 - The Flood. by Juan Jose blanito
Text 3 - The Woman and the Duck, by Luisa Salteiio
Text 4 - The Fox Steals from the Jaguar. by Isidoro Nicolas

Interlinear Text Analysis Layout
FN: phometic and sometimes phonetic detail
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MG: morpheme-by-morpheme English gloss

LT: literal translation in English
FT: Free English translation
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Text 1
A Joke about the Mosquitos
Narrated by Juan Josk Manito (May-June 199 1 )

FN

?WO?so n a ? ~ a ? a?we so wayle rasota~ayripi

MM

?we-07

MG

EXIST~EV
DEIc(gng) day

LT

There was a day [when] there was a dance of the dancers

FT

One day there was a dance of many dancers.

FN

ka? nowiretako? na qom

MM

ka? 0+n-owire-takto?

MG

then ~ A C + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ + P RDEIC(cmno,)
O G + E V person

LT

then the people were arriving

FT

Then the people started to arrive.

FN

qam ?wi: sawa7maq 3ige ?wesanji ?yaCi lenacat ?yaCi.

MM

qam ?we-i

MG

but exist-PL DEIC(~~S)-PL
PRON already exist-??-DEIC(~O~)
mosquito-PCL~POSS-namemosquito-

so

n a ? ~ a ? a?we so

so-wa

way le riasot-a~a-ir-ipi

exist ~ ~ i C ( g I ldance
g)
3~oss+dance-~obr-~~~-PL

na

'Imaq l'sige

qom

?we-san-ji

?yat-i

PCL

LT

But there they were the mosquitos their name mosquitos

FT

But there they were the mosquitos. those whose name is mosquitos.

FN

ka? so ?yat yale ?wi: ka laqano?lyi?.

MM

ka7 so

MG

then DEIC(gng) mosquito male exist-PL ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b3~0ss+drink-~lhlF
snt)

LT

Then the male mosquito there exist (some of) small drinks

FT

Then the male mosquito had a few drinks.

?ya t

yale ?we-i

ka

1-aqan-07lyi7

I-enaciat

??at-i
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ka? yiwane?to? ka ? a l o ? ~ i ? ~ u a .
ka? i+ewan-e?t-07

ka

?alo-o?Ai?-hya

then 3Ac+see-?+~v ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bwoman-DIMF-other
snt)
Then he saw another little woman
Then he saw a little woman.

ka? na:ko? yiIamkyo? ka newige .
ka? Idina:k40?

i-ilamki+o?

ka

n-ewige

then j ~ C * s a y - € ~ j.+c-piay+~v ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b..\Bs-music
snt)
Then he said the music played
FT-

And the music played.

ka? na:ko? ka ?yat
ka? CS+na:k+o?
then

ka

7yat

~ A C - S ~ ~ D~lc(absnt)
~ E V
mosquito

Then the mosquito said:

"Cirna I w e da yasotqaeik yasotqaeik".
t i m a ?we da
?

exist

i-asot-aq-Cik

i -asot-aq-C i k

DEIC(vert) lp~ss'dance-NOW?

1 POSS-dance-~0hl-?

'-There exists my wish to dance."
Then the mosquito said: "I would like to dance."

ka? na:ko? ka ?a10 "aha yim taqayneta ?we da qaralorta
ka? 0-na:k-o?

ka

?a10

aha yim

taqa?neta ?we da

then j=lc-say~EV ~ ~ r c ( a b s nwoman
t)
yes l SGPRON also

exist DEIC(vert) 1 PLPOSS-'?

Then the woman said: "Yes. I also (it) exists our (?) (=our wishes are the same?)"
And the woman said: -'Yes. I want to dance too.

qar-alorta
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ka?ma ginqata."
ka7ma s+in-aqita

I K+?-I P L ~ P R O G

then

then we do that

Then let's do that."

ka? mre?wiji rasote? rasote?~?
ka? @+tar-er+wiji

r-iasot-er

r-asot-erto?

then ~ A C + ~ X ~ ~ - ~ P L3mtdance-3
- O U T ? PL 31~-dance-3p~+Ev
Then they went out [and] they dance they danced
Then they went outside and danced.

ka yilamkyo? aka newige
ka

i+ilamki+o? a t k a

n-tewige

when 3 ~ ~ ~ p lF +
a ~y~ ttc (~a b~s nAt B) S + ~ U S ~ C

When the music played

raso te tapo? ka ?yaCi.
r-asot-er-tape+o?

ka

'I'yat-i

~ I N + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ P L + P RDEIC(absnt)
O G - C V mosquito-PCL

the moslquitos danced
When the music played, the mosquitos were dancing.

qarn ka ta:Cigiiii ma~arayko?ka rasotacage?.
qam ka

tafigiiii

macar-ay k-o? ka

r-asot-atiag-er

but ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a beginning
b s n t ) ~ O O ~ - X D J M -~E~V~ ~ ( a ~b Ps OnSt S) - ~ ~ ~ C ~ - N O M - ~ P L
but at the beginning their dancing was good

FT

And at the beginning they were dancing well.
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qam na? waw?kram ka? nko?ne:tawko? d a namocolGige?
qam na? waw?kerarn ka? 0-n-ko?ne:+tak+o?
but then later

da

n-amffioliSig-er

then > . ~ C + H I T H - ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ S ~ P R O
DEIC(vert)
C ~ - L E V~ P O S S - J O ~ ~ - ~ P L

But then later it is increasing their jokes
But later their jokes were increasing.

jilo~ogilonawa rakomiri rakomiri
r+ilociog+iIo na-wa

riakom-er-i

r-akom-er-i

3~+itch+PCLDEIC(cmng)-PL

~ P O S S + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ >PP LO S- SP+ C~ ~LI I ~ - ~ P L-PCL

their beilies itch
Their bellies start itching.
ka? y iwanero? na?maq laqahle k naqapyoki?
ka? itewan-er-+o?

na

?maq l-.aqat41eg

then hC+see-3PL-EV DEIC(cmng) PRON

naqapi-oki?

~ P O S S + S ~ ~ ~ ~c+hLi lO
d -CD I X I ~ ~

Then they saw the children's sleeping
Then they saw that the children were sleeping.
ka ... ka ?yaCi Bimo? Sirno?
ka ... ka

?yat-i

m - ?

Sim-o?

then then mosquito-PCLalmost-EV a I r n o s t + ~ ~
Then the mosquitos almost ...
ka na yale Simo? y a ~ a n e kka rasotaxawa.
ka

na

yale Birn-o?

i-a~an-ek

ka

r-asot-am-wa

then DEIc(cmng) male almost-EV 3t\c-release+o~ D~K(absnt)3~0~s-dance-~031F-partner
then the male almost released his dancing partner
Then the mosquitos almost.. . the male mosquito aimost released his dancing partner
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FN

qam ka ?a10 7yat no?qotaiio? ka msotacawa

MM

qam ka

MG

but DEIc(absnt) female mosquito ~ A C + H I T H - ~ O I ~ + D W N W DEIC ~POSS-dance-NOM-partner

LT

But the female mosquito held down her partner

FT

But the female mosquito held her partner.

FN

ka? ka ma r a s o t a ~ w a

MM

ka? ka

MG

then ~ ~ I c ( a b s nPRON
t) 3~0ss~dance-~o~-partner

LT

Then her partner

FN

gimo? nahaiii ka l a m a ~ s o

MM

Bim+o?

MG

airnost+~vj . ~ c - f a l l + ~ w > DEIC(absnt) ~POSS-pants

LT

his pants are almost to fall down

FT

Then her partner's pants are about to fall down.

FN

qamo? ka yale gimo? y a ~ a n e kka rasotacwa

MM

qam-o? ka yale Sim-07

MG

but-EV DEIC male a l m o s t + ~ v3..\~-release-0ti~ ~ ~ r c ( a b s n3~0s~-dance-soh!-partner
t)

LT

But the male almost releases his dancing partner

FT

But the male mosquito is about to release his dancing partner.

FN

qam ka?ma ?a10 s q a y a ~ a n e kka rasotaGwa

MM

qam ka

MG

but DEIC PRON female N ~ ~ - j . . \ C - r e l e a s m ~ UDEIC
r 3POSs-dance-~0~1-partner

LT

but the female did not release her partner

FT

But the female mosquito did not release her partner.

?a10

?ya t

mn-o?qota+ii i-07

ka

r+asot-ac-wa

maq rtasot-ac-wa

0-n-aha+iii

?ma ?a10

ka

Itamacso

i-acan-eg

sqa-y+a~an-eg

ka

krt

r-asot-ac-wa

r-asot-ac-wa
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no7qo:tafii .saik yaldenaka 3im nahaiii

0+n-o?qo: ttiii

saik

i+a?de:n-aka 3im 0+n-aha-iii

~ A C + H I T H - ~ O ~ ~ + Dbecause
WN

j~c+know-?? casi ~ . A C - H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ + D W N

She held him down becaues she knew that he almost fell down
She kept holding him because she knew that he had almost fallen down.

ka7 ahtake nahaiio? ka l a r n a ~ s o
ka3 ahtake' G3+n-aha+fii70?
then until

ka

1-ama~so

~ . ~ C - H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~D~Wl C+(W
a b s n~POSS-pants
t)

Then until his pants fell down
And then his pants fell down.

ahta ke nahaiio? ka I a m a ~ s oka 7yat
ahtake 0%-aha+iii-07
until

ka

l+ama~so

~ A C + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ + D & WD
+ E~V
~ c ( a b s n3POSS-pants
t)

ka

'I'yat

~ ~ [ ~ ( a b mosquito
snt)

Until the mosquito's pants fell down
Until the mosquito's pants fell down.

ka7 ?WO?ka Aya yale na:ko? "ko: nahaiii lama~so!"
ka? ?we+o?

ka

Aya yale 0-na:k-o?

ko:

0-n-aha-iii

I-amatiso

then exist-EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bother
s n male
t ) ;.4c;say~EV interj. ~ . - \ c - , t l ~ ~ - f a i t -~POSS-pants
~li
Then there was another male: he said: "Wow. his pants fall down!"
And there was another man who said: "Wow. his pants are failing down!"

gim nahaiii iia La

-s -~ r n

0-n-aha-iii

iii

kya

almost ~ . ~ c + H I T H - ~ ~DElC(nonext)
~ ~ - D ~ N other
The other one almost falls down.
The other one almost falls down.

' Mocovi ahrake 'until'

< Sp. hasra qlre 'until'
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Sim nahaiii l p a ~ a n q a t eqam se I p a ~ a n qte
a
v .

slm

0-n-aha-fii

I+pacanqa te

qam se-l-pa~anqate

almost j r \ ~ + ~ i T H - f a l 3mss+underpants
l+~~~
but

NEG-~POSS-underpants

his underpants almost fall down: but it is not his underpants
His underpants almost fall down: but these are not his underpants.

qam iia lowenqo? Ai Gm no?~aCiiii
qam iii

I+owenq-07

-

slm

iii

0+n-o?~at+fii

0 D\;N
but DElc(nonext) 3poss+thing+~vDEIC(n0next) almost j.Aci-~ITH-han,-

but it is the thing is almost hanging down
But it it is his thing that is almost hanging down.

ka? qoynako? lowenqa
ka7 qa+i+nak+o?

then

kowenqa

[ N D E F + ~ A C ' S ~ ~ + E V3 P

OSS+W~~~O~

then he was told his weapon

iii:im naCiiii 6im no?caCiiii
fii gim

0tn-aCi-iii

-

slm

0-n-o?~at-fii

0 DUY
DEIC(n0nest) almost ~ . A C + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ almost
~ ~ D \ X 3.4~-HITH-ban,-

(it) is almost falling down. it is almost hanging down.

Then he was told that his thing is about to fall down: it is almost hanging down.
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Text 2
The Flood
Narrated by Juan Jose Manito (June 1991 )

FN

nakya:qo? WO?so qorn ke:talko? ji no7we:na~a:

Mbi

n a h q - 0 7 ?we-07

MMG

b e f o r e t ~ v exist-EV DEIC(sng) person j . ~ c ~ w a l k - ~ ~ f f i + ~ r uD' rEEI V
C ( ~ ABS-field
O~)

FT

In old times there was a man walking on the field.

FT

Once upon a time (=in the old times) there was a man who was walking on the field.

FN

seki:a:ko? na qom.

MM

se+@ki%a:k+o?

MMG

N E G + ~ A C ?-exist?-EV DEI~(cmng)person

LT

No (other) person existed

FT

There was nobody else.

FN

so qom nakitetako? k a l e p e t a ~ a n a ~ a t

MM

so

MMG

DEIC(gng) person 3xc-HITH-searcht~~ffit~v
~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b~POSS-food
snt)

LT

that person was looking for his food:

FT

That person was looking for food.

FN

iowo:tako7 ke ji no?we:na~a.

MM

i-OWO:-takco?

MMG

~ A C - W ~ ~ ~ - P R O ~ +OBL
EV

LT

(he) was walking on the field.

FT

He was walking on the field.

qom

so

qom

na

I2l+e kits-leg+o?

ji

n-o?we:na~a

W"

0+n-akit-tak-o?

k e ji

ka

n-o?we:na~a

D E I C ( ~..us-field
O~)

I-epe t-a~anaciat
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FN

ka?ke:tankyo?kalaqala~iyiwanelko?

MM

ka? 0+ek+tane ki+o?

MMG

and ~AC+~O+PROG?-EV OBL .~~s?+open.fieid
~AC-see+ON+EV

LT

And he was going on the open field he found it.

FT

And as he was going through the open field he found it.

FN

ka? ? ~ a y a k o ?ka noSikinacanacak:

MM

ka? (a+?~ayak+o? n+oSikinacana~a-k

MMG

and j.K;hear+~v

LT

And he heard one who hissing

FT

And he heard somebody hissing (at him).

FN

senaqatko? ka? n a ?macare:

MM

5e+0-n-aqat+ek-o?

MMG

X E G ~ ~ . ~ C + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ T S ~then
~ ~ ~~+ ~O N~ +~E(Vc PRON
m n g )

LT

(He) did not understand (well) this one.

FT

He did not get to hear this well [where it was coming from].

FN

ka? raqaeigilo? n a Iqaig:

MM

ka? r-aqat-igi-l+o?

MMG

and ~.Ac-~ov~?+oN+?+EV
DEIC-(cmng) ~POSS-head

LT

And he (began to) move his head.

FT

And he started moving his head.

FN

ka7 yiwane?to? ka n a qorn ka ?na:ko? ka na qorn

MM

ka? i-ewan-e?t-07

MMG

and 3c\c+see-?i~v then DE!C(cmng) person then 3.K-say-EV

LT

And he saw this person and said this person:

FT

And he saw this person. and this person said:

ke

l+aqalaEi

i+ewan+leg+o?

XBSC~~SS-NOhf

ka?

na

ka

na

na

?macare

Itqaig

qom

ka

0-?na:k-o?

ka na

'v"'

then DEIC(cmng) person
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FN

"na?itkena[naho l na?itkena naho

MM

0+n-a?+ir+kena

MMCi

~ A C - F I I T H - C O ~ ~ ~ S G RD~ETI CD( SC ~ ~ ~ ) - P R ~.Ac+HITH-co~~+~sGR~TDs
OX
~~Ic(crnng)-PROS

LT

Come towards here. come towards here.

FN

?anta ?we da y o w e n a ~ a n a ~ a " .

MM

?anta

MMG

? (=look) exists D E I C ( Vl ~S ~
G )P O S S + ~ ~ ~ ~

LT

look. there exists my need.

FT

'-Come here. come here. listen. I need something (=I have a need)".

FN

qam ka?maq qom no?Ci:to?o? ka isegeyek

MM

qamka

MMG

but ~ ~ r c ( a b s nPRON
t)
person ~ ~ - \ C + H I T H - ~ ~ ~~S +~E~V~ ( a animal
bsnt)

LT

But the person feared the animal.

FT

But this person was afraid of the creature.

FN

ma? seyiwanapega yai'den rna? sqae qom:

MM

ma?

MMG

because NEG+ j ~ c + s e e + ?j ~ c + k n o wbecause NEG-person

LT

because he didn't see he didn't know (it) because it not a person

FT

Because he had never seen it. he didn't know it because it was not a person.

FN

qam re:rako? so qom.

MM

qam r+e:tak~o? so

MMG

but 313J?~falkt~v
D E I C ( person
~~~)

LT

But this person spoke.

FT

But this person spoke.

na-ho

?we da

na-ho

liowena~anacia

?maq qom

se-i-ewan-pega

0-n-a?+ir+kena

0+n-o?Z:i:to?+o?

i-a?de:n

ma?

qom

ka

isege yek

sqae-qorn
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FN

ka? retakatako? ka yale ?na:ko?

MM

ka? rietaka+tak~o?

MMG

and ~ ~ N ? + ~ ~ ~ ~ + P R~ o~ G~ +~E( va bman
s n j~C+say+EV
t)

LT

And the man spoke. h e said:

FT

And the man spoke. he said:

FN

"yim ?we da yowenafianaca ka? Binta ma qami?

MM

yim

MMG

ISGPRON exist DEIC(vert) i s ~ p o s s + n e e d

LT

I my need exists. then I am like you

FT

"I have a need. then I am like you.

FN

?we da ro?we:nacana~a?e? wiehigifio? ?em wo?isak nagi."

MM

?we d a

MMG

exist D~lC(ven)Z p o s s ~ n e e d + 2 S ~ R {that.is.why is ?) 2.-\c-waIk-P~W now

LT

esists your need. that is why you are walking now."

FT

'-You have a need [too]. that is why you are walkin,= now.

FN

q a l a ~ a mda yowenacianaca iia:tifii??igito?

MM

q a l a ~ a mda

MMG

but

LT

but my need coincides (= is the same)

FN

ma7 qami? woi'i'sigiril ka7 jiwaynterelko?

MM

ma?

MMG

because ZSGPRON2.-~c-walk??-Zs~Rthen l ~ N + ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ s G R - o N - E v

LT

because you walk and you found me.

FT

'-But my need is the same since you walk and you found me.

7we da

ka

yale &?na:k+o?

i - i o w e n a ~ a n a ~ ka?
a {8inta m a qami?)
then (33) (=I m like you)

r + o ? w e : n a ~ a n a ~ a - i r { withigiiio? ?em) @WO-ir-tak

i - o w e n a ~ a n a ~ a f fia:l.iiii?Cigit+o? t

DElC(vert) I SGPOSS-need

qamir

0-wo?iSigir-ir

{ ? (=coincides))

ka? iriewantir-leg-o?

nagi
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FN

ka? nagi

MM

ka? nagi ?we+o?

MMG

then now e x i s t + ~ v~ ~ l c ( s t a n d i n IgsGPoss+ask-Nob1
)

LT

then now exists my request

FT

"And now I have a request.

FN

kijim sa8ila?i? kopaeiro?~?naho

MM

kijim S-a5ila-ir

MMG

for

LT

for I ask you ignite here where I am on the open field.

FN

sentangi laqalati

MM

s+enta"ngi

I-+aqalaCi

NMG

l AC-exist?-?

.-\ss+open.tield

LT

(where) I am on the open field.

FT

'-[I ask] that you start a fire here. where I am on the open field.

FN

kopa?iro?o7

MM

0-kopat-ir-07-07

MMG

?.~~-ignite-Zs~R-~v-~~

LT

ignite it and when it is finished you igniting it. and you g o home

FN

ka?ma ?ime kopaeira7a k a piiilo?

MM

ka7ma +me

0-kopar+ir+a?a

ka?

MMG

when

?.K-igniteZs~R-?

then 2 , 1 ~ - g o . h o r n e - Z ~ ~ R - ~ ~

LT

and when it is finished you igniting it. and you g o home

FT

"Set it on fire. when you are finished sening it on fire. then you g o home.

FN

Eaqa7ma7 pi;.ilo?

MM

i-aqa?-ma7

MMG

and -? (=immediately) 2.4~-go.home+Zs~R-~v

LT

immediately you g o back

?WO?

da y a S i l a ~ a n a ~ a t
da

i+aSila~an-a~at

0+kopat+ir+o?-to?

na-ho

I ~c+ask+ZsciR~ A C - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ S GDRE +I CE( CV~+~ E
~ )V
-PROS

3,lc-finish

O+epiliir-o?

D-pil+irAo?
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FN

? wito? ka Ia?cayacak ka q a w e i ?

MM

*WO-i~o?

MMG

~ A C + W ~ I ~ + ~ S G~R~+~E ~V( a b. ~s n~ st -) w m i n ~g ~ ~ ~ ( a bZ~oss+reIativet2SGR
snt)

LT

you walk [to give] a warning to your relatives

FT

-'Go back at once and warn your relatives.

M

Eaqa?ma? na?ma~atiiio?ma ?WO?ka yac3at ma?le

MM

Eaqa?-ma?

MMG

and-?(=immediately) ~ . ~ c + H I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~because
~ ~ ~ ~exist-EV
D w w ~ ~El cv( a b s nrain
t)

LT

Immediately they prepare because there is a rain later.

FT

"They [must] get ready immediately because there will be a rain later.

FN

ma? yim yoykenatek na yaciat.

MM

ma?

MMG

because l SGPRON 1 ~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ + d o r n i n a n cDEIC(cmng)
e ~ V E R rain

LT

because I [there is] my dominance over the rain.

FT

-'Because I dominate the rain (=I have power over the rain).

M

qalacam 'jilarnqaiio? jilarnqafio? ke naho

MM

q a l a ~ a mir+eiamaq-iii-07

MMG

but

LT

but I fell. I feI1 here (=on this close).

FT

"But I fell (down). I fell (sown) here.

FN

ka? nagi ka sagilai'l'sak

MM

ka? nagi ka? s+abil+ir+sak

MMG

and now and IAC+~S~+~SGR-PROG

LT

and now I am asking you

FT

"And now I am asking you.

yirn

ka

I-a?~aya ~ a ka
k

Din-a?ma~at+fii-o?

i+oykenat?*ek

ir-elamaq-iii-07

qa-awotiir

ma?

na

ke

?weto?

ka

ya~at

na-ho

1 I N + ~ ~ ~ ~ + D H ' N - E1 V
~~-+fall+DibX-EV
OBL DEIC(cmng)-PROS (=here)

y a ~ a rna?le
t
later
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FN

ka da yowenaGanaGa ?nehem da r o w e n a ~ a n a ~ a ? e ?

MM

ka? da

MMG

and DElC(vert) l SGFosstneed

LT

and my need is the same as your need

FN

nagi kijim ?wo?isak.

h4M

nagi kijim

MMG

now for-that Z A C - W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S G R + P R O G

LT

now for that reason you are walking."

FT:

"And my need is similar to your need. that is why you are walking."

FN

ka7maq yale yowito? ka lawo? ka ?na:ko? :

MM

ka-7maq

MMG

DErC(absnt)-? man j x ~ + a r r i v e i E~Elc(absnt)
~
3~0s~-farnily-~CL
and 3.K-say-EV

LT

And the man arrived [to] his relatives and (he) said:

FT

And the man arrived where his relatives. and h e said:

FN

"na?le ?we so qom so qom rasila~antak.

MM

na?le ?we so

MMG

early exist DEIc(gng) person DEIc(gng) person 3~c-ask-PROG

LT

earlier there is this person this person was asking

FT

"Earlier 1 met this person. he made a request.

FN

qarn 6im s e i i a h a y a ~ a n ama? sesa?de:n so ma? qorn

MM

qam Sim se-i-n-a7~ayacan-a

MMG

but almost NEG'

LT

But almost I did not notice (=pay attention to) him because Idid not know this person.

FT

"But 1 almost did not pay attention to him because t did not know this person.

i t o w e n a ~ a n a ~ a7nehem da
same

r-towenacanaca-if?

~ ~ ~ ~ ( Z~oss+need+'ls~R
v e r t )

&WO-irttak

yale i+owir+o?

qom

ka

so

l-awo-r

qom

ma?

ka? 0+7na:kLo?

r+asila~an-tak

se-s7a'lde:n

so

rna?

qom

1 . ~ C - C I I T H - ~ O ~ ~ Cbecause
~ + O B JNEG+
?
1AC-know D E I C ( PRON
~ ~ ~ person
)

-
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FN

qorno? so loqo?m Iegema~aykpor supwehto ke eh legema~ayk

MM

qomio?

MMG

PERSON-€V DEIC(gng) or

LT

Was this a person or a strange being? of course it [was] a strange being.

FT

-'Was it a person or a strange creature? Of course it was a strange creature.

FN

?witigifio? nelamqaiio?.

MM

?wiCigifio? @in-olamq+iii+o?

MMG

har.is.why ~ A C + H I T ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ + D \ K N ~ - E V

LT

That is why it feIl down.

FT

"That is why it fell down.

M

qamso7ma ...

MM

qam so?

MMG

but

LT

But this one...

FT

"But this one.. .

M

so ?may qorn ?na:ko? "sao~atso maq na:pal~a.

MM

so

MMG

DE~c(gng)PRON person j.-\C-say+~v because DEIc(gng)PRON ..\ss-darkness

LT

This person said: "Because the darkness

M

na:palca so so?maq iiqay?iigiiii ka? yiya:fii

MM

n*a:pal~a

MMG

.-~~s-tdarkness
DEIC(gng) DEIC(gng)-PRON 1 ~ ~ - ~ l ~ ~ - t h u nand
d e 3.4~-falliD\!?\i
r+~\

LT

darkness this this one 1 made it thunder down (=I made thunder) and I fell down

FT

-'This person said: ((Becauseof darkness. that darkness. I created thunder. and I fell down.

so

loqo?m legemac-ayk

porsupwehtokeeh' 1egema~-ayk

strange.being-ADJof.course.that. is

strange.being-.ADJ

ma ...

DEIC-(gng)
PRON

?may qom

so

0+?na:k+o? saoGat so

so-?maq

i-n-qay?Aigi-iii

rnaq n-a:palca

ka? i-e ya:-fii

Mocovi p r .vupwehrokeeh 'of course that (it) is' < Sp. por szrpztesto que es 'of course that (it) is'
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FN

Sintapego? fiaq qoyoqoCigifio7 na?maq ?lawa

MM

S-ina t+pegelo?

MMG

I A C + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + W I T still
H + E V~ A C + ~ ~ ~ + ? ? + D W N + (?)
EV 5EIC(crnng)-~~
earth
o~

LT

I was thinking [that] the earth was still far

FT

((1was thinking that the earth was still far away.

FN

h t a p e g a fiaq qoyoqoCi7iia

MM

s+inat+pege

MMG

l a c - t h i n k + ~ ~ ~ ~ s t~X+??+D%W+??
ill

LT

I think [it] is still far down

FT

( ( 1 was thinking that it was still far down.

FN
MM

ka na? sa~aniiina ?maq kijim salatetapigi

MMG

and when I A C - s t o p i ~D~ E~ I C ( C PRON
~ ~ ~ )that

LT

And when I stopped I thunder (=make thunder)

FN

ka se?wetaiii ka na ?lawa

MM

ka7 S-?we-tafiii

MMG

and 1. ~ C - ~ X ~ S ~ ~ P R OOBL
C ~ TDEIC(cmng)
DWT
earth

LT

and I am down on the earth

FT

((And when I stopped making thunder. then 1 am down on the earth.

ka? nay

iiaq

0+qoyoqot+igi+n?+o?

na-?maq

fiaq 0-qoyoqot+igivi?-a

sta~an-fii

na

ke

?maq kijim stalatetaptigi

na

l :\C-thunder-??

?lawa

?lawa
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FN

ka na? nqo7iiSigim so nawegelek ka jo?we:naiii

M

ka? na? @+n-qo?iii+Sigim

MMG

and when ~AC+HITH-R[sE+UP DEIC(cmng) cloud

LT

and when the cloud rose up

FN

ka? wiEigiAo? nagi senta7fii naho.

MM

ka? wiEigifi+o?

MMG

then that.is.why+~v now I AC-~X~S~?+PROG+D\W
DEIC(cmng)-PROS (= here)

LT

then I stayed down and that was why I am now down here

FT

((And when the cloud went up. then I stayed down. and that was why I am down here now.

FN

q a l a ~ a mnagi sasilai'lsak no?m d a ji7~oriiii'l'

MM

q a l a ~ a mnagi s-aSila+ir+sak

MMG

but

LT

But now I am asking you if this (=like this) you favor me

FT

,(But now I am asking you if you appreciate me this way:

FN

Caqae qami? se?corifii?

MM

Caqae qarnir

MMG

and

LT

and you 1 favor

FT

((And I favor you.

FN

ka ?we ka na?ca?a

MM

ka? ?we

MMG

then exists D~rc(absnt)day

LT

then exists the day

FN

ka maq ranata~aei?k e ka? maq da:iii?sake

MM

ka maq

MMG

and PRoN 2 m t f i n d - 2 s ~ ROBL D~lC(absnt)PRON Z . A C - S ~ ~ ~ C ~ - ~ S G R - P R O G

LT

and you find this you are looking for

so

nawegelek ka?

nagi S-enta?-fii

ir-o?we:n-Ai

then l N+stay-DIP%

na-ho

no?m da

now I XC'~~~C~SGR-PROG
if

ir-e?corin-ir

DEIC(vert) I M - f a v o r - Z ~ ~ R

s+s?~orin+ir

ZSGPRON 1 c ~ ~ - f a v o r + 3 ~ ~ R

ka

na?~a?a

r-+anata~at+ir ke

ka

?maq 0-eda:n-ir-tak
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FN

le pe t a ~ a n a t~na
a roSig irnaca?e?"

MM

l+epeta~ana~ac
na

MMG

..\Bs+~oo~

LT

food of your body."

FT

((And there will be a day when you will find what you are looking for. food for your body.))

r+oSigirna~a+ir

DEIC(cmng) 2~0ss+body+Zs~R

"

Appendix A

Text 3
The Woman and the Duck
Narrated by Luisa Salteiio (May 1996)

M

?WO?ka n a ? ~ a ? a ka ?a10 ri?Xiwi k e a k a le?ya

MM

?we-o?

MG

e.uist+~v~ ~ i C ( a b s nday
t)

LT

One day there was a woman who went t o look for water from the well.

FT

Once upon a time there was a woman who went to the well to look for water.

FN

nata ne?ya n a moqoyt le?ya waciayaq

MM

na-ta

MG

DEIC(cmng)-PROx ABS-hole DEIC(cmng) Mocovi 3poss+hole water

LT

This ho Ie was a hole of water of the Mocovi.

FT

This we11 was a we11 of water of the Mocovi.

M

ka? ie?ya ka yale yawo:take re t a ~ a y a ? p e ?ka ?a10

MM

ka? I-e?ya

MG

then jposs-hole ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bman
s n j.aC'want+PROG
t)

LT

Then the hole. a man wanted to talk to the woman.

FT

At the well a man wanted to talk to the woman.

FN

qam yawo:ntako? ka ?a10

MM

qam i-awo:n+tak+o?

MG

but ~ A C + ~ ~ ~ ~ - + P R O DEIc(absnt)
G+EV
woman

LT

But he likes the woman

FT

And he likes the woman.

na?cia?a ka

ka

?a10

r-i?Xiwi

ke a-tka

I-e?ya

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bwoman
s n t ) 3.4~-fetch-waterOBL F-~EIC(absnt) ~POSS-hole

n+e?ya

ka

na

moqo yt l+e?ya

vale i-eawo: -take

ka

?a lo

waGayaq

rye tacaya-pe? ka

?a lo

3.-1c+talk-W1Ttl DEIC(absnt) woman
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qam ka yale r e n a t a ~ a n t a k o ?
MM

qam ka

yale r+enata~an+tak+o?

MG

but DEIc(absnt) man 3 r \ ~ - a s k + P ~ f f i + ~ v

LT

But the man was asking when.

FN

lakyo7 ka ?macare re t a ~ a y a p e g e ??alo?Ai?

MM

laki-07

MG

w h e n + ~ v~ ~ l c ( a b s nPRON
t)

LT

when he talks to the little woman (= when he can talk to the young woman).

FT

But the man was asking when he would be able to talk to the young woman.

l=N

qam ... ka ?a10 naqayazin ka yale

MM

qam... ka

MG

but

LT

But.. . this woman deceived the man.

FT

But this woman deceived the man.

ka

? r n a ~ a r er+eta~ay+pege??alo-?Xi?
> . - \ C + ~ ~ ~ ~ . + - U P .woman-DIM
TO

n-aqayajin

?a10

ka

yale

DEIC(absnt) woman ~AC-deceiveDEIC(absnt) man

na:ko? ma?lepe wi:Ciro?
0+na:k;o?

ma?le-pe 0-owirtir-o?

j i \ C + s a y ~ ~after-night
v
?.~~-arriveZs~R-~v
(She) said: '-Later tonight come (to my house)

qarn lasom lai sowe:ta?iio?
qam liasorn

I-as

S-owe-.tak+iii+o?

but .-\~s;door ~POSS-side I ,\C-~X~~~?;PR~G+DU'N-EV
but I will be by the side o f the door

wi:tiro? s e t a ~ a y a ~ a t o 'ke
l ' lasom lasom fiiya?a?
0+owir-irco?

s+e ta~ay-ac-t+o? ke I-asom

? . ~ C - ~ ~ V ~ + - ~ S GI .-\C-talkR - E V I PL-?-EV

1-asom

iii

i-a?a?

OBL ~ ~ s t d o .4BS
o r -door DEIC(n0nest j l SGPOSS-house

Come and we will talk by the door of my house
(She) said: "Later tonight come (to my house) and I will be by the side of the door: come and we
will talk by the door. the door of my house."
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ka? ka yale pe?e:to? ?keo?
ka? ka

yale &pe?e:t-o?

0+ek+o?

then DElc(absnt) man 3 m-be-happy +EV 3 . ~ + s o + ~ v

Then the man was happy: he went [home].
Then the man was happy and he went home.

ka? ka1a:wit
ka? ka

l+a:wit

then D~rc(absnt).~\~s?+evening
Then in the early evening

ka? ka yale eka keo?
yale e-ka

ka? ka

Oike-+o?

then DEIc(absnt) man M-~EIC(absnt)~ A C + ~ O + E V
then this man went to the little woman's house.

ka la?a? ka ?aIo?iii?
ka

l-a'l'a?

ka

?do-?Ai?

D ~ i ~ ( a b s n3t~) o s s i h o u s eDE~c(absnt)woman-DIMF
then this man went to the little woman's house.
And early that evening this man went to the young woman's house.

aka ?a: lo?>.i?
a-ka

?alo-?hi?

F-DE~C(absnt)woman-DhtF
The little woman.

ka ?we ka leta?al ka ?a:lo?hi?
ka

@-?we

ka

Iteta-ta-l

ka

7a:lo-'l'ki?

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bj.r\c-exist
s n t ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b3 s~ n0 t~)~ + f a t h~EIc(absnt)
e r - ~ ~ ~ woman-~1h1.F
she had her parents. (= the parents of the little woman exist)

The parents of the young woman were there.
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ka q o l n a ~ a t o ?ka letalal
ka

qo?nacat+o? ka

l i e tala-l

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b3 POSS-father-PCL
snt)

then ?-EV

Then she asked her parents.
yoqa ka lomate? nqa?en
i-toq-a

ka

I+omat-er

n-qa?en

3K+put+? DElc(absnt) ~ P O S S + ~ ~ ~ C h~ c-+- m
~ aPkLe
she made them change their place.
Then she asked her parents to change their places.

Caqae ?alo?ii?
Caqae lalo-?bi?
and

woman-DlMF

And the little woman

qam

?WO?

ka Ialo 1 e : n a ~ alt ~ a i i i

qam @&?we-o?

ka

but 3.4~-exist-EVD~rc(absnt)~

l40

I-c:na~at

?~aiii

P O S S - ~ ~ ~3~0ss-name
I I I ~ ~
duck

but she had an animal called -duck' (=but exists her animal whose name was 'duck-)

And the young woman had an animal called 'duck'.

1e:nacat pato lalo
l-e:na~at

p5t04 1-10

3POSs+narne duck

~POSS-animal

the name of her animal was 'duck'
Tile name of her animal was -ducks (= her animal was a duck).

' Mocovi pjro <Sp. pato 'duck'
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qam na?nata pat0 newek
qam na?-na-ta

pato newek

duck wild
but ?-~EIC(cmng)-~~ox
But that duck was wild.
But that duck was wild.

ana lalo q a ? p a ~ a n a ~ a e
a-na

qa7pa~an-aca-e

1-10

F + ~ ~ l c ( c m n3gPO~~+anirnal
)
brood+~o~-?
her brooding animal is brooding its little ones

qa?pacatale kto? kawa ia:lqolqae7
qa?pa~an+tak~Ieg-07
ka-wa

[+a:l-qo-lqaer

~ ~ O O ~ + P R O G ~ O N + EDE~C(absnt)-PCL
V
3poss-child-PCL-'?

is brooding its little ones
Her brooding animal is brooding its young.

ka? noqqae akage? ? ~ a i i i1e:nacat
ka? noqae a+ka-ge?
then bad

? ~ a i i i1-e:na~at

F - ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b s nduck
t ) - ' ?~POSS-name

But that one whose name is duck is bad.
But that one called duck is bad.

ka? iici:ta?ko? lasom lai
ka? i--ii:ta?k-07

l-asom

then

3~oss+door3poss-side

3AC+put+EV

l-ai

Then she put it by the side of the door
Then she put it by the side of the door.
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ka? lawit ka? yowiro? ka yale
ka?

l+awit

ka?

i+owir+o?

ka

yale

then .\s~+evening then j A c + a r r i v e + ~~~~ I C ( a b s nman
t)
Then in the early evening the man arrived,
Then in the early evening the man arrive.

qam Si:napalEigiiii ka? yowiro? ka yale
qam Si:napaltigiiii ka? i+owir+o?

ka

yale

per0 ? (=at dusk) then ~AC-arrive-tEVDEfC(absnt) man
Then when the sun set. the man arrived.
Then at sunset the man arrived.

ka? na:ko? igentalo? wa:ko?
ka? 0+na:k+o?

i+genta?+o'r' 0 + w a : kfo?

then 3;\c-+say+~v~ . A C + ~ O - E~VA C - S ~ ~ ? + E V
Then he said, he went. he said

"ka ?we:tago? aka 7alo" nako?
ka

?we:-tak-07 a-ka

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bexist-EV
snt)

?a10

0+nak+o7

F i ~ ~ l c ( a b s nwoman
t)
3AC-say+EV

..Where is the woman?" h e said.
"Where is the woman?" he said.

qayka ka na:wekapego?
qa+e+ ka

ka

0-n-a: begtpege-o?

n t h g + M t ~ ~ ~ c ( a b s~n ~
t ) ~ ~ ( a b~ .s ~n \t C) - C I I T H - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - W . T O T E V
He does not think in anything. (= he does not imagine anything)

He cannot imagine anything (is going to happen).
ka? sa:to? ka pat0 na nako?
ka? 0+sa:tro?

ka

pzito na

0+nak+o7

then ~AC-hear-EV~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bduck
s n t then
)
j..lC+say+EV
Then the duck heard something. and it said:
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"haaaaah. .." ne?tko? ka pat0 c a q a eko?sat
'-haaaaah ... Q+ne?+tak-07

ka

p510 Caqa eko?sat

ahhhhhhh.. . ~ A C + ~ O + P R W +~E ~V ~ ~ ( a bduck
s n tand
)

? (= as if it was to answer)

Ahhhhh ..." does the duck and as if it was about to answer

-'

And the duck heard something. and it said: "Ahhhhhh.. ." goes the duck. as if it was answering.

qaCika ka yale l a ? m a ~ anako?
qaeika ka
but

yale l a ? m a ~ a0+nak+o?

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bman
s n more?
t)

j.4CisayiEV

But the man says more.
But the man speaks again.

"wa?ge ka qare t a ~yaaqa?"
"wa?ge ka
W here

qar-e tacay-ac-a?

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bl PLN-talks n t ) l pl-?

-'Where are we going to talk?"
"Where are we going to talk?"

ma?le pato qaeika l a m a ? ~ a ?na:ko? ka pato
rna?le p&o qazika l a m a ? ~ a ?B+na:k+o?
later

duck but

more

3.K-say-EV

Later the duck.. . But the duck said more.
But the duck spoke again.

qaeika la?ma?~o?ro'c'o:ka pat0
qazika la?rna?~a-.o? r-o?o:ka
but

moretEV

pa to

3IN-get-angry duck

But the duck got angry again.
But the duck got angry again.

ka

p5 to

~ElC(absnt)duck
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" h a d . . ."ne?tko? qatika yale la?ma?a~annoki:go?
"haaaaaaah.. ." 0+ne?etek+o? qatika yale la?ma?a~an0+n-oki:g+o?
ahhhhh.. .

~ A C + ~ O ? + E V but

man more

~.~C+HITH-~~~~O~C~+EV

"Ahhhhhhhh.. ." it did. But the man got closer.
"Ahhhhhhhh ..." it went. But the man got closer.

ka yaie nokiketa?~?
ka

yale B+n-oki:g+ta?+o?

~Elc(absnt)man hC+HITH-approach+p~OG+EV

The man was getting closer.
The man was getting cioser.

ka sa:tetak nqa?~antigifii
ka

0+sa: t+tak

0+n-qa?acan-t-ig i+iii

~Elc(absnt)3~C+answer+PROG~~\C+HITH-S~~-?-?-D\\X
the one who answers sat up.

The one who was answering sat up.
i:me ka nqa7~afio7

i:me ka

0+n-qa?a~an-iii-o?

finish then 3.4~-HITH-S~~+D\CTJ-EV
It finished and it sat down

And when it finished. it sat down.

liyo? retaqa ka yale na:ko?
icya-07

r+eta~ta ka

yale 0-na: k-o?

other+~v3.4~-talkt?~ ~ ~ ~ ( a man
b s n 3.-\C-say-€V
t)
And he spoke again: the man said:
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"fiige? ka iii:.sa?pege?"

na:ko?

fiige?

0+en+ir+-sa?+pege?

ka

0 i n a : k+o?

MTrRROCi DE~c(absnt)~XC+~O-~SGR+PROG+UP.TO
~AC+S~~+EV

"What are you doing?' he said.
And the man spoke again: he said: -'What are you doing?" he said.

"saotake s e t a y a ~ a t a ? "na:ko? ka yale
s+awo+take

S-etay -ac-[+a?"

1.4C+want+PROG 1.~c+talk-1 PL-?-?

0+na:k+o?

ka

yale

J . ~ C + S ~ Y +~€rC(absnt)
EV
man

"I want us to talk" (= I want we talk), the man said.
"I want us to talk. the man said.
qatika sa:to? sa?atako? ka pato
qaeika 0+sa?at-07
but

0+sa?a t+ tak+o?

ka

p5to

~AC-~~ISW~T+
~AC'~IT~SW~~-PROG?-EV
EV
DE~C(absnt)duck

But it answered. the duck answered
But it answered: the duck answered.

ka sa:to? ka na:ko? "haaaaah..."
ka

0-sa?at-07

ka

0 ~ n a : k - o ? "haaaaah..."

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b~AC-answser-EV
snt)
DEIC(absnt) ~AC-say-EV Ahhhhhh
It answered: it said: "Ahhhhhhh. .."
It answered: it went: "Ahhhhhhh...".

ka? qaya?rikyo? ka IaSik
ka? qa-i-a7jiki-o?

ka

I-aSik

then ~ N D E F ~ ~ . + I C - ~~~~~l c~( +a b- E
s n3Vtposstface
)
and his face was pecked.
And the man's face was pecked.
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FN

nokigo? ka yale rnasigi ... rnaSigi...

MM

0+n-okig-to?

MG

3 ~ C + H I ~ ~ - a p p r o a c h~+~~rvc ( a b s nman
t ) but

LT

The man came closer. but.. . but.. .

FN

qayaZikyo7 ka IaBik ka yale ka nelo pato

MM

qaci-ajiki-o?

MG

INDEF+j~c-peck-Ev ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b~ sPnOt S)

LT

The man's face was pecked: this animal duck.

FT

The man came closer. but.. . but ... the man's face was pecked by this duck.

ka

ka

yale rnaSigi... maSigi ...

l+a:ik

but

ka
S + ~ ~~ C
~~

yaIe ka

n-Io

pa to

( a bman
s n t~ )~ ~ ~ ( a bAs~n~ t+ )a n i mduck
al
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Text 4
The Fox Steals from the Jaguar
Narrated by Isidoro Nicolk (April 1996)

FN

regat ralawatacantako? Gpegaq qo?cioyk

MM

regat

MG

jaguar 3~C+butcher+PROGtEV horse

LT

The jaguar was butchering an old horse.

FT

The jaguar was butchering an old horse.

FN

pop 1a:cenek letayam

MM

pop

MG

M E R J 3~0sS-c-preymany

LT

Wow [there was] a lot o f meat (= prey)

FT

Wow! There were lots o f meat!

FN

pop roqaeyo? ka n o w a c a y a m

MM

pop

MG

M E W jt\~+steal+EVDEIC(absnt) :\Bs-fos

LT

Wow! The fox stole it.

FT

Wow! The fox stole it.

FN

roqacyo? ka 1ate:nek ka netesqo?

MM

rAoqaCi-o?

MG

3.-l~'steaI+~vDE~C(absnt) 3~0ss'pre)i

LT

Hestolehisuncle'sprey.

FT

He stole his uncle's prey.

r4alawatacan+tak-07

I+a:tenek

Sipegaq q o ? ~ o y k
old

letayam

r-oqaei-o?

ka

ka

n-owa~ayaca

1~ate:nek

ka

n-stssqo?

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b3~0ss+uncle
snt)
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FN

roqaeigyo?

MM

r+oqaEi+igi+o?

MG

3~c'steal+EV

LT

He stole it.

ELT

He stole it.

FN

ne:lowko? ka netesqo?

MM

0+n-e:iowok+o? ka

MG

3 ~ c + w a k e . u p + ~DEiC(absnt)
v
3~oss+uncle

LT

The uncle woke up.

ELT

The uncle woke up.

M

k a ro?o saik yo?wat latenqaypi

MM

ka

MG

then 3.~c+get.angrybecause ~AC-not-be 3poss+prey-pCL-PL

LT

Then he e got angry because his prey was missing.

FT

And he got angry because his prey was missing.

FN

?nak "peta?a Caqayka ka i:tesek ka roqaei

MM

0+'lnak peta?a Eaqayka ka

MG

3 ~ c + s a ymaybe and

LT

(He) said: And maybe my nephew. he stole it.

FT

(He) said: "Then maybe my nephew. he [probably] stole it.

FN

ka? ka Zi ya?de:ntari

MM

ka7 k a

MG

then ~ ~ l c ( a b s n t~) ~ l c ( h o3:\~+know-+~~OG-?
r)

LT

Then he already knows.

FT

So he knows already.

r+o?o

n+e tesqo?

saik

ji

i+o?wat

l+atene-qa-ipi

i-itesek

ka

r-oqaei

DEIC(absnt) I SGPOSS-nephew~ ~ i c ( a b s n3.~c-stea1
t)

i+a?de::n+tak-ri
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ne:te?o? ka qayda:nake n a ? ~ a ? zlawifii

ne:te?e+o? ka

qa-i+da:nake

na?ca?a lawifii

tomorow-EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a bR \sI Dn Et F)+ ~ A C + ~ O O ~ . ~day
OT

middle

The following day this one [the fox] is looked for in the middle of the day.
The following day. in the middle of the day. he [the jaguar] looks for him [the fox].

ka? qaywanelek laqatam
ka7 qa-i-ewan+Ieg

l'aqatam

then IblDEF+j~c"-+find+~~
~ s s + s l e e p e (=one.who.sleeps)
r
then he was found sleeping
And he was found sleeping

ji roqati ?wet+o?ot la'laloki?

1i

r+oqaCi

?we- t+o?ot

I+a?al-oki?

DEIC(bI0R) ~AC-stealexist+~ROCi+L?riDE~
.-i~s+shade-~lhfM
the one who stole is under the shade.
The thief was in the shade.

y iwanelko? ka lere:sek
i-ewan+leg-o?

ka

I-ete:sek

5.-\c-find+o~+~v
Deic(absnt) 3~0ssinephew
He found his nephew.
He [the jaguar] found his nephew.

qam se yaqamaciat
qam se-i+aqamaciat
but ~ ~ G ~ 3 . 4 C - d o
But he didn't do it. (= he doesn't do anything to him)
But he [the jaguar] doesn't d o anything to him.
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yada7ko7ken nawa limyaqolqai? ke na waqapyoki?
i+ada?ak-o?-ken

na-wa

I-imiaqolqa-ir

ke

na

waqapi-oki?

~ A C + ~ O ~ ~ + ED
VE
+ I?C ( C ~ ~ ~ )3PoSS-i-nostril-PCL?
-pc1
OBL ~EIC(cmng)g r a s s - ~ ~ ~ M
He pokes his nosmls with a little blade of grass.

ELT

He [the jaguar] tickles his nostrils [the fox's nostrils] with a little blade of grass.

ri:$igyo?ken limik nqa?en
r+i:Sigi+o?-ken I+imik

0-n-qa'l'en

3r-\c+itch+EV+?j P o ~ ~ + n o~s eA C + H ~ T H - ~ & ~

He makes his nose itch. (= he makes his nose itches)
He makes his nose itch.

?na:ko? 2aZacani:tak lata~aiii
0+7na: k+o? ir-a'ja~an-i:-tak

latacan-i

3.~c+say-EV l I ~ + a b a n d o nfly-PCL
~~~~~
He said: "Leave me alone. flies.

noma?Ei sesaeiei
no?om ma?-Ei

if

se-s~aeit-i:

because ? NEG+ 1 ~c+share-with-ZPL

because if not I will not share with you

ke fii iioq qagreta lowa?
i-n-oq

Ai
OBL

qagreta lowa?

DEIC(n0nest) I SGPOSS+AL-food
sheep male

my food of the male sheep.

He said: -'Leave me alone, flies. because if not I will not share with you any of my food. the male
sheep.'-
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ki Si ka qoya~afio?
ke 'ji

ka

qa+i+a~an+o?

OBL D E I C ( ~ O ~
~ )~ ~ ~ ( a b
I NsDnEtF)+ ~ A C - ~ ~ ~ V ~ + E V

There he was left alone.
And then he was left alone.

qosiwko? ka neiesqo?
0iqo3i-weg+o?

n-etesqo7

ka

~AC+~X~~-OUT-E
~Elc(absnt)
V
3~OSs+uncle

The uncle leaves.
The uncle leaves.

ka? k a zi ?et qaykan yowi?
ka? k a

ji

qa-e-ka-n

0-?e t

i-owir

snt)
3 ~ P e s c a p nthg+M;~~lc(absnt)-?
e
3.4~-reach
then ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b ~EIc(hor)
And there he escapes: nobody can reach him.
And then he escapes from that place: nobody can reach him.

ahtake yowito? ka lawak
ahtake i-owir~o?
until

ka

I-awak

3.4C-reach-EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a ~POSS-hole
bsnt)

Until he reaches his hoIe.
Until he reaches his hole.

ka yino~oiio?ra?yitao? k a netesqo? ?
ka

i-ino~on-iii+o?

r+a?yi+ta-o?

ka

n-etesqo?

then 3.&C-enter+DWN+Ev3IN+see+PROG+EV ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b
~ Ps On St S) - U ~ C ~ ~
Then he entered: the uncle was looking.
Then he went in; the uncle was looking around.

' Mcv [ahtake] <Spahasra qlre 'until'
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ka7 7na:ko "noki:kero noki:kero"
ka7 0+?na:k-07

0+n-oki:k+irto

0+n-oki:k+ir+o

then 3.-zc+say+EvZAC+H~-approach-ZsgRf
M 2~~t~1'1~-approach+2sgR-[~
Then he said: '-Come close. come close".
Then he said: "Come here. come here"

ra?yao?
r~a?i-o?
j~C+seetEVt
He looked inside.
He looked inside.

ka? yimirigilo? nqote ke na ?laws
ka? i+imit-igi-107

n+qote

ke

na

?lawa

then 3~C-throw-?-rO~cl
3possAeye OBL DEIC(crnng) soil

Then he threw dust in his eyes.
Then he [the jaguar] threw dust in his [the fos's eyes] eyes.

ka? yo?me:tegiri?
ka? i+o?me:t-g iri?

then 3.4~-be-lost-?
Then he was lost.
And he [the fox] was lost.

ka? zi ya~ariika lete:sek ka? Zi i:me
ka? ji

i-a~an-Ri

ka

I-ete:sek

ka7 ji i:ms

then ~€IC(hor)
3.4CLleavc+~\k?rl
~ ~ ~ ~ ( a 3POSs-nephew
bsnt)
then DErc(hor) 3.-\C-finish
And there his nephew left him. y ahi 10 tennino

FT

And there his nephew left him-and there he left his nephew and there he finished
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FN

ka? Zi i:me

MM

ka? ji

MG

then ~ ~ l c ( h o3.a~-finish
r)

LT

then it finishes.

FT

And it finished.

FN

ka ya~aiiika 1ete:sek

MM

ka

MG

~ ~ ~ ~ ( a b~s. -nI t~ )- ~ e a v e i ~ W
~ ~N ~ ( a b~POSS-nephew
snt)

LT

He leaves his nephew.

itime

i-a~an-iii

He leaves his nephew.

ka

I+e te:sek
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B.I. Phonemic Inventory of the W a i k u h a n languages
Kadiwku: stops and affricates: p. b. b:. t. d. d:. j. e. k. g, g:. q; fricatives:
approximants: 1. l:.

W. W:,

Mocovi: stops and affricates: p.

t.

d. C. 'j, k. q, ?: fricatives:
W.

(v). S.

W.

( )

nasals: m. n. ii:

S. (K).

G:

nasals: m. n. ii:

G:

nasals: m. n. ii: approximants: 1.

y. h; vowels: a a:. e. e:, i. i:, o, 0:.

Abipoa: stops and affricates: p. t. E. k, q, g,
W.

(X). G:

y. h: vowels: a, e. i. o.

Toba: stops and affricates: p. t. E. j, k, q, g. 1: fricatives: S. 5.

L, r.

S. g.

y. Vowels: i. i:. e. e:. a. a:. o. 0:.

Pilaga: stops and affricates: p. t. d, k. q. ?. g. E: fricatives:
W.

nasals: m. m:. n. n::

y. y:: vowels: a. a:, e. e:. .i i:, o. 0:.

approxirnants: I, r, L. h: vocoids:

approxirnants: 1. r.

G;

{?l: fricatives: G: nasals: m. n.

fi: approximants: I. r.

y. h: vowels: a. e. e, i. o.

marks a phoneme which occurs only in loanwords: ( ) marks a phoneme that seems to have

existed in Abipon but is nor marked in the sources.

Ceria & Sandalo (1995) presented a reconstruction of the phonological system of ProtoWaikuni based on l30 cognate sets of lexican and grammatical items and grammatical items
found in Noble Kadiwku. Toba. and Mocovi. This reconstruction is presented in Table 30. and is
largely based Terrence Kaufman's reconstruction (personal communication. 1993).
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Table 30

Sound Correspondences
Proto-Waikuru

Kadiwiu

*P

P

Mocovi

Toba
W.

W.

7

?

*p:

*b
* b:
(* b ')

S

*t

7. n

* t:

t,

* t!

E

*d

d. d:

(t. C)

t. L.. s

d. t. C. l.

W

*d:
*d'

*k
*k.

W

k.q

* k!

~ . ( k )q..

c

*g

k. (q).

7

*g:

P

*9

3
U

*q:

k. q

*G

k. q. w

*G:

*h
*m

e

W.

s

d. t. C. w
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and position (standing/sittingllying). They are marked for gender and number (although number

in some languages is optional if it is marked or. another element in the noun phrase). They can
occur with additional morphology marking distance relative to the speaker (e.g. Pilaga: -&z

'distal'. -ho?'proximal'. -m?e 'no reference to distance' (Vidal 1997:70): Mocovi: -kerarr*k-far'.
- k e r n 'farther'). In some of the languages they can function as third person pronouns
(sometimes with additional morphology).6

The demonstrative system of Proto-Waikurrian and the Waikunian languages is
presented inrable 3 I . (The reconstructed forms of Proto-Waikunlan are taken from Ceria &
Sandalo 1995.)

" In Pilaga there is an additional classifier hen 'general classifier'. used only when pointing out an entity
physically proximate to the speaker. It can be used also with mass nouns with no specific reference and
with nouns such as 'sky'. 'land/earthT. 'moon' or -sun'. (Vidal 1997:82-83)
(1)
qomi?
sa-liena-k hen
lapat
(pig)
pron. I p1 l -eat-pl
class meat
'We eat meat.' (Vidal 1997:82)
(2)
w?o
hen
noop
(pig)
exist
class
water
'There is water.' (=pointing at it) (Vidal 1997:82)

Table 3 I

The Demonstrative System of the Waikuriian Languages
ProtoWaikuni

Sg,hI

Kadiweu 3Iocovi Pilaga

Toba

.4bip6n-

* k:re

i-ka

(L-)ka

ga?

ka

e-ka

*(e)-n:a

i-n:a

(e-)na

na? ( -no?)

na

S-na

*(e

i-jo

(e-)SO

SO?

so

e-ha

p0.s. .srutrJi~rg * ( e ) d a

i-d-a

(e-)da

dai'

ra

e-ra

srrrlrrg

*ie)-ni

i-n i

(e-)iii

fii? (-fi~17)

fi1

e-iii

[vit~g

*(e)-d.i

id.i

{ rj i

di? ( -dye?)

ji

e-ri

*a-k:~e

a-ka

(a-)ka

(ha-)~a;'

a-ka

a-ka

L

* a-n a

a-n :a

( a-)na

(ha-)nai' ( -no?)

a-na

a-na

gortrg

*a-&"

a-jo

( a-)so

( ha- )so?

a-so

a-ha

pos. .vxiurditrg

* a-da

a-d. a

ia-)da

f ha-)da?

a-ra

a-ra

.s~ft/trg

* a-n i

a-n i

(a- )iii

t ha-)iii? ( -601')'

a-iii

a-tii

(rvtp

*a-d:i

a-di

(a-)$

( ha-

a-ji

a- ri

ka-wa

ga?

ka.- h - u a

e-ii-o( a I

na -.'na-\c a

c-n-04 a 1

uhscrtrt
pr~~setrt rnor,. ~.omjrtg
i

t

-------___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sg. F

uhscrtrr

/>re-scrtrr n o .

PcUPl uhsrtrt
pr~.serrr

.

* k . x - w a i-d i-wa
melt:

p .

)di'r'I -dvo7)

- na?)

~'onrrlrx *n a-w a

i-d i-lba

na-wa

na

,gorrrg

*d\"-u.a

i-d.i-i\a

sa-wa

sa?

SO

I

*da-wa

i-d i-wa

da-wa

dya'r'

ra -:ra-n a

e-r-o( a

srrrit~g

*n:i-wa

i-di-wa

iia-wa

iia?

fii. -.iii-wa

e-6-ot a )

[ Y I ~ I ~

*d:i-wa

i-d.i-wa

ja-wa

dya?

i; -,ji-wa

e-ri-o( a 1

(

-(so-\%a '

(Based largely on Ceria & Sandalo 1995)

B.3. Locativefdirectional verbal morphemes in \Vaikurti;rn languages

-411 the Waikunim languages have a set of loddir verbal morphsmnes h a t express the

location andior direction of the action expressed by d ~ everb. These loc/'dir morphemes occur in

There are some discrepancies among the sources for Abipon However, 1 have taken Najlis (1966) as a
source for the classifiers Iisted in the table since her work is based on that of the other sources.
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similar positions within the verb fonn of the various lan~uagesin the family. and have very
similar meanings. The ~Ttnrctureof the verb forms in blocovi. Toba Abipon and Kadiweu are

provided in

(431)-(434). The data for Pilaga is not available. The position of the locidir

morphemes in each language is in boldface.
(43 1 ) Structure of the verb form in Mocovi
Veg+ Pass- Pers- hither- STEM - I PLxC -Pen -.Aspect -Loc/Dir - 0 . n " -EV
(-ZSGR)

(432) Structure of the verb form in Toba (Based on Klein 1978)

Subj-

hither-

-Subj.pl

BASE

-asp.

-position -dir

-0.n"

(133)Structure of the verb form in Abipon (Based on Najlis 1966.29)
emph-

Subj-

-Subj.pl

B.4SE

-aspect

-loc - 0 . n '

-asp

-tense

(434) Structure of the verb fonn in Kadiweu (Based on Sanddo 1995)
asp- ncg- mood-

no-Wrs-

rcf- htthcr-

ROOT -\ al -asp -n"

< . K l

-(-i.rrlc.2

[TIC!

1

(rcl-n '1

CLITlC l string includes the

Ii

n'rc.4

(rcl-ncI

follow in^ categories: [-rel-rep+persl

CLlTlC 1 string includes the following categories: [-rei+dirltdirIl-pron-ssm.rols]

The locativddirectional verbal lnorphemts in the Waikunian languages are presented in

Table 32. T h e table is organized as follows: the left hand-side column lists the meanings (in

Appendix B

alphabetical order) for which similar morphemes are found in two or more of the Waikunian
lang-a:

the other coIumns list the forms in each of the languages for which a form with that

meaning exists. in those languages in which there is a sIight change in meaning. that meaning is
provided in itdics. .As can be seen in the table. most loci'dir morphemes occur in

t\vo

or more

languages. and have similar forms for the same (or very similar) meaning. Each of the languages

has a few locidir morphemes that do not have equi\;alentsin any of the other languages. These are
listed in the last five rows in the chart.
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Examples (435)-(439) provide sentences from Mocovi. PilagB Toba. Abipon and
Kadiweu. with the same locldir morpheme meaning 'up/upwards0 (+*m
(Pi1aga)l-Sigem (Toba)/ -hegem

-

-fiegem (Abipon)l+bigim (Kadiweu) -upwardsm).

(435) /seIa:qSigim ana i i o ~ k ki e ada qo?paq/
s+e la-ac-tsig im

(Mocovi)l-sent

a+na

(Mocov i)

f i o ~ k i ke

1~ C + p u t 1-PL+UP F + ~ ~ l ~ ( c r n bag
ng)

a+da

qo?~aq

OBL F+c~xss(vert)tree

-We lift the bag up to the tree.-

(436) 0-wentetpa n-oo-sem

3 sG-plan

emek (Pilaga)

ga?

3S G - ~ U ~ I ~ - U P W D S C L A S S ( ~ ~ S
house
)

-Heplans to build a house.' (Vidal 1997:92)

(437)

nawekigem haji iqaya
0-n-aweg-Sigem

(Toba)

ha-j i

i-qaya

3S-HITHER-I
i ft-UPW DS F-CLASS

I FOSS-sister

-He is lifting up my sister (but toward him and she's prone)' (Klein 198 1 :228)

(438)

naiei itahegem

(Abipon)

na-et- i-ta-hegern
2s-be-%G-PROG-UP\VDS
-You are standing (=you are up. you are standing up)' (Najlis 1966:JO)

Appendix B

(439)

(Kadi weu)

nekenigo walokoditibigimed:i nala~ate
neke-nigo

W-alokon-d-t+bigem+e-d:

nala~ate

~ o ~ - C L A S3
SSGS-~~~-AEL-REL+UP\.VDS+~
SGCL-THEME mountain

'The dog ran up the mountain.' (Sandalo 199555)

Examples (440)-(443) include sentences with the loc/dir morpheme 'out' or -ouhvardsm:
Mocovi +weg 'out(wards)' (440), Pilaga -gek 'outwards' (441). Toba -wek 'out' (442) and
Abipon -ge 'outwards- (443).
(MO) /yim sa:weg ke ji no?we:na~a/

yim

s+a:+weg

ke

ji

(Mocovi)
n+o?we:na~a

i SGPRON I . ~ C + ~ O + OOBL
U T DEIc(hor) A ~ ~ + f i e l d

'I go (out) to the fields.'

(44 I )

naega?

awa- pya-gek

na?

l-apat

(Pilaga)

INTERROG ZSG-cut-OUTIVDS CL.-\SS(prox) 3 POSS-meat

'What do you cut meat with?' (Vidal 1997:79)

(442) SenoGanaGaweg

(Toba)

S-eno~an-ac-weg
1 S-go- I PL-OUT

'Let's get out of here. we are leaving for outside.' (Klein 198 1 :132)

(443)

fiata~aoge

( Abipon)

fi-ata~ao-ge
1S-spit-OUTWDS
-1 spit (outside)'

Appendix B

In summary. then. all the Waikunian languages have a set of Iocative/directional
morphemes encoding the location and/or direction of the action expressed by the verb. Although
not a11 the loc/dir morphemes occur in all the languages. most of them occur in two or more
Waikutian languages. and in those cases the forms are very similar. The structure of the verb
form in the Waikuriran languages is very similar. and these loc/dir morphemes occur in very
similar positions within the verb form.

B.4. Phonemic Inventory of (Argentinian) Spanish

Table 33
Consonants
labio
dental

bilabial
stops & affricates

p
b [b.

alveolar

t
d [d. d]

PI
f

fricatives

dental

palatal
C

s [S. h]

z
m
nasals
liquidsjateral
trill and tap
vocoids

--

-

n
I
-r. r

fi

Y
Vowels

velar
k
g Ce--11

(2-JI. 31
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iMap 1 - Area where &Iocoviis spoken
Argentina (Area of detail)
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-

Map 2 Early Spanish settlements in the southern Chaco region
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-

Map 3 Geographic location of Waikunian languages
Apb = Abipon, Kdw = Kadiweu, Mocovi = Mocovi, Plg = Pilaga Tb = Toba

Appendix D - Glossary

This g l o s contains
~
a list of the lexical items that appear duoughout the examples in
this dissertation. For each item the following information is provided:

Eng: Enelish doss

Sp: Spanish Gloss
PS: part of speech

Comments: any other rete\.ant information. such as what Class each i t m beiongs to (if
apropriate). possessive forms paucal/plural forms,source (if it is a borrowed
form);masculine/feminine forms (if appropriate): etc.
Noun Ctasses:

blocovi nouns can be grouped into three noun Classes depending on the possessive

marker that they take.

Class I: nouns that nllrsf be possessed and do not take a prefix HClass 11: nouns that mar. be possessed and that take the prefix n- when they are
possessed
Class 111: nouns that are never possessed

(The prefix 17- marks alienably possessed nouns.)

Verb Classes:

The verb roots are Classified into four Classes based on the form of the proclitic that they
take for the third person.
Class A: verbal roots that take the proclitic i- for the 3'" person
Class B: verbal roots that take the proclitic 0- for the 3" person
Class C: bprrbal roots that take the proclitic r f i r the 3''' person
Class D: verbal roots that take the proclitic m for the 3"l person

Appendix D - Glossar).

List of S p b o I s and Abbreviations

-

suffix

-c

cIitic

(

1.

affix or clitic attaches to the categoq here specified (e.g.enclitic : v I = \-erbal enclitic
Ar~entinianSpanish

n

noun

v

i-crb

\T

transitive verb

vi

intransitive verb

.L\ppendi?cD - Glossary

'law

Eng: first
Sp: prirnerwa
ps: '*
Comments.
Eng: weasel
Sp comadreja
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill. vcr
Eng:
Sp
PS:

~l1~lqi.t.

to escaper to run away:
escapar(se 1; huir;
vi

Comments: Class B, Active. 1 C;.

I

\tic

L,

-h 'rc L.
l

Eng: many: much. a lot;
Sp mucho, muchos;as.
ps: quantifier
Comments.
Eng: house
Sp. casa

ps: n
Comments: Class II. l v ,i'(

;ii?mcl

Eng: pregnant
Sp. ernbarazada
ps: adj
Comments:
Eng: same;similar.
Sp iguai. similar:
ps: adv
Comments: - ?nci~c.nl.used

tu lirlli clauses irith an equati\ e rnranir~g.

Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:

brush (small forest 1

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

cold

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments.

mug: juy;
j m o . taza.

monte;
n

Class Ill.

hc?
n
Class Ill.

n
Class ll. iYI i3aclaLir.
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Eng: there is; there exists.
Sp: hav; erviste
PS:

Comments:

vi

irresular; used only ~viththird person. cf w c -=it-.

7wt-i [?N i ]

Eng: pot.
Sp. oila.
ps: n
Comments: Class II. !c:.
?WC nal. P! 7wc na>-ipi.
Eng: several
Sp. bastantes: varios;
ps: quant
Comments:
Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp.
PS:

mosquito
mosquito

n
Class Ill. r t l Tyarir. c f yatir 'my tear' (-dCi *teare)
feminine
femenino
proclitic { deictic root I

Comments: atcachcs 10 s~ngulartbms af ~ L ' I C I I Croots. apt~onal:e 2 aka 'dercric
(absent) F'.
Eng: shoulder
Sp: hombro
ps: n
Comments. Class I. I W ,i'(

iakk.

j.;i ,ilc I\-;

laiah.

Eng: to play
S p jugar
PS: vi

Comments: Class B. Act~ve.musr rake rhe pretiu n- 'filther'. i
3%;: naiic;
Eng:
Sp
PS:

\(I

lnahir I fiai-ir1.

to menstruate:

menstruar
vi

Comments

Class B. Actwe: 1 \Cr saiil'lil.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to finish eating;

a?a.

tsrminar de corner;
\l

Class A, Inactive. Isci: irai'a

I (j33a.t1.

ZwJX.ra?a tir. ;.;cr

Eng: to look at;
Sp: mirar
PS: cVvi
Comments: Class A. Active; I S( ;: wi'ahan; 3 w i ia'l'rlhan;

ia'da i.

. ~ l e~sg!iuenb
.
aqi u l ~ o 01
j s l o o ~31w!ap aql ~o auo 01 pappe S!
ray!luenb
(S I B!OPOI

l@

:S~U~ULLJO=>

:sd
:ds

:6u3

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

heel;
talon;
n

Class l, .-\13s na7yac.a. PC: nalyacal

Eng:
Sp.
psComments:

mirror:
espejo.

Eng:
SpA
ps:
Comments.

daughter:

Eng:
Spps:
Comments.

son.
hijo.

n

Class il. derived form. .In$ na?_vtM A mac.ii~c. r na7ytw *mac .i;icc I

hija.
n

Class I, F. \I -a 1c.L -son'. l u , ~ ia l ~ia lcl

n

Class I. \l. F

Eng: helmet;
S p casco.
ps: n
Comments: Class l'?.

1%;.

-d It' -daushter'. pc!

-a l+.

l q : i 2 i )\\

IcLia IC

id

na rapscl. . i t 3 3 na rapsc

Eng: to stand up
Sp: pararse
PS:

bi

Comments- Class B. Act~ve.
Eng: tear
Sp: lagrima
ps: n
Comments: pc.! -;;iCir; I M

145

yaCi. I cf i'~3i.i~ r n u ~ q u i t oPcI)'
s

)

Eng:

to bathe
Sp: baiiaqse)
ps:
Comments: Class .A3. Active.
bathe mvself .

Eng: eyelash.
Sp: pestaiia.
ps: n
Comments: Class I: I sc ;IEng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:

wCil - I bathe sornebod) cf iniicil [fiaiil] I
'

iadc. .-\hi nadc.

'

;'c';. nadcl I :~i.;).

I " person plural Active marker
marcador de I " persona del plural Xctivo
suffix { v ;
the verb is also marked with the 1 " person prociit~csS-

-

i-.
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Eng: until

Sp:

hasta que
discourse marker
Sp I~U.SILZ
c/nr [ahta ke] -until'
Comments:
PS:

0:

Eng:

side: wdl.

Sp: lado. pared.
ps: n
Comments: Class I. r>ci.-ail.
ain

Eng: to shoot
Sp: disparar
ps: c z
Comments: Class A. Active. l';c w i n . 3 q ; iain.
l

akon

Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:

vase; mug;
jarron. jarro;
n
derit ed tbrm.

rvx . nakipyat Ail, ?,i3ci

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
C0mments:

belly
panza
n
Class I.

D.iahtlrn. 3%

l.;c

na hipyac Ai.

iahl~nl..:.!'h niih,~m.

Eng: to taker to -gab:
Sp- romar: a g m .
PS:

b-t

Comments: Class A. Active. i V . wLm.
Eng: palate
Sp: paladar
ps: n
Comments: Class 11.

;\trt't

)C>

-?W.

~aktm.

nahya~,.

Eng: to tind
Sp: enconrrar
ps: c-t
Comments: Class B. Active: I .;t

~ l a t q 3.4 ( r didl~LJ.

Eng: to kill:
Sp: matar.
ps: c-t
Comments: Class A, Active, 1 Scr -lawat. 2s(d dl;dw;iti [IiiwiiCil. f>(rR
alawatir [IawaZi? 1; 3 ~ ; ialawat;
:
IPI.: salawataci; 3IYI.. alawaliri;
21)i . alawati:. j t ' i . . iiilawatcr

Eng:
Sp:
PS:
C~rYIments:

to set sick;
enfermarse.
\i
Class C, Inactive. 1st; irilola uaiolal, ZsciR rriltjlair. 3 3 ~ 1rdlt,l;l.
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Eng: to lit, to light a fire
Sp: encender (un hego)
ps: \l
Comments: Class '. r L;. whm.
l

Eng: money
Sp: dinero
ps: n
Comments: -\H.; lam. 2% ,RI%W \ qadarnir.
Eng: to push; to send;
Sp- ernpujar; enkiar:
ps: \-t
Comments: Class A. Active; can occur with P 'hither'. 1

wrnacl.

iama

Eng: shirt
S p carnisa
ps: n
narnat Aii.
Comments: Class 11. Iw I \ > indrnac.ki jfiamacibi 1. Z>crfl'r
2str;W)ss.namac;kiir; 3sc;r)r)SS: nama~ki;l P L P )SS.
~
qanamatiki.
21%':.narnacikiiri. 'lb!. narnac;kii . 3 1 ~ iq
1 13s namac;kicr; .\I$\ ~arnat
,tj(

\;)
.

Eng: to like (of taste)
Sp: gisrar t de gusto I
ps: c-t
Comments: Class B. Active.
anvt

Eng: to fill
Sp. caerse
PS:

ano

antehnada

vi

Comments.

Class B. Active; l w wnar -rii:

Eng:
Sp
PS.
Comments:

to lift
levantar

I

\t

Class B. Active.

Eng: first: befbre anything else;
Sp- antss que nada; prirnero;
PS: discourse marker
. s I I L I ~ L[an~ch
~
kc nadri] .tirst. betbre an)-thing else
Comments: -- Sp ~ u l r ~yut'

Eng:
Sp
ps:
Comments

mouth. lip
boca labio
n

Class l. I\(,H

iap, Z ~ C J Wi 4Y4 rdpir- jst-i'c )\> Idp.

Eng: bridge
Sp: puente
ps: n
Comments: Class 11: rnorphologicaIIy complex (derived form).

nap.

-
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-a pal

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

corpse

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

orphan (M);
huertano ( IL? 1;
n
Class I. &FI.-apcltlc*) .orphan (F)-

Eng:
SP:
ps:
Comments:

orphan (F);

cadaver
n
Class l. PC:. -apalir:

huert'ana IF j;
n
Class I. F. \I. -iipcliwi 'orphan ( \ l ) '

Eng: to cover

Sp: cubrir
PS:

Comments:

tt/vi
Class 8; Active; 1

Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:

toe;
d d u del pie.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

tbot

wpoy,

n

Class 1. !;cI -dpya( ,dnatal. I S( ~i4l > \ , iapya( ,anatd.

pie
n

Class I.

Iiipyiircr [I;L~~;I[c'?

Eng: to get dirty
Sp. ensucinrse
ps: t-i
Comments: Class D. Inactive.

1.3

I

l(

;P( 14;s)

irlipyo;'o ( j ; l p y G ( ~ jIw
, ,R rdp_vl,?air. ;W

napyo'I'11:

arina

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments.

a..e

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

flour

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

hacha
n
CIass 11.

harina
n

also [ariiia]. -:
Sp

l~tzrrilti[anna]

-tlour'.

face; color;
c a r x color;
n

Class l; 1
x1 -diigi. ls

t i 135
~

:M ,P(

)\\

ldsiq.

:
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a.Gl

Eng: toget married
Sp: cmrse
PS: b i
Comments: Class B. Active,
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

lit1

usiL 3wl asiL

clutch;
rnuieta
n

Class Il: .-$-ns nag ilc~c,Pc.i. naGilcic L
cheek;
mejiila:

n
Class 1.
naBiigc

pc1

-a<ilycl. lsc !P ?ss ia<iigc. 3~ ,r'c

buy

la<ilqc..a.;js

Eng: aunt
Sp: ria
ps: n
)ss ian~n,.j s i r t~
y \ , Ids,,r(
Comments: Class l, I.;(;H

1.

Eng:
Sp:
ps.
Comments:

asot

to

dance

bailar
ti

Class C. Inactive; li(i r r l ~ l tDdsi)tl; 2scit' rd4~1ti;
2sclR rdstltir
[rasrCi?];3sg ris~)t;l PI.. qardsclL; 2 1 ~ 1 .rdwtiri;
:
?PI.. rasoti.. 3 PI..
rasoicr.
l

Eng: to dance
Sp: bailar
PS: k-i
Comments: Class C. Inactive. l \ ( iravjt jJa.;otl.
raw l t i r .
qarasc)t; ZPCI.. raso~iri;?PI.: rasoti:. 3 P[. rdscwr;
7

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

risc~t.l

branch. horn;
rama: cuerno;

n
Class II; tcc.r..-asl~rt.l.* > I . -dso~c!ipi.

Eng: forehead;
Sp: frente.
ps: n
C ~ f n m e n t ~ :Class 1, lscii*
ndtap:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

l

forehead
tiente
n

Class I.

)Ss

la*;otc

iarap. lhc;Ri% )ss rdiiipir. 3- ;pc nh Idrap. .\ijs

ili
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

ankIe
tobiilo
n

Class l. l sc;ru )ss iu~aw.js;r-)r
) i s lata*.

Eng:

daugher-in-law
Sp: nuera
ps: n
Comments: Class l. l .;c IP(

ia~c..

,P(l>.

iiilc,

Eng: prey
Sp: presa
ps: n
. . b
Comments: Class I: I S(;!)( )>S iatc ncy, 33c:tl'r;.;.b r-dtc ncyi; 2t:Rr*
ratc:ncyir; 3xim )SS: latc:nt.y; IPLRIss: qaratc:ncy;3~cr.ross:
rdtc ncgiri. 31'1.1~ns: r ~ t c . n ciy. 3l'l.ll. )S> lalc -nccjcr;:\I<> nalc ncy;
ato

Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments-

to yawn

bostezar
vi
Class C, Active; t

wro:

Eng: leaf: feather: hair;
Sp. hoja. pluma. pelo.
ps: n
Comments: Class l. i ~ i . - c t w ~ I ,1 \C:{>(
aweg

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

PS:

34t

\t
tbith

(I-

'hither-. l

;4(1

iawcg.

tr/\i

iatkti?,

3s(

IS^

law,;?.

Eng: to copulate

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

sawcg.

Class A Inactive; Is(,- irawiy; 2scit': r-wigs [i'jiiii?l: 2sc;R. rawigir;
3 x 1 - iawig; l I)[: qardwiy; 21jc1.rd~viyiri;21'1. rtwigi . -;tl! , iawiycr

Sp: copular. cojer ( . k g . ).
PS: vi
Comments: Class B; Active; I sr i (;;lw~g; >cc, a w ~ l g .
ayo

iamc.

to pull; to stretch: to bring
estirar. traer; jalar.

Eng: house
Sp: casa
ps: n
Comments: Class l. l SC;H133
awog

rdto;

iiiwc.

Class A. Active, can occur
I S ; :inawcy [iiawck];
Eng: bum
Sp: quemar

Comments:

l

to fly
volar
\-i
Class A, Active, I S( ;: .i;ly~;3st I iayo.
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

rush reed;
junco
n
Class Ill.

Eng: very
Sp: mu?
ps: adv
Comments:
Eng: and
Sp. y
ps: coordinator
Comments:
Eng: dangerouos (F)
Sp: peligrosa ( F).
ps: adj
Comments: \ l . eaqo,vk. i ~ : . ( b1) ~ilqilqa.i t

: (F)

caqal.

Eng:

dangerous (.M)
Sp: p e i i s ~ o s o( M).
ps: adj
Comments: F Caqay. I r [ . ( \ l ) caqirqil. i Y l ( F 1. Caqai.
Eng: scarf
Sp bufanda, echarpe;
ps: n
rpe
Comments: - Sp d ~ . l ~ ~ r[cCarpc

ciarpr.1 b c a r f

Eng: why
Sp: por que
ps: interrogative
Comments:
Eng: eagle
Sp: a p i l a
ps: n
Comments: borrobkiny. wurce unknown.
Cim

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

sour
agno

adj

Eng: smelly ( M E )
Sp: oloroso. que dene olor (ht'F).
ps: adj
Comments: 1x1..
Cinia?gclo.
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Cinaq

Er~g: ant
Sp: hormiga
ps: n
Comments: Class 111:
Eng:

K [ . .clnar:
-'

cripple (M)

Sp: cojo (M)
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

n

Class Ill. XI. F Cisa<,a-cripple (F)'.
cripple (F)
coja ( F )
n

Class ![I. F. C i s a c * 'cripple t hf)

Eng:

deictic (vertically extended)
deictico
( verticaimente extendido 1
Sp:
ps: deictic root
Comments: Demonstrative. 41. c d a ; F a-da, i)r.:.,r)r. da-\\a.

Eng: fork
Sp: tenedor
ps: n
Comments: Class II; !cl.
da(,anaqatr.l.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments-

turkey

pac-o
n
Class Ill. iJc! .

dat.arar.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments.

sombrero
n
Class 11. i*.;

Eng:
Sp.
PS.
Comments-

to fetch water
buscar agua
~i
Class C. Active. I.(,
~ 7 i ~ i u . i . * R c.?i.i~ir.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

masculine
rnasculino
proclitic f deictic root

hat

d~)?~)i.

;.W

I

rc?i..irvir.

atuchcs to s l n y l x forms of dcrcr~cwrs;opuonal. e g cku -deictic

(absent) .M'.

Eng:

with
Sp* con
ps: locative enclitic
Comments:

v
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Eng:

to drink

Sp: beber;
PS: t-t'vi
Comments: Class B. Active; l w r %?CL. 2x.R. c?ctir: ;\cj

C ~ L .

Eng; to run
Sp: corner
PS: ti
Comments: Class 5. Active: can occur with the prefix n- 'hither'. I v . sc'lycn-(1.
I S ; :ini?genc~[iii?geno1;
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:
-e7 ko: ts

try
probar; tratar: intentar;
to
bT

Class A Active. I sr; sc?ycn, 3sr; ici'ycn.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

knee
rodilla

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to sefI

Eng:

n
Class 1. ['c!. -c?ko [al.

)SS

ic'r'kcl ~ u .

11'1

13s 1c;'ko [a.

vender
kf

Class B. I W , w?rncn. Iscif c7rncni. 2.1 PR c7rncnir
vein

Sp: vena
ps:
Comments:

n
Chss l. P C [ . .

Eng:
Sp
ps:
Comments:

to dig
savar. hacer un pozo

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

well: hole;

Eng:
Sp:
PS:

Comments:

-<bi'<l

[al. l ic.i)q

it)?(\

~a.

\Tlf\i

Class 8.takes n- 'hither-.3 w nc'tya.

pozo. pozc (de agua)

n
Class It.
to boil
henir
vi
Class D. Actwe: 3s( nciJyarn;

Eng: leg
Sp: pierna
ps: n
Comments: Class l.

I

PC[.

-c Cil. lscJt%

ic Ci. 3scrt~(
)\S lc Ci.

~ 1 3 3nc

Ci.

Eng:
Sp:
PS:

stake. post
n

Comments:

Class ''. PCI.

Eng:
Sp.
PS:
Comments:

to cut; to shorten;
conar; acortar.

Eng:

Sp

tilnal

bT

Class A. Active; IS(! wc.i.ac1.j,(; iccac l.
to cut oneselfl,to set cut,
conarse

PS: vi
Comments: Class A. Ina~tlve.1
Eng:

~rci-a(,
Ijccac; 1, 2% .(R rcCacIlr.;vt ~ci-at..

to get hod poisoning;

Sp: intorvicarse (con tornida 1;
PS:

vi

Comments: Class A. Inactive;

I1;(,

icdc1.n IjcJt,.n 1: 2stTR:rcdo nlrr 3 ~ ~ ;c J cn.,

Eng: out; otwards;
Sp: ahera. hacia afbera.
PS: enclitic v
Comments:
-wcy
Eng: knife
Sp: cuchilio
pS: n
Comments: Class IIi.
ekun

Eng: to grab
Sp' tomar; a,"arrar
ps: tr
Comments: Class A. Active. l \c

l

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments-

to throw
tirar. arrojar.
tr
Class A. Active. Ii( scnilr~.
I

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments-

nail
uria

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

enemy
enemigo

sckon. ;\cl

iCkon.

I

icnal,.

n
Class 1, 1 .;c;rx ,S.;. icniit. 2sc;tx)ss rcnatir; 3ic;IJc

n
r>c-i.- c p ? y c nac;;twar.

Icnat.
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epacat

Eng: to twist; to braid.
Sp: retorcer; trenzar:
ps: tr
Comments: Class A. Active. 1 .;( wpac .at. jsc icpac ,al.
I

Eng: braid
Sp: trenza
ps: n
Comments: $%I. epaqatal, deric ed formEng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

food
comida. alimento.

n
Class I I. morphologically complex t deribed form I .

Eng: to cut hair
Sp: cortar (pelo I
PS: kT
Comments: Class 8. Active;
epil

epit

Eng: to go home; to go back;
Sp: volver a casai volver:
PS:
vi
Comments: Class 8.Active. 1 \t ,. wpil. IsciR cpilir ipti-i'tl: 3~
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

I

cpil.

I

cpit.

to smile

sonreir
vi

Class 8.Act~ve;1 S(

I

scp1~.IMiR cpitir (pii.i;']; -i>c

Eng: paucal number marker
Sp: marcador de nurnero
ps: suffix I n ;
Comments.
Eng: 3" person plural marker
Sp' marcador de 3.' persona plural
ps: suffix c. n 1
Comments.

Eng: plural object marker
S p marcador de object0 plural
ps: enclitic ( v
Comments: cf -1,) 'paucal'.

Eng: to be able to
S p poder
ps: c t
Comments: Class B. Active. 1 ~

( iscgit.
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Eng: blood
Sp: sange
ps: n
Comments: Class I. I?;(;prss icwo.

ewa

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

eyala

Eng: to hurry up
Sp: apurarse
PS: ti
Comments: Class A. Inactive. l sc i ~rcyalaUiyaia l. 2 s ;R rcyalair. 3~

rpatima

cpelisa

gir2lase

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:

Eve (woman's name)
Eva (nombre de mujer)
n

icyala.

Fatima (woman's name)

Fatima nombre de mujer t
n
- - Sp l-iirrrn~r[t>tima] 'Fatima'.

Felisa (woman's name)
Felisa (nornbre de mujer~
n
-:
Sp. E2llscr

[felisa] -Felisa'.

gringo (F) (= white woman)

Sp: gringa ( F ) ( = criolla. blanca~
ps:
Comments:

n

-

Class Ill. cf hI y iri7Ic k ' ~ r i n ~ oL\ hite man )'. rnorphologicall>
complex form,

( = white man)
Eng: gringo (>l)
Sp: gingo ( h1) c = criollo, blanco)
ps: n
Comments. Class 111. cf h1 y irilr'lasc 'gingo ( = ik hite woman )'

Eng: wild boar
Sp: chancho moro
ps: n
Comments: Class ill; ~cr.:
t~jnriayi.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

very proximate
muy proximo/cerca
suffix deicsic
can be added to deictic roots ivhen used as domonstrarives; nahu 'this
(cmng)very proximate'; cf. -h'proximate'. nahc) 'here'

Eng: paucal number marker
Sp: marcador de numero
ps: suffixtnj
Comments:
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

zd person singular familiar marker
rnarcador de 2" persona sinsplar t-miliar
suffix ;v. n l

Eng: 1" person singular possessive marker
Sp: marcador de 1' persona singular posesivo
ps: prociitic (n I
Comments: e g. iilwt) 'my spouse' (i-awc) J
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

l" person Active marker
rnarcador de l a persona -4ctivo
proclitic { v :
used with verbs when they are preceded b~ the prefix rr -hithere.i m
is then conflated to [ill;e.g. inowir [Rowi?] 'I come (here)'. see -5- - i
person .4cti\eb.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

3"' person Active marker
marcador de a; persona .Acti\o

proclitic {v1
e.g. ialawat -he kills'. see i- --:"l person inactive-. marks Class A
verbs.

Eng: 3" person Inactive marker
Sp: marcador de 3a persona \o-.Acti~.o
ps: proclitic v )
Comments: see also r -5"' person .Active'.
Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments.

spoon
cuchara
n
Class II; !c!.
i?mqa.

Eng:
person plural marker
Sp: rnarcador de 2" persona plural
ps: suffix v. n 1
Comments: cf -in *9d
- person paucal marker .
'

Eng: towards (there"
Sp: hacia (alli9)
ps: enclitic t v ;
Comments:
Eng: behind;
Sp: detris de; atras.
PS:
enclitic { v
Comments:

iiew

Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

to die
morir

\i
Class A; Inactive. Is(i:irilcw 1jilcwj; 2s;R rilcwir Irii.iwi;'l; 3sci
iilcw;
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments;

nose
nariz
n

Class I. i sc ii.c )ss iimik [y irnik].

Eng: '2 person sin~wlarrespfftful marker
Sp: marcador de 2" persona singular de respeto
ps: enclitic v. o }
Comments: cf -i -2" person singular familiar'.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

I" person singular Inactive marker
marcador de l' persona singular No-Activo
proclitic :v;
realized phonerically as D]; cf r - S - 1" person .Acme'.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to go
ir

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

p a u d number marker

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

f person paucal marker

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

animal
animal

'

\l

Class 8; Active; 1 .;cr. sik;

marcador de numero paucal
suffix { n ;

marcador de 2" persona paucal
wfix ;v. n l
i f -1. -3"" person plurai marker'

n

Class Ill.

Eng: deictic (!iori+ontalfy extended)
Sp. deictico (horizontalmente estendido)
ps: deictic root
et ji; F a - ji. PC! ;ly!.
Comments: Demonstrative %l:
jaqay

ji -wa.

Eng: fast(F)
Sp: rapido (F)
ps: adj
jaqaqa; I'L'I. ( F ) jaqai;
Comments: M. jaqayk r'c~.(.M):
Eng:
Sp:
PS:

Comments:

fast (M)
ripido (\l)
adj
F jaqay.

lJc'l.(X1).jaqaqa; !'cr.( F ) : jaqai.
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Eng:
S p:
ps:
Comments:

deictic (absent)
deictico ( ausente)
deictic root
Demonstrative 14 trka, F a-ka- !vI .;l)[. ka-ha, qa-e-ka 'nothing.
nobody'

Eng: then
Sp: entonces
ps: coordinator
Comments: - kd?
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Eng:

Sp:
ps:
Comments:

then;
entonces;
coordinator

-

lia

chair
silla
n
i ~ : i kai't ianaiikir; den\

ed t'orm.

Eng: brown
Sp: marron
PS: adj
Comments: . Sp iqk [kafe] 'cuftke'.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

blanket

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments.

oblique marker
marcador de tiaw nominal oblicua
n

Eng:
Sp:
PS:

Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

tiasada
n

Class 11: i

~ ! -ikanqa.

morphulu~caliycomplex" c den1ed tbrm ?).

to eat

corner
bdvi

Class B. Active; I S ( , skc?c; 3x;R kci'cir; 3sc kci'c;
l

ear
oreja
n
Class I. l sr ;P( )ss ikc?lu.
mule
mula

n
Class Ill. PCI.kci'layi:
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to set hll;to be satisfied;

iIenarse; estar satisfecho:
\l

Class B. inactive. I sc i irkcmar [j'Lcmarl: 2 s ;R,rkcrnarir: 3st

l

kemar.

Eng:

Sp:
ps:
Comments:

-kerdwk

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

farther
mas lejos
suffix tdeictic)
can be added ro deictic roots when used as dernonstratives: nalicrdm
-that one (cmng) farther'. d -kerawk -far'.-kerdm: 'very far'.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

veryfu
mu? Iejos
suffix (deictic)
can be addtd to dcictic roots when used as dernonstratives. nahcrdrn
'that one (cmng) very far'; d: -kcrdwk 'far'. - k ~ r d m'farther'.

Eng:
Sp:

ps:
Comments:

kewog

towards here;
hacia aqui.
enclitic t v )

Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:

far
lejos

suffix (deictic)
can be added to deictic roots when used as demonstratiies. nakcrau.k
'that one (cmng)far'. ct: -kcram 'fanher-.-kcr-m: 'very far'.
sharpen
atilar
t-t

Class -'.Acttve, lc.

i

S ~ C W ~ K J ,1'1

\hcwiqacr.

to sharpen

atilar
LT

Class B. Active; l

skcwtq.

table

Sp: mesa
ps:
Comments:

n

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

chicken pox
varicela

derived form.

n

:\1 3 3

nki'l'~ac,ala.

Isc,R. Lcwt y i r ;

~C'WIKJ.
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kuim

kiyo

Eng: that ( cornplementizer)
Sp: que
ps: cornplernentizer
Comments: introduces complement clauses. is optional.
Eng:

to wash

Sp: lavar
ps:
Comments:

Lf

Class B. Active. 1 >cI skiyo, 2stlf kiyt,i [iaw;~lci
1. I s c r R k i y o ~ r
[IawaCi?l; 3scr. kiyo. I P[. skiyoac;. 2 1 ~ 1kiyoiri,
.
2pi. kiycli 3 ~ 1 . .

.

Eng: to wash
Sp: lavar
ps: t1
Comments: Class B; Active; l sc, s k i y r ~&m.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

soap
jabon

n
Class ll.

K!.. kiyc U itvxicjaccr; morphologically cornpies derived hrm.

Eng: kerchief
Sp. pafiuelo
ps: n
Comments: Class I I .
Eng:
Sp:

to sive birth
panr; dar a luz:
PS: vi
Comments: Class B; Active; 1 >c r skoi'o. Zsc ,t' kt$,,i. :>crR kciitrir; j5tr k,,%,.
I PI.. sku7yat;; 3 ~ r .ko7oiri;
.
21'1..C;c)?oi:, ~ I ' I . , lio?~xr:

koCTok

Eng: purpte
Sp: tioleta
ps: adj
Comments:

kotoki

Eng: little;
Sp: pocoia( S
ps: quantifier
Comments:

kotoki?

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

komena

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

small child ( M )
niiiito i M )

n
cf' F k~C~,?i.i?.

-erandmother
abuela
n
Class II;
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
PS:

Comments:

sister-in-law
cufiada
n
< Sp. c-xtr'ludu[kuiiidal 'sister-in-la~'.

t o cut oneself. to yet cut;
conarse

vi

Class B. Inactive. l sc; irk~)ilirci<~
fiktlfiira; 1. 2x ,R r h o i i i ~ c ~ i 3%(
r.
r

kufikdc;.

kopi

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

mucus
moco
n

Class I!:I%;D )ss. inkopi [fikt)pi];2s;tlv )ss nkopii; Zsc,W'c )ss
nkopiir: 3sc;poss: dopi: 1PW )ss:q a d o p i ; 2 ~ 1 .nkopiiri,
.
2~1.
nkopii ..3I'!.pc !ss nkopicr; :W..; kepi:
pig
cerdo

n
Class Ill, K I kosi I L r S i 1. PI ktlsiipi [lioTi.pil:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

quebracho (Schfi~opsis
bafuti.w~eor Q~rc.bruc-hru
rnorotrpri)
quebracho (Sc.hrtropsr.shu/~ur-we
or (_)trehnrc/l~u
rnorot1-r.rrI
n
-ik = nominal sutfis 'tree-. )i i . ktdilpik-wt.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

nest
nido

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

paucal number marker
marcador dc nurnerv paucal
suffix In!

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

hit
fmta

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

witch doctor
curandero
n
ClassII1.rcr.. Iadcncycr;

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

when
cuando
intmosative
it is normally folIowed by one of the deictic roots. in most cases ki
'deictic (absent)'

n
r

~. -h
i l\viCac;ahir; n~orphologicalll;complex

(derived fom ).

n

ClassIII.

-
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Eng: white (F);
Sp: blanca ( F )
ps: adj
Comments: %..I- lalcciayk; !yr.(41). Irtlcc;aqa. ;yc'I.(
F j lalcciai.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

lames

white (M);

bianco (M')
adj
F lalcciay. !)cl.(
lL1)- lalcciaqa; [c!+(
F)- lalc(;a~.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

smafl (F); little (F);
pequeiio (F);
adj
-o'I'i.i7 -diminutive(F)'. M ialoki?. rlcI (\l)- lali~lqacr;i'(:I
1aIo:Ai~

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

small (M). little ( M).
pequeiio ( M).
adj
-ohi? -diminutive (M)'.
F laio??,ii'. KI.(
5.1) lalolqacr. IT[.(
Ialtj k i ~

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

table
mesa

n
Class 11. l u l ~)S>t fi(i)liimcs.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

louse
piojo

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

insect; bug;
insecto: bicho
n
Class Ill. rci. lascl.

n

Class Ill. rjcr I;ipacldlcr

Eng: door
Sp: puerta
ps: n
Comments: Class II. iX i . Iasc\mir.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

fly
mosca
n
Class Ill, PCI. 1arac;aiiil.

-

Sp rnc.rcr 'table'

(

FI

F)
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latas

Eng: cup. mug
Sp: tazajarro:
ps: n
Sp. lu ILCU [la tasa] (definite feminine article - t u a 'cup') -the cup'.
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

big (F); fat (F);

-gande (F). gorda (F);
adj
bl ltdclt.ycrat.ir [.(M).
1ct;l'r'al. !%I.( F) Iat~?ci,

lagoon. pond
la~wna
n

Class Ill.

Eng: W& (F)
Sp: debil ( F )
ps: adj
lawoqa. !%c':.(
Comments: \I Iawilyk, lu-r.(bf).
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

weak W )
debil ( ht
adj
-yk 'masculine (adj)-. F litway. 1)c1.(\1). Iriwaqil. [ui( F) iriwdi.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

avispa
n
Class Ill. ru. lawo( _L )qd.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Ie: re

F): lawrii.

wasp

thorn

esptna

n
Class Ill, cc ji

1. ic sal.

Eng: paper
Sp: papel
ps: n
Comments: Class II. ryr. IC rcl.

1e:t;lrac;ay

Eng: old (F). broken (F);
Sp:

viejo ( F 1; roto 4 F 1;

ps: adj
Comments:

le:taramyk

bI Ic rarwayk. IYI.(YI). ic tardqa. r
u ( F ) Ic 1arw;ai.

Eng: old (M); broken (M);
Sp:

tiejo (h1;li;roto t M);

PS:

adj
F . Ic.taraciay;~ l . ( h l Ic-tardqa;
)
rxr. { F): Ic

Comments;

rrtrdciai.
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

on; over.
sobre
enctitic t v:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

knife
cuchillo

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

lizard
lagmija

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:

n

Class It. KI..Ickurir;

n
Class 111. Pc1 Icholacrard(yh a
ring
anillo
n

Class II;

XI..

liCic;sqatcr;

paucd object marker

Sp: marcador de object0 paucal
PS: enclltic { v
Comments: cf +cr -plural'.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

squash

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

milk

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

trunk (of tree)
tronco (de arbol)

zapallo
n

Class Ill. txr. Io?y ii,ir;

Ieche
n

Class 7; xrjs: Io?wi':

n

Class Ill; ~x-r.It~.yol,cc )Ii . It, y ~ l ~ t .

Eng: big (M); fat (XI);
Sp: yrande (M):
gordo (M).
ps: adj
Icia?ai. r ~ i . i F ) latc?cl.
:
Comments: F. latcw?yc. 1~1.(h4:1:
Eng: or
Sp: 0
PS: coordinator
Comments: conjoins phrases or clauses
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

edge; blade

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

bottle
boteIla
n
Class II; tyi. iimctal:

borde; filo
n
Class [l?.

Eng: canoe;
Sp: canoa;
ps: n
Comments: Class 11;

ivi..

;'I..

i,imctrilipi.

.'

Sp lrtnrlcr 'bottle

drnatal;

Eng: afier, Iater; future;
Sp: despu&; m& tarde. futuro.
ps: adv
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

pronoun
pronornbre
ps: pronoun
Comments: occurs n i t h deictic roots for 3'' person pronominal: also realized as
[mad - [rna:rc]

Eng:

Sp.
ps:
Comments:

pants (pair of);
pantalon:
n
Class 11. 1,c.r. macthol.

Eng: hammock. swing;
Sp: hamaca.
ps: n
Comments: .c Sp hitrntrc.cr [amakal'hammock, s~cins',
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

rhea
iiandu
n
Class Ill.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

apple
rnanzana
n
Sp mcrtr=~lrw
[mansanal 'apple-.

Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

pronoun
pronornbre
pronoun
occurs with deictic roots for jd person pronominal. kariant
pronmnciation of /macan./; also realized as [rnaciarc] - [ma:rc]
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Eng: pronoun
Sp: pronombre
ps: pronoun
Comments: occurs with deictic roots for 3" person pronominal. variant
pronounciation of !'mat;arci; also realized as [macarc j - [maq]
mitolek

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

cat

gat0

n

Class Ill;

P!

miColqa. morpholo~icallycomplex''.

Eng: silly (M);hnny (M).
Sp: tontu 0 1 ). gracioso ( h1 );
ps: n
Comments: F rntyilia. iul.X(I ) rntqi~laqa.!)c; ( F i rncyolal.

mdna

mote

Eng:
Spps:
Comments

silly (F). hnnv (F);
tonto F 1. gracioso ( F 1.
n
Cl rnlycl. X I (hl) rntyolaqa, !%I. (F) rncytllal.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

monkev;
rnono.
n
Class I l l . llc I . rnt,nt;l. <: Sp. ntorto -monkey'.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Xfocov~
mocovl
n. adj

Eng: knot
Sp: nudo
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill. ilci mc)rc'l.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

jrd
pemn

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

jd person Inactive marker
rnarcador de 3a persona So-.Active
proclitic v
marks Class D verbs.

.Active marker
marcador de 3a persona .Active
proclitic ;v
marks Class D verbs.

Eng: .Absolutive marker
Sp: marmdor de Absolutivo
ps: proclitic t n :
Comments:
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Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

hither
hacia aqui
p r e h t v:
occurs with some verbs that take the .Acti\e markers. can also have a
reflexive meaning;

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

alienable
alienable
prefix { n )
attaches to alienably possessed nouns when possessive markers occur
on the noun:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

deictic (coming)
deictico (viniendo )
deictic root
Demonstrative: 31: ens, F atna.

1% I :I'I

Eng: fish
Sp: pez; pescado
ps: fl
Commefits: Class III, pci. naiinir fnri).ifii?]

na?

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

when
cuando
adv
introduces adverbial clauses uf time

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

day
dia

Eng:
Sp:

ps:

n

- tia3 ia3a. Class Ill; iX.1

before; earlier. past;
antes; mas temprano. pasadu.
adv

Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments-

tobacco
tabaco
n

Class Ill. tlct. nii scrqa.

Eng: corn
Sp: maiz
ps: n
Comments: 1r.1.. na sc).lqa;
nagi

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

na;'c ,arar;

now; today: present;

ahora. hoy . presente;
adv

na-wa;
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Eng: yarari (type of poisonous snake)
Sp: yarara (tipo de klvora venenosa)
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill. PC[. nanii(_v)qa.
Eng: alligator
Sp: yacare
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill,
Eng: bridge
Sp: puente
ps: n
Comments: Class II. x i . napayiahc,.
Eng: IadIe
Sp: cucharon
ps: n
Comments: Class II. rc~.nci'mqa.
l a of poisonous snake)
Eng: c m p ~ ~ l i l(type
Sp: m p a n i l l a
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill, r ~ i nc
. lilnar;

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

mud; clay
barro. arcilla
n
Class 111.

Eng: jacaranda
Sp: jacaranda
ps: n
Comments. Class 111. -ik

=

nominal suffix 'tree'.

cc b1.1

n~ ~argcLsat.

netigmnlca

Eng: rat
Sp: rata
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill, r3c-1 ncCigoc,~)nat, d .

nehem

Eng: same; similar;
Sp: igual. similar.
ps: adv
Comments: - 7ncm. used ro link clauses u ith an quative meaning.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

toad
sap0
n
Class Ill; PCI.. nclolac,anaciitl;

NOTE TO USERS

Page(s) not included in the original manuscript are
unavailable from the author or university. The manuscript
was microfilmed as received.

UMI
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norek

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

fire
hego
n
Class Ill.

Eng: day
Sp: dia
ps: n
Comments:
na7clata. Class Ill. IT[.
tia?c,a?a.

-

Eng: deictic (non-extended)
Sp: deictico (noextendidol
ps: deictic root
Comments: Demonstrative 11. r n i . F a- tii. ! ~ c t l t ) ! .rii -Lva.
Eng:
Sp:
PS:

down; downwards:

abajo; hacia abajo;
enclitic : v :

Comments:
Eng: what; who;
Sp. que: quien.
ps: interrogatik-e
Comments. it is normally tbilo\\ed by one ofthe deictic roots. in most cases
'deictic (absent)'; introduces interrogative clauses,
Eng: inside;
Sp: dentro de;
ps: enclitic I v :
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

rope
soga
n
Class ll.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

skunk
zonino
n
Class Ill; 1x1.
fiiksar:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

pimple (with pus)
granito (con pus

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

worm
gusano

K!

iiqa.

n

Class Ill;

n

Class Ill; KL,.

iii1t)tt.r;
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Eng: inwards; hither;
Sp: hacia adentro; hacia aqul;
PS: enclitic I v;
Comments: -- -WO
Eng: evidential
Sp: ekidencial
PS: enclitic
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
PS:

paucal number marker
rnarcador de numero
suffix { n f

Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

to be afiaid:
temer; tener rniedoi
\i
Class D; Inactive, 1 S( i iro7Ci fjt,7Ci];

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

toget scaed
asustarse

?.;c

,R.ro't'Ciir; 3 3 ~ 1ntr?Zi.

bi

Class D; Inactive. 1 M I irt~t'dacltc~ck
[ j ~ ? r litcrck
i l ~ l. 2 5 I
~R
rc)?&c~ccc kir: 3 . ~ ; no?dacxc
:
cc k;

Eng: vase
Sp: jarron
ps: n
Comments: Class 11: PC.! -t,?~rllnai.
.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

hend

amisoia
n

Class 11": pc1 -o?r

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

t'abric
teia
n
Class 11.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to get angry
enojarse

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

vein
vena

jyac ,;deer; rn~~pl~oio~ically
complex (derived form r.

\l

Class C3,3s( I n~70,

R

Class I. PC-[..-cj?cl.tal.
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to turn off. to g o off
apagase)

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to get -ed
casarse

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

vt/\i;i"

Class B. 3 s ; : o?irm;

ki

Class B. Active.
under
debajo de;
enciitic f v :

- -()L

land; fieId;
carnpo; tierra;
n

Class II. morpholo+cally complex (derived form).

Eng: to set dressed
S p vestirse
PS: vi
Comments: Class B. Active;
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:

to become fat, to gain weight
engordar
vi

Class A, Inactive. 1 51 irrli.ac,, '>c i R roi-a(, ~ r ;3 w r
I

bow

Sp. arco
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Spps:
Comments:

n

Class l. tlci -t,y~G
iqa:
dress; bag
vestido. bolsa;
n

Class ll. pc1 dxikir;

Eng: liver
Sp: h~gado
ps: n
Comments: Class I. Is < ~ P ()4;%
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

itblarnck.

to finish
terrt~inar
\T

Class A. Active. I (;.

\')mat.

j 9i iomat.

10Crtc

,.
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Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

to get stuck; to stick (to something);
pegme; quedarse pegado;

Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

to get naked; to get naked;
desvestirse: desnudarse:

\i
Class C. Inactive;

vi

Class B. Active. see also o n l y -to get naked, to undress'.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to hit

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

father-in-law

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

pesar
k't

Class C. Active.

suego

n
Class I. hl; F +yorct .mother-in-law'

mother-in-law
suega
fl

Class I. F. \l + y o r 'father-in-la\v'

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments;

netting; mesh
red

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

belt
cinturon
n
Class?. xi,+)sa.[a1Ail.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

buttocks

naigas
n
Class I. IS( ;P()SS iosap.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to get naked: to undress;
desvestirse. dwnudarse.
vi
Class B. Active. see also onoy

n
Class II. PCI.. -ycbynal;

Eng: under
Sp: debajo de.
ps: encIitic [ v !
Comments: - + o ? L ~

-to set

naked. to undress'

-
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owen

owero

owir

OWO

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

hammer
martillo

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

bracelet
puisera
n
Class 'I,

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

tooth
diente
n
~~
Class 1. I T [ .+WC:. Isc;l,c,ss:iowc. 2sc;tlx)ss rowci. Z S C ;)ss
rrjwcir; ~ S C ~ P O S Slowc;
:
I P ~ I S S : qanlwc; 2 ~ ~ 1rcjwciri;
..
2 ~ 1 .n: ~ w c i :
3 ~ f . )SS.
~ r lowcr;
ncwc.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to use

n

Class II; pcl.
form);

t l t 1.

dw

x ,c)ncniaLcr: morphologcally complex

-wac;scl.

usar: utilizar; ocupar
k-t

Class A I sg: n w e n . 2 ~ i Rcwenir
.
[wifii?].

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

overo
adj

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

arrow
tlecha
n
Class l. rcr -owiqa.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to come; arrive; reach.

spotted (of an animal's skin)

c

Sp or9ero[opt;rol .spotted (ofan animal's skin)'.

Ilesar; alcanzar;
vi
Class I. Active. can occur ~c?thor without tr- -hitherq.isg. inclwir
[fi~)wi?]'[ arrive (here)' vs scwir - 1 amve (there)-.3%;: nowir vs
yowir;

Eng: t o wdk
Sp
ps:
Comments:

(derived

caminar
vi
Class A. Active; I sl,

sowo;

Eng: light ( o f weight) (WF);
Sp: liviano/a (WT);
ps: adj
Comments:

;scl iowo.
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

to cure
curar
tr'?

Class '.'; I so spa?i.cu;cln. can be said only when the shaman is the
agent;

Eng: scorpion
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

scorpion
n
Class Ill. PCL pa?lc~t~w;oyqa.

Eng: spider.
Sp: araiia
PS: n
Comments: Class Ill; [ X I . . pa1aCirii;a.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Class I. 1x1. -palaqatcI. l S( l ~ ' c l s s ipitlriqiltc.
.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

potato
papa

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

dad; daddy;

Eng:
Sp:

ps:
Comments:
pargatokil

tinyer
dedo (de fa rnano)
n

Eng:

n

Class II. --: Sp prpt [papa] -potato'.
papa- papi.
n

Class Ill. c Sp

j ~ r p t[papi]

-dad. daddc '

butrerflv

mariposa
n
Class Ill. rvr. parcl. I>[. parclipi. borrwvtng. source unknokbn.
rope-sold shoe;

Sp: alparsata (Arg) (tipo de calzado con suela dc soga trenzada).
ps:
Comments:

n

Class 11; Sp cri'xrrguru [alpar!aral 'rope-soled shoe' and the
diminutive masculine suffix -oh?;

Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:

duck

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

night

pat0
n
Class 111; .= Sp p r o [pat01 'duck'.

noche
n

Class 111.
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Eng:
~ p
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

wandfather
:a b u e ~ o
n

Class I.
up t o
hasta

enclitic v ',
-- -pt'y~7
more
mas

PS: ad\.
-- pcycy. precedes adjectives in a phrase.

Comments:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

up to
hasta

enclitic I v :.
-.

-pc?

Eng:
Sp:

more
mis
ps: adv
Comments: -- peg. precedes adjtxtibes in a phrase.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:

ball
pelota
n

Class 11.

.;

Sp peloru [pelota] 'ball'.

but

Sp: pero
ps:
Comments:

discourse marker
c Sp pero [pero] 'but'.

Eng: chaiiar (Geoffrrwn Jecorrrccr~~~)
Sp: chaiiar ((;eoflrwa Jecorrrccrrrs)
PS:

Comments:
Eng:

n

Class Ill. -ik

=

nominal s u t h 'tree'. !yr. pctckai. L'( 1r.r. pclckayk*~.

short (F)

Sp: petisa ( F )
PS:
n. adj
Comments: Class Ill; -:Sp pen-W [petiso] 'short' and the diminutive feminine
suffix

petisoki?

Eng:
Sp:
PS:

Comments:

+)?X;

short (M)
petiso ( M )
n. adj
Class Ill, Sp. penso [petiso] 'short' and the dinlinutive n~asculine
suffix -c~ki?;
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Eng:
Sp.
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
pigim

town
pueblo
n
Class li; -- Sp prruhku [pw<pIo] 'tohn'.
shaman
shaman

n
Class Ill;

Eng:
Sp
ps:
Comments:

sky
cielo
n

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

toad
sap0
n
Class 111.

Eng:
Sp
ps:
Comments:

Class Ill.

PC[.

pijilt~loltu*,Lalso sdpr ( Sp. %urp,'toad')

tala (Celtis tala)
tala

n
Class Ill. -ik = nominal sutfis 'tree'. c'( 1r.r pinkt)<iksai..

Eng: charcod
Sp: carbon
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill.
Eng: of course
Sp: por supuesto
ps: discourse marker
qrrr [por supwehto ke] -of course that'
Comments: c Sp ]Tor .sz~prc~sro
Eng: perro
Sp. dos
ps: n
Comments: Class 111.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

PC:

~ ~ ( M A I .

flea

pulsa
n
Class Ill; PLI. pycu;Iapa<iatcr:rnorpholo~icallycomplex (dericed
form) pycwi 'dog' - lapagat 'louse'.

Eng: indefinite agent
Sp: ayente indefinido
PS: proclitic { v :
Comments: occurs only with a verb in the third person sin~ular.immediately
precedes the 3" person proclitic in rhe verb form

Eng: paucal number marker
Sp: rnarcador de numero
ps: suffix t n;
Comments:
Eng: to make heal
Sp: curar
ps: L1
Comments: Class B. ;S(, nqadcn.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

axe
hacha

n
Class II; Kr.. qac?pcl.

head

cabeza
pS: n
Comments: Class I;

K[..

-qaiycj. I %;pc ).;S iqaiy. ;sclr7 )S\. Iqaiy.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

but
pero
coordinator
used to conjoin phrases or clauses; -- yam.

qam

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

but
pero
coordinator
used to conjoin phrases or clauses. - - qalac;iim

qarni

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

2" penon singular familiar independent pronoun
pronornbre personal de 2" persona singular familiar
independent pronoun
used only with sibfings or very close fiends (tiiends one has grown up
wit h): cf qamir +zdperson singular Respecthl independent pronoun .
'

qamir

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

2" persun singular Respectfil independent pronoun
pronombre personal de 2" persona singular de Respeto
independent pronoun
cf qemi -2" penon singular fmiliar independent pronoun'. qamir is
the one most commonly used;

qamiri

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

2" person plural independent pronoun
pronombre personal de 2" persona plural
independent pronoun
there doesn't seem to be a different form h r the independent pronoun
in the t* person paucal:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

stone
piedra
n

qari;
Class Ill; FYI.

PI.:

qariipi [qari:pi]; see -qar 'chin'. qari 'bola'
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qar

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments-

chin
menton
n
Class 11; I

,ss fiqar: 2sc;Rm )ss. nqarir; 3q;c;R)?;S nqar: see qar

'stone';

Eng: l" person plural Inactive marker
Sp: marcador de I" persona plural ho-.Active
PS: proclitic f v l,
Comments: cf 1" plural .Active S- - i -at;:
qari

Eng: bola (type of hunting toot)
Sp: boleadora
ps: n
Comments: Class If?.
qaril. fiom qa 'stone')

qawa

Eng: to walk
Sp: caminar
ps: b-i
Comments: Class B. Active; I sc qawa
Eng:
Sp.
ps.
Comments.

elbow

codo
n
Class I. rc r- -qt,7ycl. I M ,P( )\S 1q07gt.-j \ c l k

I~~~I'CJC..

Eng: to suck. to kiss.
Sp:

chupar: besar
\-ul\i
Comments: Class D. Acttve; can rake the pretilv n- 'hither'. 1 X ,
PS:

sq1,7!ji~ 4).

nqo?yu?yo,

Eng: old (F),
Sp: biejo (F).
PS: adj
Comments. b1 qcj71~ryk.~'ci.(\I)q071,a)yaqa. 1x1( F ) qt~?csoi.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Eng:

old (M);
biejo ($1).
adj
F q o ? ~ , t , y . i ~ ~ , iqo?c;cyaqa.i~!.(F)
hl)
qo?c~)i.

bird

Sp:

pajaro
n
Comments: Class Ill. rcr.. qo?olqa.
ps:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

tree; stick; wood;
arbol. palo; madera:
n
Class Ill; rcr. qcb7par; rr. qc)?paripi. cf -qo?paq 'eyebrow'.

I
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

eyebrow

ceja
n
~ fiqo7paq: 3 i R R )SS
Class II: PCi . nq07par ( 3 x ; ~ c)ss). I s r ; )SS
nqo?paq; ~ S R I S S : nqo?paq; see qo-q
'tree. stick wood': cf.
qo?pay 'tree'.
tadpole
renacuajo

n
Class Ill;

PCL.. qc,?pclt~;cr?fiil.

knee

rodilfa
n
~ iqo ~ a .
Class l; PCI q o ral: l s c , )ss

to urinate
orinar
vi

qocrc,n. 2scit: qt)<;c)ni.2sc :R-qtwiirnir: 3s( ;
Class B; Act~ve.1
qocin: I rr.. (;qcm>nac;.?RI.. qtwx~niri;2~1..qcxit~ni. 3 ~ 1 .qCKNnCf;
-

Eng:

person
Sp: persona
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill. r u . qomir;

Eng: person
Sp: persona
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill.

qomir

Eng: I " person plural independent pronoun
Sp: pronombre personal de I " persona plural
PS: independent pronoun
Comments: qom -person' --S. qcrm-ir fperson-pc!) -peopIe'

Eng: yellow
Sp: amariilo
PS: adj
Comments;
q A kya~awd

Eng: monkey;
Sp: mono.
PS:

n

CorTTYtents: Class 111; wr. qc~Giky;;ic,awal;also memo

Eng:

Sp. morro -monkey')

neck

Sp: cueilo
PS:

Comments:

n
Class I. I S<iIX )SS iqosot . 2%iEW )ss:ryosc)tir. 3 K;;* ,S\; Iqos~t.
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

eye

ojo
n

Class !I;

l?;(,inqotc [fiqotc.]. 3sclr(

nqorc.

eyg
huevo
n

Class 11.

candie
vela
n

Class 11; pcl. qoyarclfianiicatcr; morphologically complex ( deriwd

form);
Eng: jrdperson Active marker
Sp: marcador de 3" persona .4ctiro
PS: prociitic f v l
Comments: see also r -jdperson inactive', marks Class C verbs;
Eng:
Sp:
PS:

Comments:

-:"
person Inactive marker
rnaroador de 3a persona S O - . ~ C ~ I L . O
prociitic i v )
see also r *jd person Active'

Eng: zd person Inaaive marker
Sp: marcador de 2a persona So-.Actico
ps: prociitic { vj
Comments: cf
-)"lperson .Active'.
Eng: paucal number marker
Sp: marcador de numero
ps: suffix ;n;
Comments:
Eng: sun
Sp: sol
ps: n
Comments Class II!.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

moon
luna
n

Class I 11.

Eng: deaf
Sp: sordo
ps: adj ?
Comments: very likely derived form:

Eng: sick (F)
Sp: enfema (F)
ps: adj
Comments: derived f o m ; cf M.rdolc ,ayknpik

Eng: honey
Sp: miel
ps: n
Comments: Class 11 1.
Eng: prickly pear
Sp: tuna del monte
ps: n
Comments: [yr. rayamil- L.( b r .r. rclyamilsat.
Eng: jaguar.cat;
Sp: j a ~ a r :sato.
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill. PC[. rcyillir. rlr. rcgatiripi
Eng: wildboar
Sp: jabali
ps: n
Comments: C lass I I I. PC: rcgoncir [rcyoiii?].

Eng: t " person Active marker
Sp: marcador de fa persona .Active
ps: prociitic 1 v
Comments: used with verbs when they are not preceded by the pretis n- -hither'.
e.g. salawai - I kill'; see h ' !* person .Active'.
Eng: because
Sp: porque
ps: adv
Comments: introduces adverbial clauses uf cause
Eng: toad
Sp: sap0
ps: n
Comments: Class 111; r)cr wpc;l. .= Sp

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

ps:
Comments:

s t p -toad'.
~

Saturday
sibado
n
Class Ill. < Sp . s ~ h ~ l J'Saturday'
o
negative
negacion
prociitic
also yae-.
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Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

deictic (soing)
deictico (yendo)
deicitc root
Demonstrative. %
cr;w>,
l. F. a-so.

so-rva.

KL;I~!.

Eng: sugar
Sp: aaicar
ps: n
Comments: Class 111. c Sp cuicur [asucar] -sugar-.

ihah~aray
k

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

n
ClassI1I::Sp..~~r~~~~[sor~o]'sor$~rn'.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

negative
negation
procIitic
also W-.

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

h a t y (F)
pesado(F)
adj

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

heat? (M)
pesado 01)

sorghum
sorgo

~aE~c;drayk:iyl (51) iai.iir;ardqa: ?Cl .lF ) Sai~c;arai.

adj
F SLli.ac;iiray. I Y I .$1).
~ S$iic;;lraq;d.

!'cr.c F) siij.dclarai.

Eng: already
Sp: ya
ps: adv
Comments: - Gig<.

Eng: already
Sp: !;a
ps: adv
Comments: - <i?yo.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

up; upwards;
arribar hacia arriba
enclitic { v
e.g. icnaci<iyim 'he throws up( wards)'.

iguana
iyuana

ps: n
Comments:

Class 111;

PCI..

<ilkd(y)qa,
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Cim

Eng: almost
Sp: casi
ps: adv
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:

sharp-pointed (F)
puntiapdo ( F)
PS: adj
Comments: M .Sita<;arciyli1vr.ih1).<itatlaraqa. iY[.tF) <itat,ar-i
Eng: sharp-pointed W )
Sp: puntiagudo ( M
ps: adj
Comments: F 4itac;aray. IXI t M) S itac l;irdqa

\yr.(F) Gitilc iarai

Eng: to take a step
Sp: dar un paso
ps: \;1
Comments: Class ''. 1 SL;. y a w a
Eng: proximate
Sp: proximo
ps: s u 6 x (deictic)
Comments: can be added to drictic roots W hen used as demonstratikes. nata -this
(coming) proximate'; cf -hc~' v e q proximate'.
Eng:

p r o ~ e s s i v easpect

Sp: aspect0 progresivo
ps: znclitic { v l
Comments: also realized as - t a p - -tilkc - - u k ([saki when it foilorvs r h r 2"
person singuIar Respecthi enclitic?

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

( t q e of) armadillo

Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:

comb
peine
n
Class II; ivi. taqatcl:

tatu
n
Class 111.

Eng: red
Sp: rojo
ps: adj
Comments: tvl. 1tyt.r; tuglck -reddish (orange in color)'
Eng: tomato
Sp: tomate
ps: n
Comments: Cfass Ill; Sp. ,orncrrc [tomate] -tomato',
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Eng:

then

Sp: entonces
PS:

Comments.

discourse marker
-:Sp. ~~rrrorrc-cs
[entonses] -then'

Eng:

where
donde
PS.
interrogative
Comments: it is normaIly followed by one of the deictic roots. in most cases kil
'deictic (absent)'
Sp:

Eng:

sea; river;

mar; no;
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill. PC.[. wac iiiqii.
Sp:

Eng: water
Sp: a q a
ps: n
Comments: Class 111.
Eng: COW
Sp: vaca
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill, pc;. wakal;
Eng:
Sp:
PS:

lazy (F)
k-agoiF)
adj

Comments- \l walayk.

wiliay k

Eng: lazy (M)
S p tagoihl)
ps: adj
Comments. F walay.
Eng:
SpPS:
Comments:

.

Sp

I-UL-U[baka] -CON'.

ilr 1.(\1)-~walacaqa; I)cl(F) walac id[.

IY! ( kl) walaciaqa, i'Ci.(

F ) ~ a i a dc i .

dumb

tonto
n. adj
Class Ill; ibcr w a i t u ~ n a r ;

Eng: cotton
Sp: aigodbn
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill.
Eng: banana
Sp: banana
ps: n
Comments: - wandna

K

Sp hrrr~arrapananal -bananae.
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Eng: chicken hen
Sp: pollo, gallina
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill; PCL waqa?cl
Eng: salt
Sp: sal
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill; cf
Eng:
Sp:
PS:
Comments:

?WC

-thereis. there esists'.

out; outwards

&era; hacia ahera;
locative enclitic v t

- -cy

Eng:

in; inward* into
Sp: adentro; hacia adentro; dentro de;
ps: enclitic { v t
Comments:
Eng:

inwards; hither;
Sp: hacia adentro. hacia aqul,
ps: enclitic I L. t

Comments.

- -0

Eng:
SP.
ps:
Comments:

bag,
bolsa
n

Class 11.

1X.i.

uols;il.

KI.

wyol.

1

Sp hoLs~i[boisa] -bag'.

Eng: monar
Sp: mortero
ps: n
Comments: Class 11.

Eng: just adwhen
Sp: justo que
ps: discourse marker
Sp jzrASrocpitp[xuhto ke 1 'just wwhenComments: -:
Eng: John
S p Juan
ps: n
Comments: :Sp. ./rrun -fohn'

sharp (of knife. axe) (F)
Sp: afilado (cuchillo. hacha) ( F )

Eng:
ps:
Comments:

adj
$1. yacar-yk; rc!.(M) yac;araqa; IKI.(F ) yacarai,
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Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:

sharp (ofknife, axe) (M)
afilado (cuchillo. hacha) (M)
adj
F yacaray. r c 1 . ( ~ 1y) a ~ a r - y aK[.(
. F). ya~~arai.
rain

Sp: Hutia
ps: n
Comments: Class Ill.
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
Eng:
Sp:
ps:
Comments:
yim

man. mate

hombre. macho
n
Class Ill. IT[.
yalcr. [)I. yilkripi.
ripe CME)

rnaduro/a ( M/F)
adj
twr.(W'F).yir;

Eng: I" person singular independent pronoun
Sp: pronombre personal de I " persona singular
ps: pronoun
Comments:
Eng: fat (M)
Sp: gordo/a ( W F
ps: adj. n
Comments:
Eng: black pig
Sp: chancho n q r o
ps: n
Comments: C u s s Ill. ilCI. y ~ l o : ,

